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PREFACE

Criticism of 4dyertising and other

of'persuasion in general, isnot 4 new phenomenon.

centuries, economists, philosophers, and others have raised

questions about the effects of these activities on

welfare, on the functioning of economic systms, and on human

.nature. These questions will probably be discussed and de-

forms of selling, and

bated in the future,

prise" is the primary basis of economic organization in the

United States and other democratic societies. From time to

time, however, public.interest in the role of advertising

is intensified and focussed on specific issues. In/ the late

1960s and early 1970s, criticisms of, advertising, -and proposals

for its regulation, have increased.steadily. This trend has

been closely related to the emergence of "consumerism," and

also'to a questioning, of the impact of television on society

duringthe past,20 years.

,
For these reasons, and 'perhaps- others, questions about

the- role of advertising and other formS of "marketing

too; atleast as long as "private enter-

communications" have again come to the, forefront.

Some of the issues that are being raised can be appraiSed

not completely resolved --Ain light 'of concepts,, theorie.
,

and factual evidence available from relevantfields ofthe

social ciences. This report is intended to contribute to

appraisal of the role and impact of advertising, by/ "providing

an overview of relevant-ideas_and-research resultS from psy-

chology, economics, and other fields.

The report is .a review of some of the ma r issues concerning

the effects of advertising/marketing commun cations. In it,



- define :the nature of the issues;

- organize the issues into an overall

Summarize available evidence bearing
on the issues.

Thereport is by no means "comprehensive," either in terms

of breadth of issues'discussed or depth of evidence.includede

In our selective, coverage of the subject, we/have tried to

focus attention on the most significant issues and the most

relevant types.of evidence.

In particular, we have concentrated on issues that
, .

arise froM criticisms of advertising and its effects. We
have not explored some equally important questions that con-'
cern positive aspects of'advertising, such as its financial
support of the newspaper and magazine publishing and radio/
television broadcasting indusries. These' matters' are ob-
viously relevant to a ID:liar-iced overall evaluation of adver-
tising.

The report is the 'product of a group effort. -It was

prepared, by-a,project .team at the Marketing Science Institute,

under our,, direction. Members of theteam included Mr._ Michael

Pearce', Dr..SCott M. Cunningham, and Mrs: Avon-Miller. Valuable_

contributions viers also'made by' Professors, Scott Ward, Alvin

and'Robert E. M. Nourse. Professor Raymond A. Bauer provided

..advice in the early,stages of: designing the project.
,

Financial support for preparationof the report was provided

by a special grant from the General' FoOds:doilibration.' We are

grateful to.,the comPay,:and,particularitO Mr. Kent Mitchel,

Vice President, Corporate Marketing Services, for this support.



We are keenly aware of the shortcoming's of the report,
many-of which are inherent in the,baslc concept- of trying to
deal with so broad-and complex a topic within .the limits'of
time and.space available. The document is in no sense-a
"final,report," nor is there .likely ever to be any final',
ultimate resolution' of the i)Issues discussed herein.

It is

the issues. The

intende

r

rather, as a basis for discussion ',of

Port will achieve its objectiVes; therefore,

if it contributes to a more orderly, systematic, and rational

consideration of 'the questions currently being raisedvabout

advertising in AmeriCan society.

Robert D. Buzzell
.Stephen A. Greyser

Cambridge, Massachusetts
October, 1971



Chapter. 1

OVERVIEW

1.1 Introduction:

Over 25 years ago, Professor Neil H. Borden after
_

monumental study ?f advertising, wrote the following:

Adverti in is
- under fire. Its adverse

some

critics co e from many camps and their
complaints tend. to become increasingly
vehementk...The discussions on both sides
have often beenl,idhracterized by sweeping
generalisation,,, by paucity of fact; and
by lack of closely-knit logical 'reasoning-.
There haseen much wishful thinking
and rationalization...What is needed is

---evidence bearing upon the issues... [l, 1945]
.

This -statement ,is appropriate today and constitutes a

of\the major ebcnomic and, social issues in-advertising.
\

By doing so, we hope to 1_...Ovide some peripective for the

'appraisal of advertising and we hope to identify questions

upon Which further research and thinking are required. These

are ambitious goals. We\will be satisfied if we make some

a

ambitious goils. We, will be satisfied if we make some

contribution toward their Ultimate achievement.

1.2 Advertisin and MarkeLng Commflnications Defined:

Advertiaing is a'comple and varied,process, which can

be described and appraised f om many different 'viewpoints.

As a resulti it is difficult propose a definition which

satisfies all purpodes., It m y be defined in terms of, what

lit does or is suppOded to do; or example, advertising,

influences people to buy. It y be defined in terms of-its

physical characteristics; for e ample, advertising is "paid,

non-personal mass communication:" It may be defined in

business,and marketing terms; fo example, advertising is

1. Borden, N. H. The Economic ffects of 'Advertising
(Chicago: R. D. Irwin, Inc., 1942)



"a part of the total selling-marketing process.' It may be

defined in terms of its role in society; for example,

advertising is a social institution `that influences social

values and behavior.-

Any definitiona, whether vague or specific, or whether

oriented towards intent or result, reveals much about the-
.

author's interest in advertising. 2Marketers who use advertising

have generally been interested prLitarily in the' management

of advertising activities and in appraising the 'effectiveness

of individual advertisements and campaigns. Economists,

attempting to understand how industry functions, have_tended

to evaluate advertising ,more What effects does. it

have on.industry structure, market conduct, and market performance?

Social observers, trying to understand how society functions,

hame compared advertising with other institutional influences

on the nature of society, such as the educa iOnal system. It

not. surprising,that appraisals o advertising differ, both

with respect to matters of concern and to conclusions reached.

1.2.1 Advertising As. A Form of Marketincr Communications.

: Although advertising does possess 'some unique characteristics--
. .

perhaps ,most notably its efficiency,in,reaching a large audience --
, -

lit has many elements in: common With'other maAceting communica-
r

tions methods. By -"marketing communica.Eions,",we mean.coin-
. -. .

munication of information, imagery, and-in6entives to buy,
, -

directed by marketers to their customers. Marketing communi-
,,

. ,
.!,- ,/ , .

cation methods_include personal selling, paCkdging,point-
,

4s
1

sof-sale promotion, and promotion
/
uch as, pans. and

premiums) . .

:The fact that these devices,are used in attempts to sell
, ,

products andserviCes', 'anddthe ways'.-in iWhich these,OeNiicies



are used, have also drawn criticism of- a nature similar to

that dawn by advertiSing. We believe this tendency will

continue and may even increase. Further, we believe that

the issues Inv-Olved in ,marketing communications and the .

.,evidence needed to resolve those dssues are sufficiently

Similar that we .wish to emphasize theSe points throughout

our discussion, by adopting an. awkward term:- 'advertising/

marketing communications. Much of the evidence presented,

however, is based almost entirely on ',examinations of adyertisingL

in such instances the compound tern will not !,be used.-

1.1.2 Marketing Communications' in the Marketing mix: -

In some ,,Ways, our 'definition"' of marketing- communications'

is not sufficiently,. specific. In varying. degrees, marketers
\

have control over several 'other vaiiable\ s: price, product

policies, terms of sal and distribution,. These, factox.s

are collectively designated as the "marketing mix,," which

every business %Must develop and modify continuously in its

effort to get and 'keep 'customers.' The.reSults of decisions,

on these other aspects of 'marketing also convey information

to consumers -- in\ this sense, they too are elements of

"marketing communications:" One of the fundamental principles

'marketing- teachers attem to implant in their students,

early in ,their courses, that each of the.se factors 'influences.

to some; extent. (depending on the ma

purchasing detisftins:' The dmplitat

rket situation) consumer

ions of h difficulty. of

isolating , the effects of advertising/marketing, coMMuni ons

..:from-the effects of these other aspects of marketing will

mentioned at various points' in this report,;
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1,3 Nature'of the 'assues:

Most appraisals of advertising/marketing communications

can be'classified as either "economic" or "social." Economic
,

,issues include questions such as the iffipact of advertising
. / ; \

expenditureS on industry profits or on the growth of new

jptoducts., Social issues include questions such as thedmpact'

of ad ertieing on children'S values and attitude; or advertising'

persuasive power:
.

'y

Underlying most issues in the appraiSal of advertising

are' asSumptions". abouhow individuals or groups respond to

advertising/marketing' comminications. Thus, we believe it

is important to-begin by examining Consumer behavior and how
I

it may or may not be affectedby,4dvertisingibefore-we explore

Cher issues relating, to the eConomic and social impacts of

advertising. Therefore, in the.next chapter we discuss.

theories ''and research evidence-, on' the effects of advertising/

marketing communications ohconsumers'knowledge, beliefs,

attitudesA and purchasIng behavior.

1.4 Reasons' for'Controver7

Before launching.int /a discussion of. specific_ issues

relating to the effects o advertising/marketing communications,
.------'
' it may be,useful to examine se,Teral of the reasons-freqUently

advanced as to why advertising is a controversial topic.
.-----

------ The, reason most frequently cited as an explanation of

the tendency for advertising to be'under scrutiny is its high

visibility. ,Although estimates of the_eXtent_of_advertisIng/

marketing communications' presence in everyday. life vary, there

is little doubt thatattempts to influence buying behavior:

are highly pervasive in our s9ciety. It is not Surprising'

that some people regard the impact of today's 20 billion dollar

barrage of advertising as a topic worthy of examination
, .

eculation...and indeed, controversy.



Another possible set of r is for-,scrutinizing adverti-
--t

sing/marketing communication. is -5entially ideological and

_aesthetic. A substantial amount of inherent disdain and

distrust of the selling activity has characterized many

societies -4. from the ancient Athenian concern over controlling

the behavior of the mercantile sector down to our own day.

As long ago as the. early 18th Century, essayist Joseph Addi,son
__----

criticized the .advertising of that era. [2,,,1952]

Ideological and aesthetic criticisms selling including

advertISing/marketing communications, have created a skeptical

pUblic attitude toward the whole nature of advertising/marketing

communications. Historian David Potter has suggested that

the basic concern about advertising stems from its appa'rent'

lack of social purpose:

Advertising has in its dynamics nd
motivation to seek the improvement
of the individual or to, impart
civaIities of social usefulness,
unless conforMity 'to, material:
values may be So charaaterized.
And, thbugh it wields an immense
social influence; comparable to
the influence of,religion.and
learningit has no social goals
and no social responsibility for
what it does with itS,infiuence,
sp long as it refrains Mir%
palpable 'violations of truth and
decency. ' It is this lack of
institutional responsibility,
this lack of inherent social
purpose to ,balance social power,
which, Iwould argue, is a basic,
cause for concern" about "the role
of advertising. [3,.1954]

. The Tatler, Sept. 12-14, 1710, cited in E.C. Bursk,D.
Clark, R. Hidy, The World of Business (New York, Simon &
Schuster, 1964 pp. 378-81.
3. Potter, David M0, People of Plenty: Economic Abundance
and the American Character (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1954).



Concern about-the'methods of persuaSion uted.in advertising/
marketing communicatior- r degree of success is con-.
siderable, enhanced b L wide dissemination of emotionally-

laden:termssuch :0 "hidden persuaders," "prOpaganda," and
"huckster. People' enerally -manage to believe that while

_
they personally are'seldbm, if ever, influenced by advertising/
maiketing communications,. the'rest of. society is greatly
influenced' by ,the'overWhelming power of;advertiSing/marketing

1

communications.

1,4.1 'Obstacles to ReSolvin the Issues -

The visibility of advertising/marketing communications;
along with ideological or aesthetic sensitivities to persuasion
in general,may explain why it is of concern. But these factors
do -not explain why the controversy has persisted. There seem
to be three major reasons why most of the questions surrounding
the use of advertising/marketing commuracationsliave not been
resolved satisfactorily. First, as, mentioned above, individuals
approach advertising/marketing communications with di/fferent
interests and different "Models' of the world. ": Thes4-mOdeis,

\ iapplied to a topic requiring careful analysis and Often value
judgments, usually complicate (if not eliminate) the/ possibility
of reaching agreement on the issues-or on the evide ce. R.A. Bauer
and S.A.'Greyser -referred to this phenomenon as "t a dialogue
that never happens." ['4, Z967] They point out*that the
existence of different models of how Marketing operates on
the consumer is manifested. in different conceptiOns of key
words, such as: competition, product, consumer needs, rationality,
and information. Given these-conceptual differences, it ..is

not surprising that critics and defenders of advertising have
seldom agreed on ways of resolving ,theissues.

4. _Bauer, R.A., and S.A. Greyser, "The Dialogue That .Never
Happens" Harvard Business Review , NoveMber-December, 1967.



Secon 7-even-when there is agreement as to the basic nature

of advertising/marketing communications, it is difficult to

substantiate opinion with fact 'because of the methodological

problems of doing research on advertiSing/marketing communice--'

tions. What variables should be examined and what variables

should be controlled if control is'possible?. How should

variables: be Operationally, defined and measured? How can a

cause-effect relationship be established unequivocally, given

the limitations of available statistical technigues?__We mention

these major research headaches because they continue to 'plague

researchers and analysts in attempts, to reach definitive conclu
sions.

A third obstacle to resolving, issues related to advertising/

marketing communications -- and perhaps, the most, important

of all -- is the inherent variability of the processv- While
the word "advertising" used to 'designate all forms of paid,

non-personal communications, there are 'obviously' enormous

differences in the purposas, forms, and effects of advertising..

Often, critics and commentators tend to,,ignore these differences

when,they pose very general qUAtions such as "What are the

effects of advertising on consumer perceptions of differences.

among similar products?" The; answers to any such general

question is "It depends.". It depends on how much advertising,

of what,kinds,,are used.. It ddepends on what products are

involved, on' what- media are empl/ oyed, on the kinds of consumers'

.to whom the,advertising 'is directed, and on a host of other

factors:.

Advertising practitioners, perhaps overly aware of the

variability of, advertising/marketing communications and.of' .

4

its effects, have tended to resist attempts even to state --

much less "resolve --:issues stated in generalized form. But

it seems clear that the'ssueS discussed in this report

cannot be dismissed by taking refuge in the statement that



every doMbinationbf:product, consumer, and Message:is a
-

uniqueevent,H.I4th,no paSsibilitY of generalization. `.

Somewhei7e between the extremes of unduly,broad generalization

and no generalization at all, we .believe that there are

patterns and relationships that 'can, be identified and which

can r acontribute-Otansassessment of Lhe impact,of advertising/
g

marketing communications-on markets and on society.

The question, of "how general a generalization can ,,be

,,'will plague us throughout this report, and we emphasize it

here in order to alert the reader as well,as to avoid1 the

ne essi t y for repeated caveats that apply. to virtually

every subject treated' herein. In almOst every case, there

Is a significant gap between the levels of generality in the

issues and the-evidence 'available.

1.5 Organization of the Report:

As stated-earlier' most of the issues related the

role of advertising/marketing communication's can be traced'

back to queStions of howthese communications.; affect

consumer behavior.' For this reason, our discussion of

consumer behavior comes .first, in Chapter Two. The first

part of that chapter summarizes briefly the issue of how

advertising-affects "primary dethand".fbr'products such

as'the'total demand for- coffee or for automobile's.

The bulk of Chapter ,TWb is devoted to.a discussion

of the. influence of advertising/marketing, communications

on'choices of brands within product categories. We.disduss

the effeCts of advertising on consumers' attitudes toward

brands and on their purchasing behavior.

The possible effects of advertising/matiCeting

communications' are explored in' the- context of available

knowledge on how people "process" information frOm'a

variety.of sources. Theories. and research evidence



d

exposu e to information sources,IDerception of communications,

acceptance or belief, and,retention are all reviewed as

element of a "filtering"- process through which attitudes
are formeut and changed.

\,

ti

I I

The last part,of,Chapter Two deals with the final

stagelof consume4,deciSion-making, the purchase, of

brands within a product category.

Inapter_Three is devoted to a review of, theories

and evidence on the economic effects-of advertising/

marketing communications. Here, we consider relationships
j

between advertising and thestructure of markets -- the
nuffiber and size distribution of competing firms, the
extent of :product differentiation, and entry and exit

of competitors from an industry. The relationship of/,

advertiSing to market structure -Leads to a'cOnsideatiOn

of how it affects "conduct," that is, the pricing and

product innovation behaviOr of competing firms. Finally,

we discuss issues relating advertisinglmarketng,

communications to market e farm,inte -- the end results of

industry befiavior, which inc ude profits and. consumer

satisfaction.

,Chapter Four deals'with. a variety of,.social issues

that arise frOM.concerns aboUt advertiSing's,mpact on

public Valuesand 'attitudesbove and beyond its more

'direct effects on buying and using gdads and 'services.

Included; in our,treatment of social issues are such topics

as the inherent nature of'. persuasion, information vs.

deception, taste,.and general effect's of advertising/

marketing communications on values and, life styles. ,

..Needless to say, our- discussion of .these complex

issues does not. provide "final 'answers" to. them. We intend
the report as a basis for discussion, as a checklist of

topics to be considered, and as a stimulusAo further

research. .

fir' +9 .,



Chapter 2 ..,

EFFECTS, OF ADVERTISING/MARKETING
COMMUNICATIONS ON CONSUMER BERAVIOR.

C3

2.1- Introduction

In this chpatrr we shall revi4.aw scae of the many ways in

which consumer behavior is thougEt to be affected by advertising/

marketing communications. This la a camplex subject, on which

substantial research effort has been 'eended -- particularly

in.product.rspecific settings. But few definitive results have

emerged -- particularly regarding consumer behavior in general.

In the context of this chapter, advertising is viewed

in terms of its basic function as a communication tool of

selling, rather than in terms Of its impact on the economy

(Chapter Three) and society (Chapter Four), - Thus we focus

here on_the interaction process between advertrsrhg on the

one hand, and individual and group purchasing behavior,- on

the other.

2.1.1. Models of Ccnsuiiier

Consumer behavior is -the study of the consumer decision

processes involved in the selection and purchase of goods,

and services. ',It involves a(n examination/of those stimuli

available to the consumer and the responses he exhibits to

those

Ideally, a' discussion of the 'effects of advertising/
marketing coinmunications on cousgoer bellnior should The based

on, and organ:' zed by, some overa1,1 theory of how consumers

make buying 6izcasions Urt:fortunatta.ly, effrorts to ,Wevelop

test ''such theis,e ies are in their int Ancy.



Several so-called '"general models of ccinumer, behviOr".

wave, indeed, been proposed.. ,,Perhaps the best-lcnown .that

,Vdloped by Howard ands'lzeth. 1969] Howard and Sheth

sualize consumer behavior as 'a problem-solving process,

which individual choices are initiated by "triggering cues."

Choices are strongly, influenced, according.to Bowarcliand Sheth,

by a 'consumer's predispositions as well as by all the information

:to whidh he is exp&ea at the time of the chdice. post- purchase

valuations then serve to reinforce or ve-Ak6n,satisfaction with
.

past 'choices, which may eventually, develop into "automatic

:response" patterns.

/While the Howard-Sheth 'model is useful as a general

framework -for describing consumer brand choice, it is so

generalized as to be of praCticaliy no value in appraising

the absolute or relative,effects of advertising/marketing

communications in a given situation; 'As pointed out by Engel,

Kollat, and Blackwell in their evaluation of the Hdward-Sheth
On

model, there is a
-...virtual absence of published research --,

asserting [the .model's] validity...In 7
addition, Major elements such' as state, of
predisposition are defined in' such ,.abstract ,

fashion as' virtually to -defy empirical
manipul,ation".- -J2, 1968]

1. Howard, _John and Jagdish Sheth, 212eTheary2122myes
Behavior (New York:' Jdhn Wiley ,& Sons, 1969) .

2. 'Engel., James F. ISdllat, David T. and Roger D. Blackwell,
_Consumer ,Behavior (New York, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,
19613) , p. 38.



Other generalized models such as 'thatdeveloped by

Nicosia [3, 1966] suffer from the same, lack of specificity

and of empirical testing.

In the absence of wel1.7develOped and''tested_theoried

of consumer behavior, most advertisers rely on research-'

based models designed td, explain purchasin4 in, a specific'

'productcategory -On rules.-'OfthuMb,and informal

assumptions about' "how marketing Communications [and othel.

influences] -wOrk." These specific"modeld, formal or informal,

have seldOin been described in published forM. :Even if they

were, they would probably be of dou;')-tful validity in' re's'olving,

the broad issues considered in this report. Models of/

consumer purchasing' behavior for soft drinks and.deoddrants

might,,for example; portray' very different roles ford
advertising/marketing communications. In the absence

qenerall'theory that would -explain why such 11/

differences existed, prodUct-=6Pecific modelsould rot

,,

provide any,basis Tor appraising questions that'cut across

a variety of industries, and situat-ions.
_ 4

Our discuision of consumer behavior is not, 'then based
. "

on any overall theory of consumer brand decisions'. Instead,
IiJwe discuss several major aspects of.response to/commUnications

that areVt.thought to be relevant for most consumers, most of

1'

the time, 'for-most prodUcts-and'circumStances./lIn discuSsing
, 7 -

these factoi'S, we attempt -to define'the,main issues

-,arise.in relating each to ,advertising/marketing communications,
i-_

and we review the major evidence availablei.On' theSe -issues.
;i

The evidence is draw4 from a Variety of_marketingand non-

marketing g-
,,,

marketinsources and in many-cases it add up to very little

11'

3. Frandeico NicpsiaConsumer- Decision/Processes,
(Ehalewnnd Cliffs. Prentice-HalI, Inc., 1966)



way'of reliable generalizations In spite of all

these limitations, we believe that the discussion whicn

follows covers the main outlineS of the "state of the art'

on the subjept of advertising/marketing communications and

consumer purchasing behavior.

ti
2.1.2 Marketer; arid' The Consumer's World

,To aid the reader in obtainin

behavior, . we 'have' developed an org

relate* advertising/marketing co unications and other key

market, influences to-a';sequence of consumer responses. This

4 , r

an overview of consumer.,

anizational frameWork which

frameWork is presented ,as 'Exhibit .1, and it provides- a

structure for the organization in. 4 his 'Chapter.

-The reader should beginby assuming the viewpoint of

a Marketer ,designing a "marketingm x" to fit his market

conditions. Marketers; typically eVOlde ,a marketing' MI* or
r;

experience
L '' ., -, --

prOgraM on the:hasis' of -their past. and through-

aPPra is al -of::cu conditions AS , the marketer
,, ,, 7-,--,----,7--L-2-.-L, , -2

analyzes Ellid- conditions L" relevant ° to phis part i'cular7Si-tuation,-------
f

,

[Box. I iof Exhibit- 2.1y he will conaide the .competitive
,

cond it ions ',kin the 'industry
, ..:[Box 1-Al :' what , marketing programs have

. , r
,

generally-been--effeetive,- hiS--Market--Share,-j .,n1-,7a7,-htst- of

other faCtorS.' AlsO;' he-WilI''absesi 'the/ aggregate lev'eL of

demand-for ,the':prOdlicategoryI; consgmertrendS; 'and'social:,'-s

eConomic ; and environimen.tal trends, :,[BOx It] '.' He will
q

attempt to assess consumer` demand for hiS.partictlar' brand
,(.selective ,demand)

. ,

.
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From this analysis, he deelops a generalized approach to

arketing his product, based on either aniexplicit or implicit
.1

"Model" of consumer` behavior the
\onsumer's world as%2 re-

eiVed:b the marketer. [Box I-B].

The marketer:1s, model:-iS usually inc plete, and often

inappropriate. ,-,This misjudgment frequently\ produces market-

ing problems in, which some br all ,of the'elemens are badly
r

off target -- resulting in an ineffective marketing,efforti
\

or, occasionally, an effort which is actuallY damaging to

It

sales.
s'ft

,

Once the marketer-has'decided that a general type of\

with consumers, he will\marketing prograM can be effective

-begin to design the detailS of his prOgraM "[BOxeS' I-D and y
,

i-E]. First, he will. consider some or the,major elements

in theMarieting rcti.x: his distribution system; product
7

, , ,

design1,-Iiricing, and marketiriq communicat4.Ons4Box-I-D1.---Whlle--
. ,

, each, of:_these-a-S' fix independentirof'the-others,'he,-il[76-7 ......

,

may, well make tentative decision's abdut the'firSt three and

, then design the details of his, centisadverig/markting ommUni-

cations ',program [Box I-E]. It, should be poihted out r-

-some product categories 'advertising/marketing communications

may play a very minor-roleafiefor others a -major one. In
,

.

conSidering the desigiiOthis-advertising/Marketing communications

,

program, he muSt,decidedhow to allocate his'esources among the

..a various alternatives listed . His product _ may require an ,..,

,

emphasis on personal selling-et-the retail rev, el, in which
, 0

_.,/

case he might weIl decide to put much of his marketing funds

into a higher retailer'margin. Or he might.have .a;product

in which such selling 'we's inappropriate.or-notavailable, and
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decide to 4spend the bulk_ of -his funds on advertising. In

,most Cases he will perceive advertising as only one 'of the

several Communications. alternatives he has at his disposal.

Should, he decide to advertise, he must make several
, 4

tactical' decisions . He must decide how much' to spend on

what the message -should

0

,
advorti'sing, what media 'to e, and

s

Once he has decided on all of his, marketing ,mix eleMents

{including the elements in marketing communications and the

specific structure of his advertising campaign} ,

implement his marketing program ,in the hope ,he' Will favor-

ably affect consumer"' behavior- [Box III] .

2.1.3 The Consumer,Ls Filtering , Process

.We ,haVe structured the way, in Which consumers respond, to
,1

_marketing communications as

in whiciithe stimUli ,of the

according to the consumer °s

a, multi=stage-"kilering process,_ "_

marketing program are interpre'ted
-

-

own set', of needs and. valUes . This

,process, screen's` and mOdifies the infbrmation Presented by

advertising/marketing communications and from other -sources
.

In- -Section 2'..2 of this chapter, we didcuss each °of the steps'

in the filtering process in turn.

Those Stimuli that survive' the filtering- pkocess have

some :influence on, consumer buying ,behavior [BOx I In

Sections' 2.3.1 - s2.3.3, we ,diSCuss podsible effects of

adver ising/marketing,communications on total.
on "primary demand" for products. "Selective

choice of brands 'within a product category

Section 2.3.4.

purchases and

demand" -- the

i6 treated- in
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2.2--The-Information Filtering ProcesS:-I

2.2.1 Introduction

This section will present a fraMewark_for_dganizing the
_-

process by which consumers handle informattionel inpu-ts'-in making

decisions 'about purchases.

The framework is not unlike the traditional hierarchy

of -"effects" Jnodel which posifts that the consumer inforMation
/

and purchasing ,prodess proceeds from awareness of the advertisement

through knowledge,' li ing, preference, 'conviction and purchase.

We have used a s" lightly different conceptualization which better

describes, in our bpiniOn, the process involved. Our framework

starts with selective exposure and information seeking, proceeds

through' selective perception, acdeptance (believability) ,

,retention, and attitude formation. Attitudes formed in responSe

to marketing communications (and other influences) constitute

One major input into buying behavia,

In the process tlepicted in ZXhibit 2.2, we see,` informational

inputs moving through a series of perceptual filters. At each

' filter the number of informational input becomes diminished

in number with some being excluded "from the process as they

conflict with the individual's existing need',andHvaludsys-tem.

Often inputs will be modified by the consumer 'to:become more

consistent with the individual's existing value System.

On the left side of the diagradL-we see various advertising

nd other informational inputs (A) (including- informa1 sources

su as word-of-mouth behavior) impacting Upon. (or -being sought

Out by) the -consumer. In the informatiOn seekin4 and selective

ekposure filter (B) inputs are -recoghized by the \consumer and

move to selective perception filter (C) 'where, depending UPOn

their compatability mith existing value systems; theye



'either eliminated, modified, or retained in their original form.

Simliarly:they interact' with the acceptance filter (D) (relating

to believability) ,and the-retention ;filter(E) (which includes

memory effects). At each filter the informational input being

processed can be accePted, reinforce existing attitudes, be

rejected, or modified. These four filterS feed into the

attitude filter '(F).

At the attitude filter (F),'inputs..passing:_through previous

filters (B -E) will reinforce existing .attitudes(l), form or

start to forth' new attitudeS .(3) , or conflict with existing

attitudes sufficiently to be eliminated from the process (4).

From the many different attitudes in a person's

perceptual framework, some "net" attitude representing

"conviction" or "decision to buy" will emerge. This will

provide the link between the informational system and purchasing

behavior (G).

The consumer's post-purchase activity (H) will feed back ( )

his reactions to the product into the 'initial filter (or any
filter for that. These reactions then become new inputs
relevant to new ,purchase decisions. Feedback may also occur
(7) as the, marketer who in turn may adjust his communications

package in an attempt to ImProve the flow if inputs through

system.

This conbeptualizatioh is designed to be an organizing

construct which ;is a_reasonable hypothesis as to what may
happen-. Many variations in the system.will occur- and

generally conceded that it is difficult tOrpinpOint exactly
where in the system the filtering or modification actually

detailieach of
filters involved in the process.
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2.2.2 Information Seeking and Selective' Exposure -

The relatives role of advertising vis a vis other, sources!

of information is diffiCult to assess. Certainly advertising,

has more impact in certainVmarket sitriations than in others.

It has greater effepts'for certain"product categories, and in

some cases certain brands, than for others. Studies in,which

consumers state their_sources of-informatidn usually indicate

little depepdence on advertising. While consumers may wish to

avoid claiming or admitting reliance on advertising or simply

cannot remember, non-advertising information-sources are

certainly used extensively by many-consum#rs. [4, 1967]

Any complete study of advertising's/effects must "take

account of the amount,of advertising; the content of the

message; the source to which it:- is ascribed; and the media in

which the message appears. (See,Section 2.4) Other measurements

would have to be taken to assess equally important, influe;ces

of word-of-mouth behavior, pre-existing consumer attitudeS toward

the brand Or outlets in which it is sold, its price, the ;amount

and content of any personal'selling'involved the amount of

risk or reward involved in making the purchase, and a ho t of

other factors. The complexity involved undoubtably contributes

to the lack of studies attempting to isolate advettisin

relatiVe weight vis a vis. other informational inputs.'

4. number .of Studies-have foundadVertising7tO be less
effective:than other sburdes in:CertainrSituatiOnsFor a_
review, see -' Arndt, urgOrdof Mouth Advertisingland
Informaf:Communication,"'im;.RiSk,Takingfand_InfOrMation:-
Handling,in-ConSumer*BehaviOr, Donald F..:;Coxjedi) '(aivision
ofaesearchiarvard-BuSiness'SchOol,.Boston, Mass., 1967),,,
pp. 188-239,
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Consumer Informatiofl .5,.eeking1-2 There havelpeen a number

of,studiesduring the,lat year illUstrating the fact that

consumers;seek out informzn reI....vant to purchase decisions

and are not simply passxze :recipients of advertising: r other

informational inputs. [E, 1963; 6, 1964; and 7, 1967].

The literature on informal communications which concerns

itself ,,with word-of-mouth behavior among consumers proviJes

ample evidence of information seeking behavior, "opinidn

leaders" -- those influentials who either for their 'own rewards,

or.because they are sought out by others, transmit product

This process is considered to be aninformation to Others.

especially important factor dUring the early stages of growth

for new.products or brands. [8, 19671

The assumption is frequently made. that consumers, will seek

out,information for those-product decisions which they find most

important. The purchase of. a low-priced supermarket product

may, elicit, little information-seeking, while the purchase of

an appliance might. Certainly other information seeking

patterns (in addition.to word-of-mouth behavior) may well.take

place. These might include more extensive shopping an

increased attention to advertisements, a review of published

5. Bauer, R.A. "The Initiative of the Audience," Journal of
Advertising Research (New 'York: Adv. Research Foundation, June
1963); pp. 2-7.
6. Bauer, R. A. "The Obstinate Audience," American' Psychologist,
May, 1964) , pp. 319-328.
7. Cunningham, Scott:ML., "Perceived Riskoas a Factor
Informal Consumer Communications," in Risk Taking and Infmrmation
Handling, in Consumer BehavIor, Donald F. Cox (ed), Division of
Research, Harvard Business School, Boston, 1967) pp.265-288.
8-, Arndt, Johan, Same Refaxenca as Footnote 4, pp. 188-239.



information sources (such as Consumer Reports) and the

assimilation of a variety of cues such as price, product

design, or the name of the retail store. In the case of a

low-priced item oflittle risk, a consumer might simply purchase

the product and use his experience with it as informational

input. In the case of a high-risk product, Arndt notes that

word-of-Mouth discussion is a "risk-reducing" procedure

utilized prior to adoption of the product. The spread (or

diffusion) of information throughout a population is linked toward

word-of-mouth activity and has received'extensive treatment

in the literature, much of 'it cc,-;cerned with the study of political

attitudes and the adoption, of new drug or agricultural products.

In reviewing this-literature Arndt concludes:

In general, word-of-mouth emerges as
oneOf, the most important, "possibly'
thelios'e important source ofinformation
for the consumer. -Word-of-Mouth may
both accelerate and"alow up-product
acceptance, depending on factors like
ccmtent.of.messages and group
norms, toward, innovation. While word-
of-mouth may be a carrot to marketers
offering good products, it may function'
.as a stick, should the products turn
out-to fall substantially short of
consumers' expectationa. [9, 1967]

Selective Exposure: Selective exposure is-the process

by Which the consumer elects to receive only. certain'advertising

stimuli or certain product information: Bauer and Greyser

note that-in some,cases the consumer's problem of having to

handle increasing amounts of information can be simplified-

/

9.- Arndt, Johan, Same' Reference,as 'Eootnote p.-238.
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considei.ably by "ruling out whoLe categories of messages,

ignoring all third class mail...or use TV-commercial time as an

opportunity to engage in a variety of other activities."[10,1967]

There is Some evidence that.consumers may limit their

information inputs in many different ways. A number of studieS

have indicated that consumers visit stores a relatively small

number of times even for important purchases such 'as color

televisions. Such-shopping studies include [11, 1954];

[12, 1969]; [13, 1966]. It may well be that consumers sub-

stitute ord-of7mouth or telephone discusSions for more

difficult informationgathering in."shopping around."

It is, safe to say that consumers do act in ways which

limit the number of advertising stimuli to which they must

attend. It is likely that this is done in, order to simplify

their perceptual world and/or because they have better uses

for the time involved is 'difficult to determine.

Despite the complexity of the issues involved, it is

evident that the effects of advertising/marketing communications,

are substantially limited and moderated,by the tendency of the

consumer selectively to accept only certain advertising stimuli,

and to engage in information seeking from sources beyond the

Control -of the marketer.

'10. R. .Bauer and S. Greyser, Advertising in America, fBoston,
Division of Research, Harvard Business School, 1967) , p. 357.
11. teorge Katona and Eva Mueller, "A Study of Purchase
Decisions," in. Lincolnill. Clark, (ed) Consumer Behavior: The
Dynamics.of Consumer Reaction,(New York, New York UniverSitY
PresS', 1954)', pp.30-87.

,

12. Louis P. Bucklin, !Tonsumer Search Role Enactment and
Market Efficiency," Journal of Business, Vol. 42 ('OC.Edber 1969)
.pp. 416-38.
13. Jon' G. Udell, "Pre-purchase Behavior of Buyers of Small
Electrical Appliances," Journal of Marketing, Vol. 30 (October,
1966), pp. 50-52.
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2.2.3 Selective perception -

Not all consumers perceive the same things from

identical stimuli such as an individual advertisement. This

distortion is known as selective perception. As Myers and

Reynolds point out in their synthesis of the selective

perception literature:

..an idea, object, or event tends
not even to enter, the conscious,
mental stream unless it Conforms
reasonably. well, not only, with the
things we have come to expect in
our culture and society, but also
with our own personal interests,
goals, and objectives of the moment.
If it does not,.it tends to be Over
looked, ignored, forgotten immediately,
or otherwise rejected; as far aS our
conscious mind is concerned, it simply
doesn't exist. [14 1967]

Cox has talked about selective perception in terms of

"predispositions" noting that stimuli consistent witha con-

sumer's predispositions are more likely to survive the

process and affect attitudes = and, consequently, behavior.

Henotes that:

Some people or groups are more
predisposed than others to be in-
fluenced by advertising for a
particular product or brand.

Three groups of factors which inter-
act to make an individual more (or.
less) predisposed to be "influenced
by any particular communication [are]:

14. Myers, James H.and William Reynolds, Consumer Behavior and
Marketing Management, (Boston, Houghton Mifflin Cdmpanli, 1967).



(1) the physical and economic reality which
an individual experienceS (2) his person-
ality, and (3) the social environment in
which, he lives: [15 , 11961]

Selective perception as a concept helps explain the

latively low level of consumer awareness' that many adver-

=ising campaigns seem to achieve. Advertising recognition

'scores are frequently low and only a relatively small:numberio

advertisements apPeat to make a::Conscious-.iMpressiOn ..On the

average consumer.[16, 1968] Where a productHis of high saliency,

(higher risk, importance) he is muchtmore likely to perceive

stimuli relating to that product. For example, theAourrent

issues that relate to .detergent phosphates have undoubtedly

made many consumers more. aware of advertisements for new
- ,

detergent brands. These advertisements might well have been

ignored previously.

The concept of selective perceptiOn is

the ability of an individual to ascribe a broader meaning to

stimuli than that initially intended by thesadvertiser. For

example, a visual sketch or short phrase might evoke a much

larger image in the consumer's mind. To the extent that

people have common perceptions about objects, they may fill

out the rest of the picture similarly. Conversely, varying.

also.related to

perceptual fr-ewc,r:s would evoke differing images.

15. Cox, Donald F/ "Clues for Advertising Strategists,"
Harvard Business Review,(November-December, 1961), Reprinted
in D. F. Cox Jed.). Risk Taking and Information Handling in
Consumer'Behavior _(Boston: Division of ResearCh, Harvard
Business School, 1967) , p. 136.

16. :Pauer, Raymond'A.and Stephen A. Greyser, Advertising in.
America (Boston: Dividion of Research, Harvard Business School,
1968), p. 176.



-Whilesome advertisements are more effective than others

in passing through the selective:perception filter, all

advertisements are modified to some extent depending upon the

importance of'the product and the amount of congruence that

the message with. the:uohsumers own value System.-

Lest_ theAmiqueness of each consumer's individuate percep

tual screen be interpreted asnegating theeffectS,of all

a.cavertising,;it shoUld'benOted that:-there are manlvgrouPS
,or market segments Which:'Share. suffiCiently similar, perceptions

, .

regarding a Specific prodUct :Category to 'interPret stimuli

in a reaSonabl1_uniform way. For many,consumers, the .PurChase

Of some product category is not a:particularly involving:

proness and some'Perceptual factors which might:otherWise:

evoked:remain uninvOlVedin the process. The size of::

the group sharing cOMmon-perceptions is frequently over-7

.estimated by marketers:but nevertheless, perceptual stimuli

,can'be perceived by more than One Consumer, in a reasonably

uniform way.

As in the case of much of our review of advertising's

impact on consumer/behavior, the issues involved in selective

perception are quite cOmplex. It appearb that such a filtering

process does.take place, but that it varies greatly among
individuals and buying situations. ,Measurement Problems

associated with research methodology, however, make it unclear as to
exactly where in the entire filtering

is excluded.

2.2.4 Acceptability (Believability) -

process informatiOn_

In the preceding section, we discussed the filtering

process -by which' the consumer selectively ,exposes himself -

to and perceives advertising stimuli.- Still another filtering,
o

or discounting process occurs when' consumers apply the concept

"of acceptability to those< incoming advertising stimuli

that survive (and are modified by) selective perception.

\



By :the term "acceptande,"- we are'rekeKring to an aspect

of consumer response that could equally well(be designated

"believability" -- namely, the process through which the

Consumer evaluates :,.stimuli and ;develops final belief in

cr acceptance of an advertising claim. (We have used-the

term, acceptance. to avoid confusion with the.literature

on "beliefs," a term often used essentially as a'synonym for

attitudes -- which will be discussed later in this section.

There is growing agreement that a csnsumer final

acceptance of a product claim is the result of a gradual process'

in which the apama of acceptance may well move from negative

(or neutral) to positve positions through successive

re-evaluations of the same or similar stimuli over a period of

time.

Acceptance, therefore, is both a filter whiCh mcial.fies

response to:communiCations at a given point in time,

and also a component of ,.attitude 'toward such stimuli and

toward the brand or product itself.: For,exemple-i .a".consumer

mayrespond to:an adliertisement in a skeptical way:which

may well influence his buying-behavior at that point in tim
,

. _.
HOwever,as he tests the inpAs:frOM:that and subSequent

advertisements against other-information, he may find the

advertising increasingly mOre.believable; this may :result

in a change in attitude and pOssibly subsequent purchase.

While advertisers have traditionary believed that acceptance

(believabilitylLis a_4rerequisite to effectiveness fo a

specific advertisement, Maloney, has stlessed the evolving nature

of believability and has concluded that "an advertisement need
I 3

not be believed completely to be effective." [17, 1963] He notes

further that:

17.- Maloney, John,C.,.-.:gis-LAdvertksing Believability Really,
ImpOrtant?" Journal" of Marketing, Vol. 27, No. 4'(June.
1963), p. 1. °



.believability is not an inhdrent
property of the advertisement itself:
It is not a mystic something that some
ads have and others do not have.
Believability depends upon the interaction
of each advertisement with the consumer's
attitude ,and memories accumulated from
prior experience. [18 , 1963]

The literature g-eneraIly reflects a conclusion

are inclined to test advertising

of believability.

that consumers

claims -against some Standard

Messages which ale consistent with existin predispoWions

pass more easily_ through the filter. These are ermed by

Maloney as "reminder messages', 'which he conclude are

believed esily. Persuasive messages aimed-at changing
7

attitudes, conflict (by definition) with pre-existing attitudes

and values and are not so easily, accepted. He notes:

It is now apparent that' no advertising
IL-likelY to be completely believable
when its purpose is -to change people'S
minds.' [19 4 1963]

Maloney's review concludes that changes in acceptance's

of advertising claims,come slowly and include various stages

of disbelief, Curiosity, partial belief, belief and perhaps
trial. A 1962 study by Maloney pointed up Some of the

behavioral'effects of advertising believablility. He found

that when consumers were asked whether they would serve

184.). Maloney, Jahn4C."Is'Advertising Believability Really
IMportantZ" Journal of martetim, vol. 27, No.'Ai(June, 1963
p. lt , _

19.. Maloney, John C. "Is AdVertising Believability Really,
Important?" Journal of Marketing.XXVII No. 4 (June, 1963),
Ix. 1.



0

a low cost food product,

for it-were more likely to say they .would -serve it than

were those disbelieving the ad. [20, 1962] Interestingly,

those who were curious about the believability of the

advertising were also likely to indicate,,that they would"

serve .the product. Thus, curiosity may in some case lead

to the same behavior as belief, and that trial is a simple

way of collecting information in the-case of law risk, low

cost products. These-findings should not be generalized to more

expensive or risky products for which other information-,seeking

proCedures such as word-of-mouth, may be used.

The factors affecting 'advertising acceptance are many

and varied, To mention a few -- the source of =the communication

may affect acceptability -- messages associated with "highly,

credible" source are more believable. On the other'han

defensive avoidance or discounting can occur if the sou ces

are perceived to haver low credibility or te51. be untrustworthy.
.

J.

[21 1969]n

soucesmay
Over time,, the connections between messages

become forgotten and the message originally

and

connected to a low credibility 'source may become more'believable.

["22,,, 1952]

Acceptance depends upon the consumer's view of the intent

of the,sciiirce as well as the message of the advertiser.

20. Maloney-, JOn C., "Curiosity vs. Disbelief7in Adventising,"\
Journal of Advertising Research', Vol. 2 (June, 1962)

21. Zimbardo, Phillip and Ebbe B. Ebbesen, Influencing
. Attitudes and Changing Behavior (PeadinMass.: Addison-Wesley,

, .1969) pp.-27-30.-
, ,

22' Hdvland,'Cerl_I..and Walter Weiss "The Influence of '

Source Credibility on; Communication Effectiveness!' Public
-----77Opinion Quarterly, (aintei 1951-52).

/

2.I ,
1
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If the audience iS-confronted with a dammtznicator who-S

rying to convert it to a position opposed to °its bwn,

it is likely to see him as biased...and come away fUrther

strengthened in its own convictions..: [23 , 1964]

for example., a cereal manufacturer who hash developed a

nutritional theme for his brand; but if the consumer is

predisposed to think of cereal as a minimal Source of

'nutrition, the consumer may not believe the advertiser's

message -and 'thus fail to purchase. iowever, he might not be

copcerne&about nutrition, or make a "buy" decision on

other;'" grounds more important to him.
. ,

used for the transmission Of the message have

The same Story, or advertisement

in a sensational pulp magazine would, for many consumers,

have a different acceptance-level than it would in a

prestige magazine. Word-of-mouth communications frequently

are perceived as having high believability. .

Clearly the. message

on believability.

content. transmitted has great

Those messages inconsistent with

consumer's_ perceptual system 'Will be temporarily or

.permanently rejected.or modified.

Past-eXperiehce with a product can affect the

`believability of anadvertisement. An-advertisement claim

which might. be pei.ceiyed by a non-user of a product as

unbelievable could be'perceived as:believable-by a user
-or the reverse could be,trUe.

-23. Baue=, RaymOnd A. "The Obstinate Audience: The
influence Process,-from the Point of1VieW of Social;-,
COmmunication" American Psychologist (Nov.`, 1964) p. 321.

4



Believability has substantial :nelevance to: the issue of

advertising's ability to create "artificial" differences among rroduct

The'extent to which suh differences-Can be created depends

upon consumer willingness .to believe that differences

,do,in fact, exist. The length- of time necessary for

acceptance to evolve provides for many consumers

opportunity for-testing "artificial" difference

against other data.

The acCeptance"filter," when ,applied to the surviving

stimuli of the selective perception process,'has a

substantial Impact

whi-h are retained by the consumer.

the number and character of stimuli
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2.2.5 Retention -

.
One 'aspect of the impact of advertiSing/ arketing

communications on consumer purchaSing behavio which has

recently become controversial.is the extent to which the

effects of advertising/marketing communication persist Ovsr__

[2 4] In examining this issue, our discussion will involve

two-major topics:

(1) Evidehce on lagged effects Of
advertising/marketing communications
on Sales (consumer purchases) .

(2) Evidence on the persistence of
advertising/marketing communications
effects.

zideriLaecalEffesIspl Advertising/Marketing Communications
on Sales:

Is there evidence that advertising/marketing communications

in a given time period do have some

future time .periodspurchases in

research has shown

statistical relationship between the

marketing ,communications in a given

a product in future time periods. For example,

study of the lagge-1 effects of advertising

has-been reported by Kristian'Palda. At the,

Past

effects,on consumer

that __-there

do have

is often

"lagged effects")?

a significant

amount of advertising/

time peripd and Salgs

an empirical

conclusion of his

study;' Palda

-ciEthe

stated.that:the' data. ..led to the

potential usefulness of the cumulative

affirmation

effects approach

Ir__

24. This issue has become central in recent discussip.Rs
by the,FTC of possible- "corrective advertising." Onth
premise"\that advertisin g

e r
effects persist over time, the FTC

:

has prop sed "correctiv" equirements, e.g., that a company
devote 2 % of its product'budget for the praduc in question
to a year-long,campaign correcting alledgedly misleading

',.

claims. ' \



in the measurement of advertising effectiveness. 125 , 1964] In

another study, D. S. Tull examined evidence bearing on the question

of the-existence of a'cary-over effect, and also constructed

models involving repeat purchasing and impression cumulation as

underlying reasons for'*carry-over effect. Tull.suggestedLthat

least two reasons for believing that a tarry-over

effecton consumer purchases may occur. First, if advertising in-

troduces consumers to the advertised product and

these consumers become, repeat purchasers of

some degree of loyalty, to it, there will be

if certain of

carry-over

effect of the earlier advertising'. Second, a carry-over effect will

occur if advertising impressions "cumulate" over time to yield sales

results, That is, repeated exposures reinforte each othei, in in--

.ducing:the consumer toAiUrthaSe J26 , 1965Min another study of.

"disttibutedaags," Roy' Jastram' concluded thatthere typitally

tim'lags', based on a_reviewfof prior research shOving-recognition
',.

4

of its existence b advertisers and researchers. [27 , 19551

25: Palda, Kristian S. The Measurement of Cumulative Adver-
tising Effects (Englewood Cliffs, NeW JerSey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.,
19b4) p, 83. The term "lagged" or: cumulative effects is defined ,

on P. 8 by Palda as: (1) the effects .of a perceived advertisement
which-influences two or more successive purchasing decisions of a
consumer with regard to a given product (or brand of a product), or
t2) the effects of an advertisement which influences consumer buying
behavior beyond the period of its appearance. The'term 'carry-over
refers to the effects 'of one exposure to advertising/marketing
communications carrying over to the next exposure.

26. Tull, D. 'S. "The Carry-Over Effect of Advertising"
Journal of Marketin , (April, 1965) p. 53.

27. Jastram, Roy W. "A Treatment of Distributed Lags in the
Theory of Advertising Expenditure" Journal of Marketing, Vol. "XX,
No, , (July, 1955) p. 36 The references he cites as examples
are:

1

N. H. Borden, The Economic Effects of Advertising (Chicago:
Richard E. Irwin, Inc., 1942), PP- 105, 135, 137, and 140; E. T.
Gundlach, Facts and Fetishes in Advertising (Chicago: Consolidated.
Book.Publishers, Inc.,.1931), Pp. 307 ff., especially pp. 315-16;
L. C. Lockley,, "The Turn-Over of the Refrigerator Market," Journal
of Marketing, (January, 1938), pp. 211-12; C.Margolis, "Traceable
Response as a Method' of Evaluatihg Industrial Advertising: A Case
Study," Journal of Marketing, (October 1947) , pp. 20 -210.



As illustrated by the studies cited above, there

general agreement aMong researchers involved in "management

science" work in arketing that in most cases there are time

lags in the relalionship between advertising/marketing ,

I

communications/and consumer purchases. A leading adthority

fieldfhas stated:. /.

A significant/problem in the measurement of
sales reSporthe toradvertising is the, likeliho6d
that thesales response to an adVertiseMent may

1

I continue over many periods, .perhapS even years-
U2E; 19693

pumu

However, it is important to note that this carry-over/

lative aspect could arise even if the communications

effects of advertising/marketing communications (that' is,

recall, product knowledge, attitudes about products, etc.)

do not persist over time, because of "brand loyalty" (see

Section 2.3.4 of this Chapter, regarding brand loyalty).

43riefly, brand loyalty is a pattern of consumer behavior over

time in-which a consumer makes repeated purchases of a brand.

It 'Can'be Caused-by: .(1) inertia effort of The con

to reduce perceived risk and/or brand-choice costS:. (2)sy-,

CholOgiCal commitment or- preference -7 such as Self-invoivment

with the prOduct; and (3)' marketing strategies -- such

number and distribution of brands, or'Contractual arrangements.

'as-in subscriptions 'or clubs. [29, 1968]

It is also important-to point out that studies Showing

evidence of time lags in the relationship between' sales and

28. Montgomery, David B. and Glen L. Urban, Management.
Science in Marketing (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,' Prentice-
Hall, Inc., 1969) 104.

29. Engel, James F., David T. Kollat, Roger D. Blackwell
Consumer Behavior (New York, Holt, 'Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1968) pp. 606-610.



advertising/marketing an=munications,do not.measure all

of- consumer response; Evidence of delayed effects on sales,

by itSelf,:doeS.nOt.provide explanation of why, and how long

'lagged or Cumulative-effects persist,Over, time. In ConClUdinT:

his research on the measurement of cumulative advertising'

effects, Palda refers to this lack of. data:

Theoretical articles Concerned with this
phenomenon are not lacking, but empirical
investigations are scant. If lagged effects
are present in many advertising situations, it
follows that an important gap exists, in ad-
vertising research. [30, 1964]

It is therefore relevant to consider other diMensions

of consumer response to advertising/marketing communications

which affect purchasing behavior over time.

Evidence on the'Rersistence of Advertising/Marketing
Communications Effects:

In discussing.non-,sales measurerpntsof consumer response..

"to advertiSing/marketing,mmnications. over time, it is

important to examine behavanor relating-to learning and

remembering, since the purmase of advertising/marketing com

munications is. to have ,onsumer learn something and then

remember it. Numerous expa-iments over the years by psychologists

have shown that most of as fbrget raplfily and that different

measurement 'scores are db",L:a.ined, depending .on the method used

to measure recall: [31, 15E3]

In an advertising.context, a study to obtain evidence on

the persistence of advertising effects was conducted by Zielske,

30. ,
Palda, Kristian S. The Measurement of Cumulative.

Advertising. Effects (Englewood Cliffs, New LicrseY, Prentice-
Hall', Inc., 1964) p. 85. .

31. Lucas, Darrell Blaine and. Steuart Henderson Britt,
Measurinadvertising Effectiveness (New York, New York,
McGraw-Hill, 1963), Chapter 3.



who developed a design for measuring what he called

remembering and forgetting of advertising." Zielske measured

recall of advertising Content at various intervals following,

exposure to mail advertisements. His results showed a steadily

declining proportion of the audience recalling the message.

[32, 1959] Another study by Stewart, however, yielded, somewhat

"different're-SUlts, Stewart went beyond recall to measure

other non-Sales variables of brand awareness, product knowledge,

and intentions to buy among consumers in a test market. When

advertising stopped, it appeared that brand awareness declined

but product knowledge and brand image remained relatively

unchanged. t 33,1964]

Any generalizations about the persistence of communication

effects, must be qualified because a variety of factors, in

addition to the passage of time per Se, influence recall.

The extent of recall seems to be related to consumers' attitudes

prior to exposure to advertising, their interest in the subject

of the Communications; and other factors. [34, 3968]

'32. Zielske, Hubert "The Remembering and Eorgetting of
Advertising" (Journal of Marketing, Vol. 23, January, 1959)
P. 239-243.

33. Stewart, John B. Repetitive Advertising in Newspapers
A Study: of TATO New Products (Harvard University - Division'
of Research, Graduate School of Business Administration,
Boston; 1964), Chapters 7, 8, 9, 11, Summary based on:
Krolikowski, Thomas and Alvih J: Silk "Estimating Short-
Term Forgetting of Magazine Advertising (Unpublishedv Pre-
liminary Draft, 1970) .

..1;

34. Engel, James F., David T. Kollat and Roger D.
Blackwell-Consumer Behavior (New York, Holt, Rinehart and
Winston, Inc., 1968) P. 186.



Another factor related to

over time is what .value

Experimental work date 'has led, to the

consumers' rememberig/

repetition has on

following conclusion: retention increases with repetltion.

However: (a) repetition distribUted over several periods leads

to greater retention' than repetition concentrated in a

single periOd; (b) variation in form, style, and eXpression

during repetition, together with repetition of main lesoints,

may result in greater retention than repetition ofthe identical
message; (c) the greater the complexity and length of the

message, the greater the amount of repetition necessary' to

produce retention; and (d) the greater the interference from

competing messages, the greater the amount of repetition

necessary' to iptoduce retentiOn [3 5 , 1 9 70]

Determining the critical point where the value of further

repetition begins to diminisft is difficult. For example,

Hovland, Janis .and Kelley, after reviewing several experiments',

say:

In

Repetition' dOes not influence the
retention of the information content of
-a communication in any simple manner.
While the usual effect is to increase
retention :under sore circumstances, too
frequent repetition without any regard
leads,to loss of attention, boredom,
and disregard of the communication. [36

the most current review of studies on repetition

effects, the authors conclude that' different measures (such

as attitude, purchase intention,' ad recall) have produced

differing/,results. "In fact, depending on the measure, the

results/of repetition can be positive, negative, or non-

existent." [37, 1971]

35. Robertson, Thomas S. Consumer' Behavior (Glenview, Illinois,
Scott, ForeSman and Company, 1970) pp. 28-29.
36. Hovland, Carl I., Irving L. Janis and Harold H. Kelley,
Communication and Persuasion (New Haven, Conn., Yale University
Press, 1953) p. 247.
37. Ray, Michael L., Alan G. Sawyer and Edward C. Strong
"Frequency Effects Revisited" jol.nalofidyeLgsinResearch,
Vol. 11, Number 1, (February, 197-1) p, 16.



As a final Persistence of Advertising/

Marke'ting Communications Effects, it can be said that effects

are limited by consumer chara'Cteristics which range from

audience size to consumer intentions, and that there is a

"frailty of memory" [38 , 1964] -- over time, people gradually

forget the actual message. As stated earlier, however, ..there.

can later be an increased (or lagged) effect ,of 'advertising on

attitudes or behavior if predispositions are sufficiently favor-

able, if the initially unfavorable predispositions fade; or if
later experience supports the message." [39, 1964]

Conclusions and Implications for Research:

In the state-of-the-art data on the extent to which the

effects of advercising/marketing communications persist over-

time, very little is useful in providing a basis for advertising

decisions. The reasons are the-difficulty of MeasUrement, .

methodology, and the limited scope of published research to

date, More studies ane needed Which measure all'of, the variables

of consumer,purchasing behavior and which use techniques that

-contribute to an empirical analysis of the impact' of advertising/

marketing communications on consumer behavior over time.

38. Fisher, Shelton, as President of McGraw-Hill Publications,
in an address to the 42nd Annual COnference of the AIA on
the, "Four Vagaries of the Market Placer (1964) McGraw-Hill Key
#8088.

39. Berelson, Bernard ',and Gary A. Steiner Human Behavior-
An Invenory'of Scientific Findings (Harcourt, Brace &
World, Inc., 1964) p. 543.



.26 Attitudes -

Attitudes comprise perhaps the most important

"filtering" mechanism affecting individual consumer

responses to advertising and other markPfing communicatioas.

The operation of consumer attitudes is a two-way process:

advertising/marketing >communications affect consumer

attitudes, and consumer attitudes affect .responses to

ad,vtil-tising/marketing communications. This Section will Tte

Prirmalr'ily concerned with the influence advertising on

consumer attitude's.

attitude' research suggests that-attitudes are formed by

cansumar' reaction to advertising and other inputs. as these

inputaloass througha series of steps' or filters in the con-

sumers ;;perceptual system. Attitudes have been assumed to

:immediately precedebehavior with some form of final "net'

attitude or conviction, linking .the many ditfferent attitud,

of consumer with., the final single purchase decision. Mar-

keb=a _interest in attitudes has been strongas they reason

that dtanges (or reinforcement) in attitudes will influence

Another reason _for, marketers!*interest in-attitudes

is the fact that they rePresenta convenient measurement

of advertising performanCe. Only rarely can sales be used

as a valid criterion of advertising Performance since many

other factors can affect 'sales. The assumption is made that

attitudes immediately precede sales response and are
et

/



measurable. Therefore, aLLit de surveys are frequently used as

measures of advertising pR,-form nte. [ 40, 1961.]

Attitudes defined: We may .dopt Allport's definitiOn

of attitude. [ 41, 1935]:

An attitude is a mental and neural state
of readiness, to respond; organized,
through' experience, exerting a directive
influence on behavior.

Well-developed attitudes are frequently defined as
.

having three components: the knowledge component (measured,

for example, by aided and unaided recall tests); a feeling

component (consumers' overall feelings of ,liking or disliking);;

andan. action-tendency component, (cOnSumers' buying intentions)

If a consumer only knows of a product, but does not have
;'

feelings about it, and does not intend to buy it, this is

an attitude which is not well ._developed, and may be in the

beginning stages pf formation.: On the other hand, a consumer

may have a strong preference for a particular brand. She
.

knows about it, has strong positive feelings about it,

and intends'to buy it: 'thus, a preference is an especially

-strong, welldeVelbped attitude.

Attitudes vary in degree of generality. A consumer

might have negative attitudes toward advertising generally,

but may have positive attitudes about specific advertisements.

40. Wolfe, Harry D, , et al,' _Measuring ;'Advert`ising Results',
(New York: NatiOnal,IndUstrial,COnferenCe''BOard,,19ZI)..',

inC.44,urchison,,
Hliandbook of Social PsYchOlogy Worcester, Mass.: Clark
UniVersity PreSS'., 1935, Pri.,798813-4



Attitudes also, vary in intensity_. A' housewife may have

specific attitudes toward.. one brand, but'if that brand is
not available, she' may' simply 'buy, another brand. In this

case, the.strength of her positive attitude about her

preferred brand is not strong enough,to impel her:to shop
.elsewhere for It. This example also serves to illustrate

the fact that attitudes are interrelated. In addition to
her attitude about the favorite brand, the housewife may
also, possess attitudes regarding the amount of effort she

wishesto expend in shopping'. In the example, her attitudes
toward shopping outweighed her'attitudes toward her favorite

Effects of AdVertiSing/Marketing Communications:

Advertising/marketing commupiCations-IfeCt consumer attitudes.-
in various ways. The' most important of these ways are as
follows:

(1) By providing new :information -- i.e.,

inforMation about new products', product'

improvements, and so forth. Advertising is

a major inkluenceon consumei-s° perceptions

of products and brands. If a new product

is advertised in a particular 'setting,'or is
---

-associated with particular people, the resulting'

attitudes-whiCh consumers may- ,form abOut it

constitute how they "come to know" the;product

or brand.-

(2) 13/....i_riforcing existing attitudes. Except
, n

in- a fevi" cases, such as_ a. totally new produc'e,

consumers typically\hold p-±e-existing attitudes

which advertising May ,affect' by reinforcing

them. .Lit'tle is known about the gradual prcicess



of reinforcing brand choice through advertiiing.

For example, a consumer who is "brand loyal" may

suddenly change 'her, attitude toward. the brand

she has been buying for years, in' spite of

continued exposure to advertising forfore that brand.

In such a case, advertising for Other brands may

result in. more favorable attitudes thus

displacing the earlier favorable attitudes toward

the original brand. However, advertising is

generally more effective in reinforcing than in

changing attitudes. [ 42, 1971]

,s,imilarly, advertising is important in reinforcing'

attitudes after purchases -- particularly major ones.,

Followingmajor_purchases,' many consumers may feel'

"psychologically uncomfortable," wonderingif,they
-":

made the right ,choice,' if they paid the best price,

etc. This uncoMfortable state has been'called "cognitive

dissonance" by some psychologists. [43, 1957] Advertising

exposure following such purchases reinforce consumer

.dItitudes, By giving consumer.s a basis for 'justifying

their choice.- These reinforCed attitudes may then be-

a factor in influencing-the consumer, -66 repeat the

bramd-thoice-in the next buying situation.

(3) By ,transferring: general attitudes to specific,.

situations. The point has been made that

attitudes help consumers to "know" products-or

42. Day, George, "Theories of Attitude Structure and Change,"
-chapter in. S. Ward and T. S. Robertson Tedb.), Consumer,0
Behavior: Theoretical Sources, (forthcoming).
43. Festinger, Leon, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance,

Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1957.
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brands. Consumers respond. to advertising and

other'marketing communications in the context of

previously-formed attitudes which filter the

incoming advertising and to ,some extent shape the:.

formation of new consumer attitudes. The'se new

attitudes are likely to be consistent with the

previously-held, more general attitudes. For

example; Claycamp and Liddy [ 44, 1969] studied
attitudes toward 58 new grocery aria drug

products and found that on average, use -of

a "family brand name" meant a nine percent

hi4her initial trial rate. Thus, a consumer's

general positive attitudeS toward a faMily

brand name may be transferred,to new products

which 'are added to-the line.
0.1

(4) By, ildentification 'or "value association."

COnsumer attitudes are frequentiyformed by

associating products in advertising with movie

stars, sports-heros,*etc. Positikre attitudes

toward the movie stars iday,generalize to the

product because people 'frequently identify with

such individuals portrayed in advertising, and other

marketing communications.

(°5) By changing'attitudes. Advertising and other

marketing communications can change pre-existing

attitudes, but a distinction must be made' between

attitUde'change" which involves changing a consumer's

attitude from-one posi-Lon to a different position,
I ,

-

and '-attitude- change" 'Which may:simply mean that the

infOrMation consumers acqUire from advertising

44. Claycamp, H. J. and L. E. Liddy, "Prediction of New
Product Performance: An Analytical Approach," Journal of
Marketing Research, Vol. 6, Nov',1969, pp. 414-420.

A.
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contributes to their deVeloping*attitUdes toward

products or brands. MOsadvertising 'affects '

consumer attitudes in-the'latter way 7- by

providing informatiOh about .products or brands

which,accumdlatea and gradually leads to formation

of attitudes aboutti. the product or brand.

Attitudes.and BehaVior:' Although the "flhierarchy

effects models of advertising's effects on consumers

portray advertising as preceding.-- and, perhaps, "causin

sales --;there,is no definitive answer to, two questions:

(1) Do attitudes always precede behavior (sales)

(2) Dosattitudes actually predict:behavior?

Charles RamOnd [ 45, 1965] and .Herbert Krugmall [ 461966]

have argued that_consumers can buy y-a product Without holding

any attitude about it previously., Attitudes" may :then be

E.

formed after purchase. This idea is quite contrary to -_

the "hierarchy of effects"-notions which portray attitudes

as always preceding sales.

Another "mootl
/

question concerns whether attitudea

in, fact "predict! sales -7 that is; are a "cause" of S'ales.

Some studies have shown that aggregate measures of _brand

attitude are highlycorrelated withobjedtive measuresio
,market share for single time periods [ 47, 1960 and

45. Ramona,'.oharles; "Must AdVertising Communicate-to Sell?"_
Harvard Business'ReView, Vol. 43, No. 5,- Sept,.-Oct,., 1965,
pp. 148-161'. .

__46._KrUgMan; Herbert, "The impact of Terevision-Advertising:
'Learning Without involvement," 'public Opinion Quarf.erlY,
Vol. 30, °Winter ai 66-67,'pp..583-596.

,_,

47.,Maloney,'JOhn,-"Attitude Aeasdr6Ment 'and i,rediction,!'
A paper presented'a the Test = Market Design and Measurement
Workshop, American arketingASso.ciation, Chicago, Illinbis,
April, 1966.
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predict changes in market share in -time series equation$

[ 48, 1969]. Howe'ver, a recent review of 32 studies focusing

on the.attituder-behavior relationship concluded that

attitudes ,are freqUently only.slightly related-to overt_ behavior

[ 49, 1969] Commenting on this conclusion, George Day observes [50,1971]

that it does not mean that attitudes- -'and behavior are

completely unrelated;but it doeSindicate that actual

consumer behavior is affected by other variables in addition

to attitudes. For example, consider the several factors

which may-make cigarette smoking behavior inconsistent
with attitudes toward smoking. As one-smoker puts it

Cigarettes taste terrible, cause cancer,
make me cough and offend others. I

dislike terrible tastes, cancer and
coughing, and offending others. But I
still like gigarettes.

Summary: As suggested by the foregoing brief

discussion, the question of how advertisi..ng and other

marketing communications ,affect consumer attitudes is a
complex one. The exact effects depend on several factors:

(1) What attitudes are affected by advertising

and other marketing Communications? These may

be attitudes about certain attributes of the

product or brand, but not others. However, *

advertising can also affect attitudes toward the

product use, situation, orab"out the

advertisement_ itself, but nott.he brand.

48. Assael.; FL, and G. S. Day, "AttitUdes,and 'Aware ess as
predictors-of Market Share," Journal of Advertisi esearchy.
,Vol.' 8, Dec., 1969, pp. 3-10. \s,

49. Wicker, Allan W., "Attitudes versuSAction.S: The
/Relati'onship of Verbal:and Overt Behavioral.Responsesto
Attitude-Objects,'" The Journal of. Social Issues, Vol. 25,
Autumn, .1969, pp. 41-78.

Day,.,George, 22..'cit., 1971, p: 30.
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(2) The nature and extent of advertising's

influence on consumer attitudes at any point in

time depends on the broader context of

pre-existing attitudes. Except in rare cases

of totally new pro-ducts or brands, any

advertisement's effects on attitudes is shaped by

pre-existing consumer attitudes.

(3) The nature and. extent.of.advertising's-
. .

influence on attitudes depends on whether the

promotional objective ct.S to form attitudes (about

a new product feature, a new 'amage", for the

product) or to change'attitudes (from negative

attitudes about the brand, to positive ones).

Attempts to state firm generalizations' on the subject

of advertising's influence on consumer attitudes is

further impeded by the wide variety cf m-easures'of attitudes
whioh are employed. Results-from one set of studies -- using

one method of measuring attitudes -- may not be co arable

to other studies which employ different measureme

prodedures.

However, it is clear that to some extent advertising

and other. .marketing communications do play a role in. the

formatAon and modificatiOn of. consumer attitudes. Moreover,

it is,clear that consumer attitudes are related to consumer

actions, and that changes:in cons4mer attitqdes are related
n

to change-6n consumer. actions,
Some,mention should be made'of the final link between

attitude and purchasing behavior. While little is actually

-known about this some evaluative process seems to take

place whiCh leads ,to the evolutiOn, of a "net"'attitUde or

- =conviction' ,whi 'h
Many other non-advertising informational inputs previously

incorporated into attitudes may.contkibiteto this final link.

In fact, advertising input per se are likelY to represent
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2.3 Buying Behavior:

The discussion in Section 2.2 has dealt with the effects

of advertising/marketing communications on consumers' states

of mind: awareness of products and brands and their charac-

teri3tics, attitudes, and preferences. As explained earlier,

these so-called "communication effects" are of, interest

primarily because they are thought to be related, albeit

in'a complex fashion, co constriers' eventual purchases of

products and brands, and to the aggregative effects of these

individual purchases such as the degree to which total

'industry sales are-concentrated among a few leading firms.

In this section, we- turn to a consideration of issues

and evidence dealing directly with the relationship of

advertising/marketing-communications to purchasing behavior.

Although, as explaihed,in Section 2,1.1, there is no generally

applicable theory or model which we ccn use as a framework

for our'discustion,- tliere are some useful ways of Classifying

buying situations in relation to:theappareht role of adver-
,

tising/mark6tiffg communications.

The effects of advertising/marketing comm unications on

consumer buying decisions can be evaluated at three different.

levels of aggregation:

- effects on total consumption expenditures,
that .is, on the sum total \ spending for
all kinds of goods, and-serviCes;

- effects on total sp,-ea.seng for given
g _ycafe or of products or services< such

as total purchaSes of -television sets;-
and

- effects on choices of individual brands-
or types of products within a category,
such as purchases of General Electric.
television sets.
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We shall begin our review of the effedts of advertising/

marketing communications on consumer behavior by 'considering

the: first twoof. these three types of effects. "Selective
demand" -- the choice of competing brands within a product
category -- will be discussed below. [SectiOn 2.3.41

2.3.1 Effects on Total Consumption

According to one economist, "...businessmen and econo-

mists have few doubts that aavertising increases consumption

for the, economy as a-whole." [51,1951] Although there seems

to be'general agreement that promotional activity, has some

effect on aggregate consumption, there does not seem to be

any clear-cut evidence on the extent of-the effect. Clearly,

advertising/marketing communication is only one of many factors

influencing total consumer demand. Other influences-, most of

them probably more important than advertising, include:

- the size and,composition-of the population

- the level and distribution of personal income
?

changes in technology

'obanges an'life styles -- such as the increased
labor:force participation' of Married- women in
the United States after 1950

social:-trends

Any effort, to determine the effects of advertising/

marketing communicatAons on total,consumer demand by amalyz-

ing changes'over-a period of time would-be frustrated by the

fact that all of the factors listed above ('and many others)

are also :changing. The patterns of cause and effect among..

these factors are complex. They have.notat least to date,

been succeSsfuliy disentangled by available statistical

.methodS.

Hans Brems, Product Equilibrium Under Monopolistic Competition
(Cambridge, Mass. Harvard University Press, 1951), pp.85-86.

/
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Therefore, we conclude that although some relationship

does exist between advertising/marketing communications and

aggregate consumer demand, the nature of the relationship

is at this stage, indeterminate.

2.3.2 Effects on Primary Demand for Product. Categories -

The question of whether -- or to what extent primary

demand for-an industry or product category can be influenced

by adver, ising/marketing communications is a question that

has often been discussed by trade associations, farmers'

cooperative groups, and a-&ademio researchers. Certainly

there have been numerous attempts to use advertising for

the, purpose-of increasing primary demand. These attempts

have included campaigns to promote the wearing, of hats, to

stimulate coffee and milk consumption, and programs to en-

courage purchase of various agricultural commodities.

In relatively few cases have systematic efforts been

made to meapure the results of primary, demand promotion --

of these, even fewer have been made public. Neil Borden's

major study, published in 1942, is still the most compre-

hensive source of evidence on primary demand effects.

Borden's overall conclusion was ,that:

So far as primary demand is concerned, the
industry studies and the cases analyzed jus-
tify:one clear and important generalization;
namely, that basic trends of dethand for pro-
ducts,,which are deterMinedby underlying_
.social and eavir naonMetl. conditions, are
more significant in determining' the:expan--
sion or contraction of primary demand:than
is the use or lack of:use of-advertising.,
[52,1942]

commenting fur,ther on the ,potential, effects of adver-

tising on primary demand, Borden has .stated that:

52. torden, Neil H., The Economic. PffPi" s-of Advertisin4
(Chicago, Illinois, Irwin, 1942)
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.,.Advertising hasbeen effective in,increas-
-71ng primary demand when product- related
socia economic, and technolOgical forces
have been favorable to the expanSiOn of the
demand:

- Advertising, no matter how massive the dose,
-wil-l-not-counteract-strong-changes in-demand__-
which have been caused by b.asic changes in
social, economic and technological situations.
[530.1959]

.3.3 Needs versus-Wants

Perhaps the most frequent of all criticisms of advertis-

ing -- and of selling in general -- is that "it makes people

want things they don't need." This kind of criticism has been

directed toward numerous products during the affluent 1950's

and 1960's, ranging from the "tailfins" that characterized

automobile design in the mid-fifties, to electric devices

conveniencesuch as can openers and toothbrushes, -Co various

foods like "TV dinners. These and many other relatively

new products have been cited as illustrations of "artificial

demand created by advertising" and of "contrived wants."

At a more global level, some commentators see evidence

of wants outrunning, needs in the ovei.all pattern of-consumer

and in other Westernexpenditures in

countries, too,

the United States

for that matter The fact that consumers.;

spend large- sums on "luxuries" and "frivolities"

large,
,

powerful cars, cosmetics, .and alcoholic beverages) --
--' - . .

when there:areurgent-needs for more resources in such areas

aseducation Urban refiewal, eColOgical reform, and .so on --

to -some, prima facie evidence of an underlying distortion

in society. This argument' has been madeith particular force
_

by John:Kenneth Galbraith '154,1958 and 1967

53. Borden,. Neil H., and Marshall, Martin V. Advertising.
---7Manacrement: Text & Cases (HomewOod, Ill., Richard D. Irwin,

Inc.
, 1959) PP- 45-50.

. Galbraith, John.Kenne_th,__The_Affluent Societ
Houghton Mifflin, 1958; The New Industrial S
'Houghton Mifflin, 1967).

Y_ :(Boston;

ate (Boston:
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In light of the evidence reviewed in Sections 2.3.1

and 2.3./'regarding the influence of advertising/marketing

communications on total consumption and primary demand, what

. can we say about the_perennial issue of needs versus wants?

Insofar as_the_criticism is based on actual_expenditures by

consumers, the available evidence indicates that (1) many

factors affect these expenditures; and (2) advertising/

marketing communications seldom constitute a dominant influence

on expenditures.

The issue 6: needs versus wants cannot really be resolved,

however, by analyzing actual consumer e-kTenditur,...:s- and factors

that,influence them. "Needs" and "wants" are psychological .

terms, and they iefer to sets of consumer attitudes toward

goods and services. A,fundemental question is whether any

meaningful distinction can be drawn between the two terms.

In the numerous published commentaries on the subject, no

really satisfactory distinction has ever, been proposed. A

representative treatment is that by historian Arnold Toynbee,

who suggested that goods and services could be classified

into three groups:

Needs - the,minimum material -re-
quirements of life.

Genuine
Wants- "..'.wants that we becomeaware-o f

spontaneously, without:having to
be-told-blv-madIson-Avenue-that-7we--
want-something that we should never
h i-ave-thought of 'if we
had.been=left in Peace to find
out-our- wants-for-OTEgerV6ST":-

Unwanted
Demand - demand "created" by-advertising

above and beyond "genuine: wants."
[ 55,1966]

, ,

:Te Ynbeei--Ar-nold J., America and the,WorId Revolution.
'(New. York: Oxford University 'PreSS, 1966), pp. 144.745.
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,The difficulty with this approach, of course, is that

few, if any, wants are really "spontaneous." All available

evidence suggests that_consumer desires =- .beyond purely

biological requirements for survival -- are learned from a

wide variety of sources, of which advertising/marketing

----communi-cations is only one.

We believe that there no operational distinction

between "needs" and "wants," except in the context of a system

of government based on much greater central control than that

Whidh has traditionally been acceptable in the United States.

oLher democracies. In a centrally-planned society, "needs"

can be defined, by governmental agencies. But as long as con-

sumers are given as much freedom of choice as they presently

are, such definition of "needs" seems possible.

2.3.4 The Brand Choice Process

2.3.4.1 Introduction

It Is self-evident that a major purpose of most

tising/marketing communications.expenditt:res -- at least
by manufacturers of consumer products -- is to influence

consumers' choices of brands. Although brand

adver-

advertising

can and no doubt -often does have some effect on "primary demand"

too, its primary goal is clearly to increase the SAvertiser's_

share of market

advertising for

'impact on

within a given product category. Thus, while

Kellogg's "Special K" cereal may have.some._

total consurriptionof,ready-to-eat cerealS,.its

principal objective And result is to keep existing customers

and to induce buyers of other cereals to switch to "Special K."

The close connection-between advertising and brand

rivalry is reflected in the historical evolution of adver
_

tising in the.United States and elseWhere. In his recently-
,

published advertising.text, Kenneth Longman traces this evolu-
,

tion briefly:
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[Any] important Marketing.effect.,of the-.
IndUStrial.'Revolution was the blossoming
of branded goods All thechangeS induced
bythelndustrial Reyolution.,are reflected-
in the growth of advertising expenditures
during the last--part-- :of-the-nineteenth
century. anclthe first part of the tv'cW

56, 197,1

In view of the factthatsb

toward influencing brand choice,

much-advertising is directed

it is not surprising that

many of the commonly-voiced criticisms of advertising/mirketing

communication are related, ihThne way or another, to its

effects on brand selection. ,These-criticisms are sometimes

stated in' terms of alleged.influences. on individual consumer

'example, the claim that

attach importance'

advertising

arti fici al

differences among .prands." Alternatively, broad assumptions

about .effects on brand choice behaviOr are sometimes used

as ,.a basis for criticisms of advertising F overall results.
---

For example, some economists assert that advertising serves

as a barrier to.entry of new competitors, and explain this

end result on the basis of its assumed role in creating strong.

brand loyalties (for further.discussion see Section 3.3.1)..

Whetherthe issues are stated in terms of direct impact

on ihdividuaiconsUMers or in tents Of aggregate end results,
.

any appraisal. of the ec....onomiOandsoCial, effectsof:adVertising -

clearly requires some consideration of the role of advertising

in influencing .brand choice. Various dimensions of this

complex topic are discussed in the sections that

In c4scussimj the effects of advertising/marketing

Communications on brand choice, it is useful o-distinguish

between two types of situations: initial purchases and routine

56. Kenneth.A, Longman, Advertising (New York,
Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1971),. pp. 11, 12.

Hai-Court
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purchases. There is a fundamental distinction between a con-

Sumer's first few purcases of a product and his/her later

purchases, assuming thmt use of pro&li '.De.comes regular.

When a consumer tries a product for the first time, and for

at least some tiMe:thereafter, 'he/she typically eXperiMents,-

makes Comparisons, and generally engages in conscious, system-

atic aPpraisal of alternatives. Later on, =ter the ccmsamer

has acquired experience, p.14as:-.Dig and ass patterns often

become repetitive. Advertising and other forms of marketing

communication play very different roles in these two situa-

tions. For this reason, we deal separately with Initial

(Section 2.3.4.2) and Rmitine PuIches (Section

"routine purchases,
ti

advertising/

marketing communications may be intended by a marketer to keep

existing custoers by reinfomrcing their "loyalties" to his
brand; or to take customers away from other brands by inducing

them to "switch." Since on brand's new .recruits are another,

brand's defectors, loyalty and switching are obviously oppo-.

site sides of the same coin. Both of these concepts are

disCussed in Section 2.3.4.3.

2.3.4.2 Initial Purchases -

Advertising/marketing communications affect brand choice

-behavIer-most strOng-lyin the case of "initial purchases" --

the first fewpurchases that a particular c-onsumer makes
given product or brand. Three types of "initial purchase"

situations can be distinguished: new product categories,

new brands in established product,Categories, and new customers,

i.e., consumers just entering the market for a particular

product category.

New .Product Categories :- .The role 'of advertising/marketing'

communications in affecting brand choices for initial purchases

is well - documented,. in the case of new product categories. A

useful way to describe this situation is in terms of the

"Product Life Cycle," a gerleral. model that has.b'een developed

for explaining long-term trends,in sales of a product category.



Figure 2-3 depicts a typical "life .cycle" pattern. As shown

there, when a-new type of product -7 such as color television

sets or instant coffee -- is first introduced, sales typically

grow slowly at first, then apidly, and then more slowly again

as consump-zion (or ownership) approaches a "saturation" level

in a given market. Still later, sales may decline as a product

is supplanted by-substitutes -- as, 'for example., evaporated

milk is being supplanted by fresh milk, powdered .coffee creamers,

and pre-farmulated infant foods. These stag'es.are designateU

Introduction, RaPid Grpwth, Maturity, and Decline:

,The life cycle concept is of interest here primarily because

the stages of'the life cycle generally correspond with changes

---in-the-ro-le-of-adverti sing/marketing communications_and _changes

in the level of elc221_0itures relative to sales' volume. As

Suggested in Figure 2-3 ,during the Introduction stage,

advertising/marketing communications, expenditures tend to be

very high in relation to,sales;;Ithisl ratio declines significantly

during the Rapid Growth phase, and then typically stabilizes

product category enters maturity.

tudy of product life cycles for processed fOOd preducts
'

indicate that advertising/sales ratios_db, in fact, generally

follow these.patterns, although only' limited data were available

to support the hypothesis. [ 57, 1966] A similar

life cycles for. ethical drugs showed that promotional eXpendi-

tures are "...at a peak in the Growth Stage," then decline

during the Maturity Stage [58,1967).

study of

57. Robert D. Buzzell, "Competitive Behavior and Product
Life Cycles," in john S. Wright and J. L.'Goldstucker (eds.),
New Ideas for Successful Marketing,-proceedin0 of 1966
World Congress American Marketing AssoCiation (Chicago 1966)
pp. 46-68.

58. William E. Cox,. Jr., "Product Life. Cycles as Marketing
Models," Journal of Business, October, 1967, PP- 375-84!
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Sales

Typical Product Life Cycle

Rate

INTRODUCTORY
STAGE

RAPID GROWTH
-.STAGE

'MATURITY STAGE,, DECLINE
STAGE

, Time

of Growth:

Rapid Stable, in rela-
tion to total
market

DecliningSlow

Role of Advertising:

HighExpenditures 4-Declining A/S ratio typi A/S-ratio
in rel. to sales A/S ration &Ally stable declining'

purposes:

-Provide info. Same as in Primarily brand Diminishing
-Expand primary intro.,)out competition role
demand some-shift

-influence to brand
"innovators" competition
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Not only do patterns of advertising/marketing .communications

expenditures change "over the life cycle, but so does the role

played by communications. Various stUdies' of the effects of

promotion on the adoption of innovations indicate that "mass

media" have their greatest impact on creating awareness of new

products or ideas during the IntrodUctory. Stage.: [Several-

studies of specific innovations are reviewed in 59 ,

The informative role of-advertising/marketing communications

tends to decline in later stages of the life cycle, as consumers

1968].

gain experience with a "product: -

"word of mouth" influences become more

2.2.2)

among other, things

important cf. Section

New. Brands: The role of advertising/marketing communications

changes during the, life of an ,individual brand in a fashion

roughly similar to that of Product category life cycles.

a new brand is introduced to the m6rket, even in a well-

established product category -- for example, a new brand

of ready-to-eat cereal -- expenditures on advertising and

other forMs of marketing communication are likely to be very

high (both in absolute terms and relative to sales) in

comparison with expenditures later on. For example, a study.

of 127 new processed food products introduced between 1954 and

1964 showed-that:

During the First Year og Distribution,

Marketing expenditures averaged $.1.4

million per product, representing 43%

of annual sales:'

-During the .Second Year of Distribution,

average marketing-expenditures declined

to $961,000 per prOduct, or 24% of

sales. [60, 1967]

59. James F. Engel, David T. Kollat,' and Roger
consumer Beha'vior (New York, Holt, Rinehart-& Winston, 1968)
pp. 567-70.
60. Robert D. Buzzell 'and Robert E. M. Noursev Product
Innovation-, in Food Processing (Boston, Harvard Business
School, Division of Research, 1967),/p. 117.



New -- Customers:.

Situation, perhaps leSsrobvious'.thanthatHLre$ted bythe'intrO-,
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A third type "initial purchase"

duction of new product categories and new-brands, is the constant

entry of new customers into virtually evory market. Customers

enter markets for the first time when they reach a certain age

or life cycle stage, that makes use Of_ a prodUct necessary,

suitable, or legal; or When -their*dncomes reach level that

permitsnewtypes:of:eXpenditUrers.

1964 artiCie pointed out that

mainer and Slater, in a

every.product market is. constantly.
1

"in motion," partly because of the entry.1:new 'consumers.

they mention air travel, wine, color television, and other

have grown rapidly because of anexamples, of industries that

influx of newly-affluent buyers [;61/''1964].

A consumer is first, confrdonted with the need for

brand choice in a product category not preViously.purchase

he/she has a need for information and this information

comes, partly from advertising and other forms of gorketing

communication. It is presumably because new buyers a

receptive to communications that most large national

tend to concentrate their efforts 'heavily on younger

To summarize this section on "Initial' Purchases,

clear- that ,

The need for information abbut brandsis

greatest when a consurder's experience in

buying a product is Pimited;.

Consumers are, accordingly, most receptive.,"

to advertising/marketing\communicationd ,at

the time when they are making their 'first

few purchases;

Marketers, recognizing Consumer attitudes

spend relatively more on new, products, newt

re most

advertisers

housewives.

brands, and on.messages directed to new

consumers,

It :seems

61. Robert Mainer and 'Charles C. Slater, "Markets in Motion "
Harvard BuSiness Review, March-April, 1964, pp. 75-82./
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The effects of. advertising on brand buying

behavior are, without_doubt,-at

during the "initial purchasing" phase of

a consulter s experience

2.3 41 Routine purchasing -

For ma t consumers in the Unitc3 States,..purChases of

most low-priced, non-durable products can be classified as

routine purchasing. The experiencer_ housewife, making her

-7E1z1-kly-OF,it to a supermarket or drug :store, -;buys toothpaste,

deodorants, facial tissues, frozen vecretables, and a wide

variety of other products, on a routine, repetitive basis.

As Howard and Sheth describe it

,In'the fact of repetitive brand
choice decisions,. the consumer
simplifies his decision process
by storing relevant information
and routinizing the decision
process. [. 62, 1969] vii

The effects of advertising/marketing communications on

brand choice are less clear, and no doubt more variable, for

routine purchases than for initial purchases. Marketers

attempt to influence cOnsumers' buying behavior_ in at least

two ways: by keeping existing customers and by luring customers,

brands. The terms "brand loyalty" and "brand

used to designate the two patterns of

'behavior.

Brand Loyal,:y: The impact of advertising/marketing

communications on "brand loyalty" is of particular interest-

because of thealleged7conneCtibn between this pattern of

ehavmor: and barriers to entry in a market'Acf'.:Section

iA `consumer : is. said to be ".loyal" to a brand when he /she con-

centrates-11mbst" of hiS/her purchaseS of a product, category

62 'JOhnA-. Howard and-Jagdish Sh\th,,,The Thebry of a,uyer
Behavior (New Yor, 4611.11 Wiley &

*Other pUrposes:ofadvertisingfor'eStablished roductS;
idirected:tb:"eXperenced":Consumers, may include' deveplopment

of'neWixses for a product; increasing quantities used per use
occasion, etc. A



on that brand, over a given period.of tiyme. According to

Some critics of marketing, this kind of behavior is,

"irrational," and:rdayreflect an Undersirable

advertisinVmarketing,comMunications.

whether sole or primary loyalty to

"rational"- or not is, to some .extent; a

it depends on how rationality is de.fin

quotation from Howard and Sheth, aboV

pattern may be a rational way of bal

for more conscious, deliberative ch

in satisfaction that

given brand is

-?.mantic question --

suggested byAs the

, adoption of a routine

ncing the time required

improvement

against the potential

ht thereby be achieved

this point economist. Gedrg IK has suggested that

Problem solving behavi r [also called
'genuine decision maki g'] is a relatively
rare occurrence ... I s main alternative
is habitual behavior .. Is the constImer
rational or is he irrational? - This is
not the right quest,ion to ask ... [The
consumer] is apt to prefer short cuts,
folluw rules of thumb, and behave in a
routine manner. But he is also capable
of acting intelligently. When he feels
that it really matters, he-will deliber-
ate and choose to the best of his ability. [6.3

WhateVer, intergtetatiOnthay:bepiaCed on Prand loyalty,

land however it may ,bedefiried:operatiOnally it -is clear that

imany,consumeri:d0 exhibit patterns of loyalty to brands.

`t Studies by"Brown, Cunningham, and othera have shown: that

in various product fields, half or more of'consUmers- concentrate

substantial proportions their purchases on a sj_ngle brand

[a number 9f:.these studieS are reviewed 64, 1968] .

63. George Katona, The Powerful Consumer (New
Hill Book Co,, 1960) PP. 140, 145.
64. Engel, pAlat, and Blockwell,2E.,cit.

York, McGraw-

pp. 57578.



have

Effects of Advertising on Loyalty and Switching:.

been many- attempts to develop formal, quantitative MOdelS

for analyzing and predicting patterns of brand loyalty and

switching, either for specific product markets or for broad

classes of products. [A review of brand switching models IS

given in 65, 1969] . Virtually without exception, these models

assume that. one of the factors affecting brand loyalty and

switching is the-volume of expenditures on advertising/marketing

communications. (Sometimes media, message content, or .other

aspects of the nature of the communication_ are also taken into

account.) Thus, although models of brand choice differ in many

respects, they provide gefieral support for the existence of

some relationship between advertising/marketing communications

activity and consumers' brand.choice decisions At the same
_time, practically all of the brand. choice models also include

factors other than advertising/marketing, communications -- such
as retail distribution. and past purchasing behavior

reflecting the fact that = communication.is

sole determinant of buying decisions.

There is some evidence, furthermore, that patterns of

brand loyalty can develop quite independently of the influence

advertising a/nd other forms of prbmotional communication. For

n/a study by Tucker, housewivea were offered choices

identical loaves

of

seldom, if ever, the

example,

among four

of bread. At the end

'brands" jlabelled L,M,P, an

of the sequence of

the women had developed "loyalties" for particular. brands--
lOyaltY being de.fined as selection o,f -the same brand three

65. David B. Montgomery and Glen L. Urban, DIJE...-1.32at Science
in Marketing (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, Prent:ice-Hall,

\1969),TChapter 2.



or' more times in succession. an a/substantial proportiomo

cases, the women remained loyal even when lower prices were_2------

offered for other brands. [6611964]

The significant point about-TucXer'S-experiment, in the

context of the current discussion- that "brand loyalty"

deVeloped'in the absence of any 'advertising or other promotional

activity. Similar results were obtained in a later study by

McCOnnell, who offered identical bottles of beer labelled with

1.etters of the alphabet, at prices ranging. from $.99 per 6-pack

up to $1.30. Again, no advertising or Other-promotional

influences were eMployed.. [67, 19.68]

Although both of the studies. just cited were experimental,

and were conducted in someWha'E-martificial" conditions, they
I

suggest that the prevalence of brand loyalty patterns in the

market place cannot.be ascribed entirely-i or -even' necessarily

primarily, to the promotional activities of competing sellers.

In summary, then, studies of brand loyalty and switching

indicate that adVertising/marketing communications is onebut

by no. ,means the only, factor_ :affecting consumer brand choice

behavior. The nature and.extent of its influence clearly vary

Among products, 'cOnSumers, andmarket situations.

.66= W. T.:Tucker, "The,DeVelopment of Brand Loyalty.." Journal
of-Marketing Research;, .2wgust 1964, pp. '3"2.35..
67. J.,Douglas McConnell,The Development of.Brand Loyalty:
An Experimental Study," JournaI-of"Marketin Research, February
/1968 pp. 13=39'



Thee Variability of Advertising
Influence:

Earlier sections have treated variations in the nature

and extent of the impacts of advertising/marketing communica-

tions on the consumer, variations that depend ,on differing

attitudinal and behavioral characteridtics of the consumer.

But characteristics of consumers themselves and their relation-.

ships with products and brands are' not the only variables

involved. Effects of advertising/marketing,communications

will also varY..widely based on characteristics of the

communication itself, i.e., differences in the tactical

elements of the .company's or brand's advertising/marketing

communications' program., M the,specifically he Impacts of

advertia4ng`will vary by level of expenditure, (sometimes

known as advertising- "weight"), by the mediae employed, and

by the varieties of message (content and execution) used.

The purpose/of this section is to treat the principal: ways

practitioners vary these elementdin their efforts to achieve

max imum consumer impact. "Consumer impact,". it should be

noted again, may mean cofttmunications impact (e.g., consumer

awareness, attitudes etc.), or sales impact,

These\characteristics oradvertising/marketing communica-
-.

tion represent the tactical inputs of the 'marreter. Indeed,

it is in the regulation of these input Characteristics that

the expertise of leading adisers and their advertising

agencied resides. In. their efforts to determine the
,

"right" amount to be spent on advertising, to select the

most efficient media types (e.g., magazines TV) and



vehicles .(s:g., Time, "The ..:Lucy Show"), and to design and

create the .most effective advertising meSsages, advertisers

and their agencies, are concerned'with specific, market

.situations. of spacific products and brands, rather than

with broadly generalizable findings. Even within such

specific frames, measures of advertising effectiveness,

regulaily employed by advertisers and agencies.Show that

effectstin fact vary widely.

Because of the high salience to the advertiser

-agency of,calibrating these input characteristics in

particular situations, considerable, researcheffprt is

-devoted 'tO'assessing the coniumer pacts of variations in

the inputs,, often even to the' minutiae ofsuch matters as

whether an ad in the front of a given publication generates

more readership than one in the back. Not uneXpectedly,

the vast majority of the research undertaken, and' -- we

suspect the most definitive research information, .on

the effects of variations of these input characteristics

rest in company and advertising agency files.

It should be noted that although we have.spoken here

of the three input characteristics separately, in fact

they are neither unrelated, nor necessarily separable,

in terms either of trle advertiser'stactical

considerations or the impact on consumers. For example,

the overall level of spending may be affected by whether

a distinctively different message has been developed;

..alsp, the unusual nature of the'message itself may

outweigh a relatively.. small budget behind it in terms

of resulting impact on the consumer.



'Simply-viewedu the critical tactical element is the

level of, spending.\..In economic terms or as viewed by company

top management -- the proCess bOils down to ad dollars in,

sales (short or long term) out. From the standpoint of the

_inpUt characteristicst the process can be

.follows:

'LEVEL OF SPENDING

(translated by
'media selection
into opportunities
for consumers ,:to..
see and/or-hear
advertisements)

seenrOughly.as

MEDIA

meaium.
-.Specific vehicle

MESSAGE

. =-content
--execution

CONSUMER'IMPACT

(various types,
of botha com-
municationsand
sales nature).

In the next three subsections; brief review is given

of some of the principal evidence on the, general effedts
upon consumers of 'variations in these input Characteristics

of adverti-sing/marketing communicatio ns., The purpose is

not to Lreat'these elewents in the context of 'an advertising

"primer" but to illustrate the 19.eneral effects of variations

an the inputs and p7-Jvide some analytic framework for thiriking

about this topic.



SALES

2.4.1 Levels of Expenditure

It, seems intuitively obvious that, generally speaking,

more money spent on, advertising should result in.more

impact on the consumer. It also seems intuitively

obvious that up to some level(a'"critical mass" point)

increments in spending on' advertising are generating a less

than proportionate consumer response; further, that through

some range of spending levels, futthet-inciements generate

more than proportibnate consumer rerponse;.and finally, that

beyond somestill further point, yet additional advertising

increments again generate less than proportionate consumer

response .(although perhap-s, still yielding ,a return greater

than.the cost of the advertising).

When economists and econometricians talk about "the

shape of the response curve to, increases in,advertising

spending,"they are addressing themselves to'whether the

intuitive "shape of the curve" above is borne out in reality,

or some other shape (see below') is closer to reality, Also,

they are concerned with the levels at which, on any such

curves, the points of "critical mass" or "diminishing _returns"

lie.

DECREAS.ING.
RETURNS INCRI1A

RET
NG

CONSTANT
RETURNS

-CURVE
(INCREASING,THEN
DECREASING) [the curve described- above]

EXPENDITURE ON ADVERTISING



EConomists_and practitioners alike halie been unable to

agree on just which of the above relationships most accurately

reflects reality. However, empirical evidence tends not to

support .the "economy of,:scale"-arguMent,' In asUmmary

statement based on a review of the subject, Lee Preston stated:

Most of us have been taught....that there
are substantial economies of scale of
advertising.... [Yet] there is no general

CP

and .pervasive" rtendency for_ large-scale
advertising activity to be accompanied
by the achieVement of substantial econo-
'mies of scale....[ 68, 1968].

The basic argument against :the.existence of economies

of scale for advertising expenditures has been the alleged

progressive dimunition of unrached pnospects; that is, it

becomes more and More expensive to gain customers because

the "good prospects" were reached first. Experiments by

Shryer [ 69, 1912], Roberts [70 , 1949]. Palda [71 , 1964]

and Telser. [ 72.. 1962] all suggest that expenditUres'on

advertising are decreasingly marginally effective. In 1965,

Julian SiMoneafter a review of the literature concluded,

"There is no piece of conclusive,evidence to support t.he

general belief that economies of scale exist in,adveitising."

[ 73,1965] Simon elaborated on his conclusion in his 1970 book:

68. Preston, L.E.,-"Advertising'Effects and Public Policy"
'Marketin and the New Science of Planning Pall Conferance
Proceedings, American Marketing Association, 1968,,pp. 559760.
69. Shryer, W.A., Analytical Advertising (Detroit, Businens
Service Corporation, 1912).
70.- Roberts, "The Measurement of Advertising Results"
Jourpal of Business- V61. 20, No. 3, !July, 1947) PP. ,131-145.
71. Palda, K.S., The Measurement of aumulc4tive advertising_
Effects (Englewood/Cliffs4- New -Jersey, Prentice Hall, 1964)-
72. Telser, L. G. ."AdvertisinganqCigarettes Journal-of
Pblitical Economy Vol. 70, (October, 1962) pp. 471-499.
73. Simon, J. L., "Are There Economies of Scale in
Advertising?" Journal of Advertising Research Vol.
(June., 1965) pp. 15-20.
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There is not one single piece of strong
bevidence to support the general elief

that increasing returns exist in ad-
vertising. A very few studies suggest
that there are increasing returns, but
their evidence is weak...

Both sales and psychological studieS
suggest that the shape-of the advertising-
response function is invariably concave
downward; i.e.,,that there are no S-curve
and noAncteaSing'returns in advertising
in a given product by a given firm. By my
reading of the evidence, theefficiency of
advertising experOitures always decreases,
even at the loweit levels, with increased
repetition and with increased ,size of ad-
xertisements (though total 'profits may con=
tinue'to rise, of.course)...

,

Simon goes on to suggest empirical tests on the issue:

Perhaps the best test for increasing, re-
turns would, becOntrolled advertising ex--
periments beaming the same advertising in
different quantities to samples of several
geographical test, areas. If increasing
returns really exist, they would show .up
clearly in 'such'investigations. [74, 1970 ]

Our revi.ew of the evidence on the cumulative effects

upon consumers of advertising,(pection 2.2.5.) suggests

that Simon's position "may be premature. If purchasing be7i

haviOr is influenced by formation of attitudes' over -time.

%based on successive exposure to information about a brand there

may be, at least over some range, .economies of scale in adver-
.

tising. Whether and to.what extent this behavioral process of
r

accumulation "resulting in pdrChaSe occurs -, as'we discussed, in

SeCtion 2.2, is &subject requiring further research:

74. Simon, J.L. Issues in the EconoTillEJAvertLing Univ rsit:
.of Illinois Press, 1970),-pp. ....21-22



On a very practical basis, regularly there is evidence

that very heavy expenditures in advertising per,se do not

always.lead to,suCcess: Scores of-product failures in-test'

market and at the national level -- from the Eds on dowh

attest to this. The reasons are rooted in the m ny factors,

including advei-tising, that comprise the marketing

especially the product itself.

,

The entire area of "optimum advertising spending levels

is receiving more and more attention from practitioners them-

selves;, witness the Association of National

Advertisers book, and recent practitioner speakers at various

advertising' conferences. That more "science _in achieving

economically efficidt levels of expenditure- is resulting
,

seems, logical: As the very few practitiOners who have

publicly discussed their findings grow in number, we, shall have

a better understanding of the product and marketplace con-
.

ditions under which greater or lesser spending on advertising,

makes sense in terms of consumer impact.

.4.2 Media -

Where and how is the advertising budget expended? The

advertising budget is translated by, practitioners into the

dnput characteristics of a media plan (wher) and messages.
\

(hoW). In this section we shall treat ways in which varia-

tions in the use of different media citisses ( gazines, TV, etc.)

and advertising vehicles,(a,specilic magazine or TV program)

lead to .differeht consumer' response.



As. suggested in the introduction to this section, con-
..

sidrable'effOrt and research -go into media' decisions for

particular products and brands. This is typically part, of the

overall marketing-advertising ttrategy, and has as, its cbjec-
.,

tive the development ofa media schedule which provides maximum

exposure of the advertisements to the target audiences' sought.

The latterare typicaIly_defined in demographic arid :other ways

(tUch as a profile of 74eavV users" of the product7category);

and "matched" against the profiles of particular. media-vehicles.

But what_o.f.,,the broader questions of general variatibns in

media impact on consumers? Are there inherent positive and neg-
.

ative,attributes of media that' result imdiffering impacts of

the ad'vertising on .consumers? As has been so frequently stated

in this report, objective research on the impact of media dif-

ferences on consumer' behavior is both difficult and sparse.

However ..thei.e are some variations that warrant repOrting. These

can bp organized as follows:

Inherent characteristics -- physical, audience
coverage,!and.audience appeal

Affective'reactions -- generalcorisumer reactions to
ads in different media..

Tactical use, of. the' media --, tactical considerations,
Such as Rcheduling, mood, .etc.

Let us look at each.

Inherent characteristics -- Each medium has certain

inherent advantages and disactivantages, in terms of its phv-
,

sical aspects (e.g., susceptibility to use of sound, color,



etc:);\ its coverage abilities, and its primary audienOa.,appealS.

These aspects generally'un erlie the use of mediaCbased on

\advertiser s tactical sit ation hand; and repre6ent one set

of variables in conside ing media differences.. For example,,

magazines permit much eting" to reach.arrower,."targspecifid
audiences, TV offers and' dramatic input but only',1im-

ited time to transmit information radio offers opportunites, to

involve the imagination, newspapers offer the opportunity to

tell a long advertising story, outdoor advertising can provide

an opportunity for short and bWift message transmissiOn, and so .

on: Although such general media differences are known to exist,,

there is little factual knowlege about the relationship be'tWeen

media characteristics /differences and audience response. For.

example, little is known about media's ability to "involve". the
,

audience. [75, 1957) There'is difficulty in-doing this kind

of research because, of such factors as the inability to gener-

alize research findings, inadequate measurements, and the high.

. cost of such projects, relative to their, value

dual advertiser. [76. 1966].

the indivi-

Affective reactions -- Some stUdies, notably that .reported

by Bauer and Greyser, tell us of the differences

reactions to 'ads in different media. On this. subject 'they state:

75. Brown', Lyndon-Q, Richard S. Lessler,,William M.'Weilbacher,
Advertising' Media::Creative Planning, In Media '.Selection
York, New York, The Ronald Press Company, 1957) pp.211-12-7-

76. National, InduStrial Conference Board Business,PoliCy Study
NO. 121 (1966) ,Part I, Chapter 1.



The,reader of the print media has greater
latitude in what he pays, attention to than
does the radio listener and TV viewer.
The corollary of the foregoing statement is,
of course, that radio and TV-have a g eater -"
apacity to 'command attention. The sult is

what, one would,predict. --,

A considerably smaller pro)artion of p int ads
seem/ to capture conscio attention [a we
measured it.]...Howe r _as might be .e ected':,

. 6

the broadcast med 'pay the expected pr ce for
being able-to mmand attention, namely a rela-
tively high egret'. 'of; annoyance that ca be
traced.' irectly\/to the.atten\ion-grabbi g ch:ar-7

.

acte istics of these media. [47, 1968]

"Bauer',And Greyser

iCism Of advertising in the media refl

ism 'and abtehce of crit-

ect essential dharacter
,

istics of the media themselves." [784 1968]. As sufggeStad- above,
.

, \ .

and asThown.in the table, 'the broadcatt media do enerate 'more.
\

annoying advertisement categorizations than do the print, ,medig.

Viand, have a lower, proportion of'ads which consumers

,`informative., [79, 1968]

consider

/ -Reactions to Advertisements in the Four Media 7\

Nature of Reaction

\ Annoy- Enjoy-
.

ing able
All media 23%. 36.

Magazines .9% 37

Newspapers ,12%

Radio '24%

'Television 1 27%

23

33)

-38

Informa-
tive

48

59

40

'31

Of fen-- Number of
sive Ads.

6'

867,

.1,416

4 f 5,929
(No mediur4 given: 101)

77, :. Bauer, Raymond A. and Stephen A. Greyser Advertising in
America: l'he CoAsumer View (Harvard Business School DiVision o
Researc 1968) .p.37 %I

7d. Bauer, Raymond A. and Stephen A. Greyser, 'Advertising in
America: The Consumer View, Digest Edition (Cambridge, Mass.,
Harvard University, 1968) p. 20.

79. Bauer,.Raymond A. and Stephen A: Greyser, Same Reference,
p. 20 ,1
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In their compilation of information on the differential

influence of media Classes and advertisementsiF on consumer

attitudes, Lucas and. Britt refer to a stud,; cpnducted by the

Bureau of Advertising of the Americah Newspap .Publishers'

Association. [80, 1963], "The Daily N= aper and Its Reading

Public" obtained information on' the gUallti6s attributed to

different media based on the views of 4,826 people ace Lifteen

and over:.

ILTatingsof Media by Adults

*Percentages Mag-
.Elscri.ptive :::atine Newspapers TV az&nes Radio

" is first to introduce new products.' 60%
"Has interesting and imaginative ads." 54
.".;ives 'a good description of the 60

products I heed."
"Shows good taste-in the advertising

it carries." -63
"Carries advertising that can be trusted 58
"Tells you all you need to know when buying 50

anew product,
"`:;tiCks. to the facts."' .

"1;iveS useful information..'
-"Tells me where,' can buy things."
"Is_meant for pe6Ple like me:"

63
_71
83
:61

71% 57% 45%
66 67 37
57 59 40

47 64 44
41 57 40
40 48 34_,

40 56 41
58 65 545 41 56
5.2 50 45

*Percentage represents consumers who rate the medium 5,6,or 7 on

7-point scale for attribute.

newspapers were rated high for carrying advertisements

\which are reliable and informative, is noteworthy that televi-
\

and magazines ied on new products and imaginative appeals..

This tends to confirm the reliance of, consumers on newspapez ad-

80r Lucas, Darrell Baline and Steuart. Henderson Britt, Measuring
Ikdvb,ttising EffectivenessAN.Y N.Y. McGrawr.Hill Book Co.,. Inc'.
1963) p. 344
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vertising for accuracy and for specific information. Likeise,

television and magazines apparently serve the function intended

'by those advertisers who must stir new wants for new products

through the use of interesting and /imaginative copy.

It shbuld be noted that the consumer impact-of media is

very difficult to separate frbm'such other elements as audience

-predisp sitions toward the product, the nature of the message'

employed, and the-like. As jUSt described, thereara-7quathative

differences among the media classes and in consumer -reactions -tos

these dif,ferenf:es. As a result, many advertising campaigns

involve mixed media classes, so the actual tactical decision

involves the type and the mix percentage of various advertising

vehicles within the media classes.

Tactical use of the media -- Along with decisions relating,

to the selection of the type and mix of adve tising vehicles,
,

the advertiser must also mSke decisions regar4ng the tactical

use of medid. Such decisions include the lolloving:

Print: scheduling, size, position

mood (editorial envifonmezt)

Broadcast:, scheduling, length, positio

For example,

of program environments.var:;.ety

and 'Clirmate (program environment) ,

television commercials are insatted in a wide

An adVertiSe

in maximizing, t, he effectiveness of his
"

4Aterested

reach to a-P-articUlar

audiefice tries to choose the p oper program for his_ adverti-

sing message. "If program envi onment affectS theimpact of

coMmerciais then it should be .talcen into a'c'count...In the
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selection and creation of commercials to best{ utilize time

already, bought." [81, 19711 By the same token, commercials

in hand might be re7placed in a more hospitable ,media climate.

The relationship of ad size to readership and buying behavior

is another examplr, of a subject of continuing interest and

reSearch. In.one study, Dr. Daniel Starch compared one -page

and half-page magazine advertisements for a variety of pro-

ducts and found differences in bOth radership and purchase

amounts. [82, 1966]

Consumer reaction to tactical media decisions is

important in the selection and Li4 of advertising vehicles.T

As ;..,was described in "Affective reactions" of thiS section,

television attracts/compels-the most attention, but pays the

price in the form of a high degree of annoyance; print is

easier to tune out, but ads that dO make a conscious im-

pression are seen more Perhaps the most massive evidence

regardingthe.consUmer impact of variations in the use of

advertising vehicles resides in Daniel Starch's book
7-,

synthesizing 40. years of data on readership of print

TadvertiSing. 033,19661 (HoWever, the results hold only'

for 'the ads t at he tested and for tiie print vehicles

priMarily,:consumerjaagazineS.) The kindS of

81,.. Kennedy, 'John R. .!'How.Program*EnvironmentAffects "TV
cOmmerciais" (Journal of Advertising Research, ,Vol.::11 No.
February 1971) , p. 33.
82. StarCh, Daniel Measuring Advertising Readership and
Results (New York, New York, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1966)
qhpters 8:be 20.
133.. Starch, Daniel Measuring Advertising Readership and
Results -(New York, New York,, McGraw-Hill Book CoMPanyi 1'66).
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-'conclusions that Starch reached are typified by the samples

that follow:

. Thickness of issues ads very

thin issues of publications generate

higher than average readership scores;

ads-in very thick issues generate lower

than scores.

. Position of ads - ads the outside

(back) cover and the inside-covers of

magazinesyield,highethan average

readerShip,scoresacfrin the_frOnt

part of ma'gazines score somewhat bette2I

than t ose in the middle and back.

. Use Of color -- ads in color result in

higher than average readership (on a

cost-adjUsted basis).

Similarly, in TV, practitioner research-hab- sought to

assess such questions as whether the added length .;of .a

c8mmercial results in proportionately greater consumer

attention (no) , results in stronger idcnti,fication of the

advertised brand (yes),
sr,

However, as an att

etc. [84,.1970

to summarize the differential

effpct of media, one cannot state with any confidence

one medium is broadly more 'effective
,

under particular product-market-consumer situations. As

communications research expert Joseph Klapper states:

others', except

In real life sitilations...(the) relative
efficacy of the mass media varies so
widely from one topical'area "o,another

34.
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as to defy generalization,Each of the
medialhas been ascribed- :.various
'advantages which are believed, but rarely
demonstrated, to be related. to that
medium's persuasive capabilities, [85, 1960]

2.4:3 Messages

By far the most varied of the input characteriStics

of advertising is the message itself. The content-and

execution of "the advertising message --is the core of the

advei-tising.agency's creative task, and substantial human

energy and research funds go 'into the pre-testing with

consumers of variations in mesSages. -Such research seeks

to evaluate the propective consumer.i pact of the messages

on communications measures and/or sur ogate sales measures

(e.g., disposition

Both academic and practitioner sources attest to the.

relative importance of the messag,-., tersus the medium involved

oradvert4sing kNei ght. For example, study of short7

term changes market share,:Robert D. Buzzell made a care7-:,

ful distinCticn between level of, expenditure and the

advertiping message:

If. anything, advqrtising :message
quality is morecimportant th. in
theA.evel: of.advertiging expend:1.
ture. -Me: -0 cfualitY'is 'reiter
insignifi nc. nor invariarit, as

.

often been assuMed in:Trod.:- the
advertising process . ,041

.85. Klapper, 'Joseph T. The Effects of Mass ComffiUnication,
'(Free Press-of Glencoe, 196Q), plo. 129 -30.
86. Buzzell, Robert "predicting Short-Term Changes
m4rket share as a Function of Advertising Strategy" Journal
of Marketing Research, (AuguSt 1964) 1 Pp. 27-31.
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Dr. Daniel Starch; referring to the leverage factor

in the message itself, wrote that on the basis of his

Organization's-examination of thousands of ads "Strong

advertisements will _activate four or five times as many !

persons to buy as mediocre or weak ones for the'-same

product.".,[37, 1966] Receht studies of. TV commercials by

Starch-Hooper reaffirmed alsimilar conclusion for that,
medium. [88, 1970]

The same point is made frequently by practitioners. For

example, David Ogilvy;` in 'his Confess ions of an Advertising

Man emphaSized therieverage,thata'strong message can have

to overcome the/Size of the budget behind a competing

message. [89963]
How can We try to - :'rtty out, the relative impactS o

-- consumers of variations in__MeSsage content and executi

andidly ... with great difficulty'. Different creative,

gurus of the advertising field havetheir own concepts of how

to vary such dimensions of content and treatment as illustra-

tion versus copy ''headline vers,,Is :text in the body "cif the

ad, fkiadOf inforMatiOnHintluded for different !;kinds of
prdi#tdt, e-Ttc,,i The ange:of: creative' eleMentSinvolved

incIuJes emphasis on consumer benefits; use of product

demonstration, belore and after approach,'.-..Use' Of 'music;

emphasis onslogan,.:_scial_cias orientation of the ad

Whi h: elelments are iimpOrtant:again AegiendS'

on tbe- specific product-brand-market < situation..

87. S tarch, D Measur1najerlh4iangRsu.
(New York, McGraw-Hill, -1966) p. 176.
88. Starch, D. Broadcasting '(November 30, 1970) .
89.' Ogilvy, David Confessiong of An AdvertisinIku Man
York, .Atheneum; 1963)



What is important to realize is not that_there is a

single all-encompassing scheme, but that there-are many

dimensions _admen themselves think abOut and use in copy,-

testing. Admen assess copy on the basis of their models of

how consumers react'to advertising; varied approaches employed

in this aspect of the advertising process- is described in scm4..

detail by Alice Courtney in, her doctoral dissertation study

entitled Communications Research and Advertising Practice.[90,1970]

This subsection is thin on actual research data. The

reason issnot the absence of research situations (which agencies

have in abundance), but rather that research has not usually

been generalizable. Thus-, we must fall back on the often

competing folklores of the advertising field, as developed by

various practitioner experts. One such-list, for illustrative

purposes, is that of Ogilvy, which includes these maxims:[91,1963]

What.you say is more important than how you
say .1.t.

Unless the campaign is built around a great
idea, it will flop

Give the factS

make your advertising contemporary

If you are lucky enough to write a good
repeat it until it stops pulling

Never Igite an ad you wouldn't want your
own family toread

Area the 31 e uniquely actionabfe? Are they broadly

applicable? we do notk ow, but advertic ing people" behave

as though this -- or. their own agency's st" can guide

their ads to more effective onsumer iMpaCt;.

90. Courtney, Alice, communications Research and Advertising
Practice, Harvard Buse` school doctoral dissi-tatiOn 1970.
91. Ogilvy, D. 'confessions )f an tilaai, New York,
Atheneum, '1963),vphapter 5.
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2.5 Summary:

In Chapter Two we examined the impact of.advertising/

marketing communications on the informational filtering

system and purchasing behavior of consumers. We discovered
, .

that this'rtopic is complicated, hence difficult to conceptilalize

and to-research:- While there is no generally accepted "-Complete"

model to guide discussion and research,' there are partial

models of the two basic processes which interact-and conf lict

with one another

(1) the consumer s purchase deciSion-making

process (obtaining information,

forming and changing 'attitudes, choosing among brands,

and actual purchasing), and

(2) the advertiser's decision-making process 0Whether

to-advertise, what to say, hOw much .to .spend, what

evaluating information\

media to use, and how to schedule advertising).

Therefore, we disCussed a wide variety of issues and

using these two processes as organizing principles.

evidence

We began by'presenting a flow diagram (Figure 2.1) which

showed the Conceptual relationShips'among the major concepts

in each of these processes and the conceptual relationships

between the:two-processes. We then turned to an examination

of how advertising/mareting communications affect consuMers.

The process most consumers seem to follow most of the

time in making x .,rchase' decioions is essentially a problem-

solving. process. -The consumer has goals obtain's and

'evaluates information makes decisions, and acts. Howevere

the differences among consumers, product's, ancFsituations'are

happens cannot-'be-stated-with Much:confidence..



2

Our discussion of the consumer buying process began

with an examination of the ways in which consumers receive

and process information -- which we called the "information

.filtering PL,)cess." We discovered that consumers actively
is

seek information, but that they selectively expose themselves

to the various kinds of information available to them.

Thus, for each consumer, some information is never received.

we also found that consumers selectively perceive the infor-

mation they do receive; that is, information is perceived

differently by different consumers. Consumers also vary on

the basis of what advertising/marketing-communications claims

they Will accept-reMember, or use as the basis for action.

Each individual consumer filters information on the.basis of

his or her existing attitudes and beliefs. For example,

information that is consistent with an individual's beliefs

is more likely .to get through these filters easily than

information that conflicts with existing beliefs.

The ways in which attitudes and beliefs are formed

and dhanged and,their effects on information.processing and

pu.rchase behavior have b;en

Three

fetlIngsi

may vary in degree of generality, intensity, and inter-

subject of much.research.

attitude have been iden44fied: knowledge,

relatedness. Research on attitude formation

i-udicates that advertising/mark.eting communications may

affect attitudes in several ways: (1) by providing new

information, .(2) by reinforcing existing attitudes and (3)

by transferring general attitudes to specific situations.

Much research, Ti-as been done on the

affects attitudes because. most marketers seem to believe
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attitudes precede behavior -- or even predict behavior.

While these beliefs have been questioned, research on attitudes

has not yielded many conclusive generalizations as to the

effects of advertising/marketing communications. Much more

research is needed, particularly on the role of pre-existing

attitudes in the processing of information by consumers.

What informationis remembered and for how long-depends

in part on how many times an'individual is exposed to an

advertisement. Alnough re-ention generally tends to increase

up to a certain point with repeated exposure, research on

this topic has uncovered several circumstances in Which'

retention is not affected in this straightforward manner.,

Related to this issue, we also'examined the lagged effects

of advertising/marketing communications. Wediscovered that

existing,research suggests that sometimes there is a delay

between when consumers are exposed to an advertiseMent and

when they react by exhibiting behavior; that is, it appears,

consumers sometimes accumulate information over time before

rraking parchase decisions.

Next, we loolred at buying behavior by listinguishing

among three types of demand: (1) total consumption,

primary demandfor product, categories, F,id (3) selective

demand Ior particular brands,

Advertising/marketing communications clearly do have

some effect on-the level of total consumption and the nature

of demand for product categories; however, the extent of

that effect is'.not clear from existing rese arch.

that other factorsobservers seem agree

social, technical.and economic trends as well as population

characteristics may,have a more significant on total

Most

such as major
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consumption and primary deffiand. -At the present timr,

however, it has not been possible to isolate the influence

of each of these factors.

Advertising/marketing communications also clearly have

some :effect -on the nature of selective demand, but again,

it-has been iMpossible to reach any general conclusion as

to the extent of that: effect.

Brand choice behavior -- how consumers select among

competing brands - has been a subject of much.ConCern to

marketers in their competitive attempts to iMpleove their

marketing positions. We ide Lified two types of brand

choice behavior (1) ini purchase (new product, category,

new brands in an established'category, or new customers) and
: -

(2) routine, purchase (purchasa of the same brand after an

initial-trial period).- We'found that cOnsumers are more

receptive to advertising/marketing communications when

considering an initial purchase than when in a- routine

purchase situation. An examination of routine, purchase
.

behavior involves the concepts of=brand loyalty and, brand,
ti

switChing which'are influenced by many factors other than

advertising/marketing communications.

What information is//bbtained evaluated modified

acted upon by consumers is in large partloased on what

decisions advertisers make regarding the amount of money

they spend,/ What,media/they use, and what messages they

design. AdNifertisers ake such !lecisions according to their

expectations of cons mer repponse; therefore, we next
-,

these dimensions of advertising/

affect consumer.
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We found no conclusive evidence as to how consumers

react,to increasing levels of expenditure on advertising/

marketing communications; that is

weak on the issue of'economies of

Th-.?.re is strong reason to believe,

existing evidence is

scale in advertising.

howe'ver, that high

expenditures on advertising will not necessarily lead

to maximum impact on consumers.

Consumers respond to media
Il''

in different ways based

on such factors as the inherent characteristics of =the

medium (for example, its physical aspects). Consumers

alSO react differently on psychological dimensions such

as inVolvement and annoyance. These types of responses

affect the process of receiving and evaluating information.

mc.st research on_the differential impact of mediahas been

very specific to products or brands -- there is almost no

clear-cut ,evidence on the general imps ~t of media charact,xistics

on c nsumer decision-making.

inally, varying kinds of messages clearly affect-in

some way consumer p-irchase decision-making. Again, most

research,on this topic has been very specific to products

thus we were not _able to draw'any general
,

and brands,

conclusbns.

/Et is not our conclusion that advertiSingkarketing

dOmmUnications,dO not affect consumer pUrchaSing'behavior-:

or thatadvertising/marketing'communications completely --

determine Consumer purchasing behavior. Rather it clear

that advertising/marketing communications have some impact on

consumer behavior, but to the .extent

with socio-economic

techniques.



Chapter/3j

EFFECTS OF AP7ERTISING/MARiCETING
`COMMUNICATIONS C;?:-:17NDUSTRY COMPETITIVE

CONDITIONS AND IBEHAVIOR'.

3.1 Introduction

In Chapter Two we discussed the effects of advertising/

marketing communications on the attitudes and behavior of

consumers. In this chapte; we shali,examine the relation-

ship of advertising/marketing communications to the econo-

mic performance of industries; that is, to what extent and

in what ways do advertising/marketing communications affect

the nature and results of industrial competition? We shall

present concepts and research from the study of industrial

organization - a branch of economics and draw upon 'our d.is-

cussion of consumer behavior in Chapter Two to show that no

general agreement has been reached on the exact nature. of the

relationship of advertisins4Marketing.communications to in-

dustry competitive conditions, behavior, and performance.

Relationships between advertising/marketing communications

deperd, ultimately, on how such communications influenceXdonSumer

behavi6i. In spite of this; difficult to showit is

the "connection- -weep possible

tising and the assumptions about ,consumer

underlie them. Econothists have gen9rallT.focused: their aten-

sometimes

economic effects of adver-
.

response that logically

tion on cduant_tative dimensions of industry structure and

perfc)rmance as reflected in aggregative measures of sales,

)r..ces, advertising expenditures, etc. Their studies have

:.,c1dom been tied explictly to theories or to research evidence

on actual' consumer behavior patterns. As a ,result, the liter-
-

ature ofYlin strial economics" .has evolved almostcomPletelk

And, to some - tent, also on how competitors respond t



independently from that dealing/With consumer behavior.

In our review of,research.dealing with the economic

effects of advertising/marketing communications, we shall

point, out -- whenever possible , the implicit connections
,/

between these effects and consumer behavior. But, in some

instances, these connections can only be surmised beCause.

the researchers aid not state any behavioral assumptions

in support of eir economic. theories.

3.1.1 Industrial Organization:

The a alysis of industry behavior and per-
__

formahce is called "industrial organization." Since the

the study of industrial' organizatio/n has centered

a three-part model: structure,: conduct and per7t:-

foim nte
/ I

ver influential in the:conceptualization and research of
'../

to'UnderH

This model; represented :hat been

issu in this field; therefore it i

d the essential aspects of

tising/marketing communications

3.1.1.1. Description of the structure-Conduct-performance1/2 mbdel7
, b

J.S. Bain, an eminent authority in the field of induAtrial,
41,..) . _

organization, defined market structure as follows:

Market structure refers o/ the organi -
zational characteriSti s-of. a market,

,

and for practical pu oses to thcse
,

characteristics wh. h determine the ,

relations (a) of 4rellers in the' market
to/each other, A) of buyers in the '

market to eactc/other, (c) of the
----1=-:

, sellers to t '.buyers, and (d) of
sellers esti( liShed in the market
to_potenti41-new 'firms which might
enter it. A 1., 1968]

r

1'. Bai
John Wi

0

, \
J.S.. Industrial: Organization Second Edition (New York,'

ey,and_Sons,, Inc., J"968Y,,p. -7
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EXHIBIT 3.1

The Structure .Conduct Performance Model

\
MARKET STRUCTURE

Concen ration. of buyers and sellers
Condi ions of en \try
Product differentiatiOn

MARKE,T;CONDUCT-

. Pricing Cj

Product policy/
Distribution
Ivlarketin. nicatibn'scorrx.m

MARKET PERFORMANCE

Resource allocation (profits)
Consumer satisfaction

,,
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f market structure are concentration,

condition ,of'entry, and product differentiation. Concentration,

either of buyers or sellers is a measure of the proportion of

sales, assets, or capacity accounted for by the few largest

buyers and sellers. COndition of entry 'to the-market refers' /

to the ease or difficulty, with which, new may enter the

market: a The term "barriers to entry" is often used to describe,

the oh§tacles new firms must overcome in order,to enter the

market. Product differentiation is the degree to which buyers

Perceive differences among the characteristics

product:S.:

of competing

Bain defined market conduct .as 'the patterns of behaVior .

that enterpriSes follow in.adapting or adjusting to the Mar-
.

kets in which they sell (or-buy)." [ 2 1968] Market conduct

includes the following variables: price, product, distribution,

marketing communications, and research and development.

Market performance refers to the economic outcomes of in-

dustry 'behavior. The outcomes*of major interest are the extent

to which resources are,efficiently 'allocated,/and the extent to

which consumer" wants and needs are satisfied.

In theory, all of these-three major' aspects of the

are related. Performance is said to depend on conduct, which

in turn depends on structure. In practice, whether and, to

2. Bain,' S Same Reference as,FOothbte l', P."'



what

itylcOntinues: to :be the subject of a great: deal of controversy

3,1L1.2.' Problems with: the structure- conduct -- performance

Althciugh thestruCtureconduct7-PerforMancemOdel is very

extent this theoretical construct cletcriptive:cf

useful:for our appraisal,:of the effects-of advertising/Mar-7

keting communications on the economic.perfOrmance ofindustries,

there are several problems associated with using the model.

three types of problems Firsts,there a7.:e problems

used in the model;

example, "industry ' "product differentiation," and "Consumer

satisfaction:" Second, the variable/advertising/marketing

communications/fits in each of the three categories:

a structure variable a conduct variable, and a performance

Variable. And third, measurement and interpretation of the

relationships among variables is very difficult.,,, We shall

now examine each of these problems in detail.

The"firstmajOr'problem operatiOnalizing, theAcondepts

has two;-sub- parts: .first, instandes'wheretherefare alter-

native ways of apprOachinga.concept and the problem is

Which approach to use;and, second, instances where the concept

as it has beenused in.re4 search, does not reveal thew under-
,

lying aspects of the phenomenon apparently examined. An ex-

ample of the former.instance is the concept "industry" and

an eXample,ofthe lattbr 'instance is the .c6hCept:' pr6duct

differentiation." More specificai;ly three main methods have



used to ClaSsify firms into industries: (1) t.le use

of similar raw materials and/or productive processes; (2)

production of goods that are close substitutes as perceived

by users; and (3) self-reporting (firms who think they .are

in an industry).

A decision as to which approach to use or

comparability of approaches taken is, further

by questions of geographical boundaries, diversification_

f firms, vertical integration', and changes over time.

This type of problem is also encountered in efforts

make tha concepts of concentration, condition of entry,

and profits operational.

The second type of-operational problem - inadequate

descri tion of the phenomenon - is more serious; as

exemplified in the use Ofthe concept "product,differ-
-

entiation" This concept embodies, complex processes of

consumer information processing, attitudeformation and

'change, and brand choice behavior which we disbussed in,

section . . While we will not go- so far as to'agree

with Julian,Simon who, argmed that product differ'entia-/
tion is a completely meanirigless term and'an impossible

concept, we do maihtain,that all too often important/

aspects of consumer behavior process involved, are riot'

adeqiiately examined :or described by the use f measures

such as the advertising-to-sales ratio, which'has generally

been used by economists as a statistical, measure of the

extent of "product differentiation." [3,1970]_ 4inother

concept with which similar problems arise

satisfaction'.

,/

is consumer:
1 111

7

!,

3. Simon, J:\L. "'Product Differentation':IA Meaningiess
Term and an Impossible Concept" Appendix A in; Issues in
the Economics of Advertising ,(University of Illinois Press,
1970) pp 289-299



problem

marketing communications in the model: is not serious once

it is understood. That, is, the fact that adyertising/marketing

communications fits in different parts of the model need not
.

be confusing. As a structural-variable, advertising-to-sales

has been used as a measure of product differentiation, as

noted above. As a conduct variable, advertising-to-sales

has been used as a dimenskon of "non-price competition."

Finally as arperfOrmance variable,'advertising7to-7sales

has been usedUsedas,adimenSion of resource allbcation (.that:
1'

is, "excessive" spending on advertising is often viewed

as economically "wasteful ") .= The use of advertising in

these 'different roles reflects the difficulty ofi coming to

grips with its effects on the behavior: and Performance of

industries.

The third major problem - measurement and interpretation

reraCionships - is a consequence of both the first two prob-

3emsand of the capacity of existing statistical techniques.

Chapter Two we attempted to show that the relationship of

advertising/marketing communications to consumer purchasing

behavior is not at all straightforward, especially considering

the wide range Ofvariations in the nat'n of advertising/mar-
.

keting communications and in the-nature f consumers. However,

these problems are only part of the diffidulties involved once

other aspects of competitive behavior are included in the research.



Sain concluded in 1968 that:

.Actual patterns of market conduct7cannot
be fully enough measured to permit"us to
establish empirically a meaningful associa:
ton-either'between market conduct andLpert-
formance, or between structure and Market'
consuct.." It thus. becomes-expedient to test
directly'for.rnet association of market
structure to market perforMance, leaving.the
-detailed character of the implied linkage
of condUct substantially unascertained. r4;1968]

Further,; the statistical method .typically employed in.this kind

research is regression-whiCh does not permit conclusions as

to causality in Any

These prOblems point out the care with which research.and

conclusionS regarding the effects, of advertising/marketing

communications on 'industry conditions and behavior shoUld -be

andled.

3.1.2." Market POWer7

A central concept in the.appraisal of the economic effects

"of advertising/marketing communications is entitled "market

power."- Economists Carl Kaysen.and Donald Turner defined
,

market power as follow's:

A,firm possesses market power when it can behave
persiStently: in a manner ;`'different Trom the be
havior a.competitive market would enforce on
a firm.facing otherwise similar cost anddemand
conditions. F5,19,59]

A major Chaxge against advert ising is that it-allows a firm

to ,obtain and., maintain market powe.r Market power may be

examined in three ways : its sources, it'4'set,'and itseffects.

We shall discuss the relationship of advertising/marketing

communications to thesethree4SPects of market-power:"

4. Bain, J. S,,,bame Referenceas Footnote 1.
5. Kaysen,,C.,and'D.F. Turndr Aniitrust policy, an ,Economic
andLf2a121salysis .(Cambridge; Mass.,Aiarvard University press-,
1959), pp. 15-16.



3.1.3. An 'Approach. to Advertising/Marketing Communications
and Market Power-

Despite all of-theseCproblems we believe that the.indus-

organization structure-conduct-Performance model combined

with the concepts of consumer behavior discussed in Chapter

Two will provide considerable insight into the-economic effeCts

of advertising/marketing communications. We shall test this.be-

lief by examining the relationship of advertising/marketing

communications to market power .and econoMic performance.

Exhibit 3.2 presents schematically the model we will

analyze. This model. represents our underStanding of the

major arguments tSat have been presented maintaining that

advertising-expenditures are relateeto market pOwer and

economic perfOrmance.- We emphasize. "expenditures"..because

to our knOwledge the other dimensions of advertising as

discussed in section have not been the subject.of

research Using the structure- conduct- performance model.

Before\launChing into' an examination of the elements

of this complex .argument;., we shall outline its overall

theme to provide some perspective for the remainder of

Chapter Thr,ee. Proponents of this position- -that advert-,

ising_leads, to market power whiCh in/turn leads 'to pobrer

market performanc--maintain that adVertising has sub-
.

stantial impact on consumer: behaviOr to the extent that_the

entire structure of amaindustry is changed. This affects'

the conduct and thus thee, economic performance of the

industry. This, process is-said tooccur in the following_

way:



EXHIBIT.: 3.2

Model of, the Argument "Advertising Leads tb_Market-Poi0t4

liRCOMITI41

1 CONSUMER PURCHASING BEHAVIOR 1

ncentive
to

ontinue
vertising

A

I BARRIEIT.. TO 'ENTRY

MARKET POWER f

MARKET CONDUCT,'

MARKETJ)ERFORMANCE

,E2<222.1f2f 2iLaull2LEalfa
Effects of Advertising:

Consumers perceive differenCes
Brand loyalty created

Existing/advertisers have
advantages
Increasing returns favor big .

advertisers

Reduced competition 'enables,
firms to exercise more
discretion

Higher prices
Less product
quality .and
improvement

.,Higher. profits
-

-Lower satisfac ion
of consumers /

/

than would be
true if market
were .'more
competitive"



-advertising leads consumers to perceive differences
(real or artificial) among products

-on 'the basis of these perceived differenceS
form preferences for `'particular prOdUCts_-and
velo p brand'loyalty

consumers
thus de

-the difficulty of overcoming the existing brand:loyalty
of consumers ,is a major barrier to entry for new firms

-meanwhile, since bigger advertising/campaign's are
disproportionately successful in aftecting consumer
purchasing behavior, the company with more money.
to spend on advertising is able to outstrip .its
competitors

-the lack of new competition plus the fact that some
companies get'bigger driving out the small companies/
results in ma!Lpt22wer . \

-market.power allow; a firm to exercise, more self
interest in its marke'coLduct; that is, allows the
firm to charge higherli prices, reduce (or not improve)
product quality, and Otherwise increase profits by
providing less for the consumer's money

-the aggregate economic perfdrmance of the industry
thus is less socially :desirable' because resources'
are less satisfactorily allocated (evidenced jay
excebsive profits for too,few firms)'and because
the industry is providing less satisfaction for
consumers.

the remainder of ,this chapter e shall examine available

evidence bearing on the accuracy'of.this' view of advertising's

effects on an industry.
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complexity of the relationship of advertising/marketing

communications-to consumer\purchasing behavior.. Consequently:

empirical researc involving this relationship is difficult

to'implement and interpret.` Exhibit-2.1 summarizes the

concepts and rela donships discussed in, dlapter Two. This

exhibit is reproduce&in this chapter to facilitate reference

to' it. This exhibit relates to. Exhibit 3.2 ("Model of the

Argument 'Advertising Leads to Market Power'") -7 it ,is an

elaboratipn of the box "Consumer Purchasing Behavior."

The key consumer behavior concepts involved in a discussion

of.the "advertising leads to market power argument" are as

follows:

cumulative/carryover effects

iresponse to 'increasing expend tures on advertising

brand loyalty/brand switchi

The effects of.advertising/marketing communications are

notlalways immediate,. ,norldb.they 'necessarily cease when

advertising/marketingdommun.icatj_onS efforts stop. SometiMes
v H ,.the. effectS of'one exposure to adveAlisingymarketing

.4 _ ,

. .coinmunicatiOns'carry over to the:next eXposUre,..: .These. exposures,,

often-build'on, one' anOther reSulting in.a.cmulative,,(0r,%,",lagge&)
effect on_purchasing behavior tha y. persist for a while

after advertiSing/marketing comrild' ications cease. Whether and to

what extent these effects occur. de end on the interaction of many
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variables other than the amount of zdVertising or its ratio

to sales. [For further, d cussion see Section2.2.5] /

The nature of consumer riesponse to increasing de els of
\

expenditures on advertising/marketing Communications has

not be resolved. There is no clear-cut evidence t at

advertising/marketing commt4n2 ca.,.ions generally yield economic' s

of scale; however, there:is no clear-cut evidence that this

is .not the case. The response in any particular situation

depends oh many iariables. Vor further, discussion, see

Section 2.441.]

Brand loyalty, whil a difficult concept to

research, sometimes'seemS\to describe consumer purchasing

patterns. The extent:of brand lOyalty conversely `'the
\

extent'of brand switching) Varies'from situation to situation

that is, both the proportiOn f brand-loyal users, to

sWitchers and the difficulty it volved in switching brand-

use in

loyal fusers, vary depending on many variables 1For. further-
/

diacuSsion, see Section 2.3.4;3

The implications /of the discussion of theserand'other.
,

concepts in Chapter Two:Wiil be explored in ,theemainder'
/

,. i

of, this chapter.

al



The next .step in the argument that advertiSing/Marke-ting
-

communicantons .lead to market power involves the concept of

"barriers to entry." One of the effects tif expenditures on

advertising/marketing communicatidns, it is claimed, 'is to

create an obstacle or "barrier" which discourages the entry

of new competitors into .a market. The'rul.t is (it is
.

argued) that there are fewer competitors, and lesS.active

rivalry among them, than would be the case if the barrier

did not exist. Advertising may raise bArriers to entry for

a potential'cOmpetitordn. two ways':

(1) The past advertising of established firms may-have.
given.them such a head start -(in term's of consumer
awareness, brand preferences, or brand lolialty)
that potential comptitors percei\e the .amount 'of
time and expenditUre.required:to bbtain a sufficient
market share as excessive.

(2) There may exist Such .significant improvements. in
advertising efficiencyionce advertising, expenditures
reach' a Certain stale, tha't.the' potential 'competitor"
would -incur much higher costs than 'established firms
Until he reaches that scale..

.The:first condition-involves a ',discussion of consumer response"

to advertisin'g how response vlries mit.4.1evel'ofY:expendi-
,

ture and over time. The second ondition.inVolVes a discus-
,

zion of adVertising.costs, - .,costs -vary with

'level of expenditure'. We shall i cuss eac of these

conditions, in sections and 3.3.2., 'resPectively

At the outset, we-should note that there may be many

factors which inhibit the entry of new competitorsinto a

.given market or Industry. For example; established firms

may have the following advantages:



- control of: prOductiontechniqus via patents
,

cOntrolf', superior produttdeSIgns
- ownership or contractual control of distribUtion
outlets-

- greater credit availability 16I

Therefore,idecisions:by.firMs not to 'enter an industry. :ma

be based
/

n ao number' af'factors other than, or in,combina-

tion Witn, their perceptions of the effects of advertising/,,

marketing-communications'. ReSearch as to whether and to'

what-ektent_aavertising/marketingcommuhiCatianscondition-S

in an industry constitute barriers-to, entry Of-neW competition

should'reogniz6 the many factorS'which. affect the condition
. ,

of entry.

3.3.1 .COnsumer Response to Advertising' as a Barrier to Entry-

In Chapter Two our discUssion bf consumer.respons,4 to

advertising included consideration of cumulative /carry --fiver

effects .E2:2.5,1.. response to level of expenditures (or.

economies cipf scaie). and. brand choice behavior.

If 'favorable effects of the,advertising.of established

firms accumulate" over time, tablished firms Will be-able to

spend less per consumer,to m inta-in loyalty than a mew firm

must spend to induce switchiling behavior -- where all'other

factors such as price, product design, distribution, etc.

are relatively equal; We concluded, in Chapter Two that.

a ve-itising dcieS sometimes have.delayed as well as current

effect's, but that in.time there is decay rsection-22.5-.11

advertising is discontinued. Further,.we concluded that

consumer behavior' in Some product categories does reflect

brand.loyaityand inertia, but that the extent.of that

6. For an extensive treatment of barriers to entry, See
Bain, j.S. Barriers to New Competition (Cambridge, Mass.,
Harvard University Press, 1950 Chapter 1-6.
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loyalty (or amount effort required to induce

is difficult to Consequently, the effects o

consumer behaviol _Lst and continued advertising 'by

established 'firs :may but_not necessarily' consti-
,

tute a significant advantage to established firms, thlis

switching)

inhibiting the entry, of new firms. It seems fairly-clear;

for example, 'that products such as COca-Colado'benefit_i

from the.cumulative effeCtS of past advertising as well as

otberfACtors.

This advantage may .seem greater if consideredover a

short time period, Tf the extra costs incurred by the

entering firm -are treated as "investments" and discounted

over a:Iongerstimeperiod,' the advantage establiShed

seem to:pOssess-wii1, be lessened. The AdvertiSing cost's.,that,

cOuld'be.allocated oV'ertime include, prodUction-cOSts

particularly'in-sitUatiOns, where the new firm is accumulating

experience in designing advertisements.

3.3:2. Advertising Costs as a Barrier to.z.Entr-

Thecost of advertising may constitute a barrier to

entry fot a.potential competitor in two related ways:

(l)' /hEi,totalainount.required may. be in eXcess of
what the firm can afford ;:

2) 'The. effiCienCy'of the firm's advertising' May
be low- relative.tOthat.of established firm's

capital requirements forThe first instance is not unlike

t and'facilities: some firms may, not be able to raise'

enough money to compete in the induStry. Economist

.G. Telser commented on this type of barrier:

If a successful advertising campaign does
require a large capital, then,. given_ the phe-
noMencth'of credit rationing, it-may be impossible
for the small firm to borrow the wherewithal
necessary to advertise at the requisite scale.
No one disputes that, as, the amount borrowed
rises -relative to the borrowers'. equity, the.
lender demands a higher .interest rate. .Moreover,-



fOr:A-give-n4quitYthete is an absolute liMit
to the aMOUW:anyOne can borrow nOmatterhOw
much 'intort'1-: ',AY' offer"to' pay.IL .does
not f , ' r, that:prbfitable adver-,
tisingortunitiesare :thereby overlooked.
TO eStablish:advertising,as'a ,,dapital barrier
-.6' en.try); one, mUSt Show that despite -TeasonH.
able itirofitexpectationthe,requireddaPital,
eqUity'Orporrowed, is so:largeras-tdbe out of
the 'reacii'of-most firmS. .17,1964]:

1-laving the:"wherewithal" may be Particularly, crucial.. if- .

there-Tis7-&-7thresholdevel-in-the minds-7-of-consumers= -efore

.advertising begins, to-affect-purchasing-behavior or if.

there iS'a threshold level ''in the, trade before 'advertising.'

has any effect on gdining-diStributionsuch as shell=vpace

^allotment- These'threshold'levelamay req'.uire the use

'of,aCambiriation.of'media-(fOr:exaMple, teleVidion and

newsperS) :,_ more deSign or more= advertising

message -exp_oslires,. Consequentlyhdpotential -entrant

would, be required to-spend' Much more than established firms.

.The-sectind instance,.inYolves two main factcls:A1)'

media. buyingand (2) response ,of,conSUMerS, to IeYel of
1

.

'advertising 'eXpendituke:,

Advertising efficiency may vary among adv tisers for

two reasonS: first, some advertisers, may receive, lower rates

(or "discounts") on time and space through lar e-scale buy-

ing; second, some advertigers may be more skillilful in taking

advantage of cost- saving opportunities. ,At one time, Media

rate discounts, especially- for network television, were prey=

alenl and greatly favored .the large=scale advertiser. How-
-s*

'ever, most of these discounts are no longer..available, although

some advantages do accrue.. to the larger-scale adVertiser in the

7. Telser,L.G.,"Advertising and ,Competition ". J'c'Durnal of
Political (December 1964), pp. 557-562.
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printmedia. The second situation savingS though 'astute

buying -- occurs more.frequently,at the present time for""
example', a media bu:er.may:be able to save his c mpany con7

siderable,amOUntsby-sUperior knowledge and /or. more concerted

effort. in lo-cating "good buys.'" Large-scale advertisers, es-
;

pecially multi-brand advertisers, have found it worthwhile to

specialize:the media buying function. Smaller advertisers

aztnerally cannot afford full-time media specialists, although

even relatively modest'budgets can be handled by specialized

media buying prganizations, as well' as, by conventional adver-
.

tising. agencies.

The possibility of greater efficiency for large-scale

buyers'is essentially the same for the purchasing of all

goods *and services in,industry. whether, and to what extent,

the greater e 'iciency realized by larger-scale advertisers

are sufficient to 'det'er- entry` has not been the subject of

recent research 'to our knowledge.

Ifconsumer'response increases more than proportionately

with increased expenditures%on advertising/marketing com-

munieations (that is

and if the potential competitor le unable to spend

as much as established firms, the disadvantage he

thus incur may deter entry. 'in,section 2..1.

cussedthe.questionwhethekinareased'expenditures

if there are economies`, of scale) ,

would

dis-

on

advertising realize "economies of scale. We concluded

that advertising, is sometimes increasingly nmarginally

effective, but that this only occurs over limited ranges

of expenditures4 That is at some .p.oint,

returns always Iset in. The question of economies of scale

is'comPlicated by many factors including cumulative

effects, multi-bra,ndspill-over, time, message quality,

and media characteristiCs. Consequently, it is exCeed-

ingly-difficUlt to determine empirically whether economies
. '
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of scale do exist and if so to what extent they raise

barriers toentry. For example,, K.A. Longman in his

discussion of barriers to entry stated:

`There are a humber,of ways for new competitors
to reduce-their capital, investment or adver-
tising expen8iture ,when entering a ,market. The
most%common of'these\ib to introduce alorand
regionally rather than nationally. Another
proven way is'simply to'introducuperior
product that Will secure the loyalty of those
who try it. And it is\not unusual for,a new:
brand to reduce its medlia costs merely. by
using excellent advertising that_maisea_its
point with only a few Ld,1971)

3.3.3 Summary of Advertising Barriers to Entry-

A.subject: of concern to businessmen and govern-

mental agencies (for example, recall the.FTC versus Procter

and Gamble'- Clorox. merger- case in 1960), is whether*and to

what extent,theThature and effects of'advertising erect

1)

barriers to new competition This has ,been primarily a subject

of, 'speculation rather than emPiricalresearch.' [9, 1960) .1t
4 ^

is clear that apparent -barriers:do ,not always,prove

impehetrable-7fok example, the .introductionl of Lestoil
_

in the and Dial soap'inIthe 1.960' s against

'giants" Procter-and-Gamble,,Lever Brothers, and

Colgate. ,1471141,0, some research.h0 tipeen.dipne Teare riot

_aWareofany that-adequately handles-the entire question

. of the reltionship-of advertising to entry decision

in an industry. [10... 1962].

=

S. Longman! K.A. Advertisin (Harcourt, Bruce,Jovanovich,
.Inc., 1971)-p. 76 ,

9.' For a brief treview of the FTC v. Procter and daMble case
see, P & 6 being pena velized for ad ,Power?" Ad
Age, (September 23,.1960)pp.- 11-12
10. For an example of researchon advertiting ad cost and
market, entry see, Telser, L.G. "Advertising and Cigarettes,"'
'Journal of Political Economy, Vol. 70, No. 5, (October. 1962)

pp. 471-499.
1,
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3 The a acit ExerciSe Market Power:

As mentioned in section .3.1.2, there are three wal

in which to examine market power:
e

structure: what cektfigurations of
ownership and° control in an industry\
confer market power to Some firms?

- conduct: what patterns Of behavior
suggest the existence and use of
,market power?

performance: what results (either
in terms of firm and industry pro-
,fits or in terms of consumer sat-
isfaction) 'suggest the existence
and uSe of -market power?

In this section, we shall examine the relationship of

advertising/marketing communications to' a measure of

structure as an indication, of market power: In section

3.5 we shall' examine advertising',s relationship to measures

of performance as indicatio s,,of market power.,

3.4.1 The Concentration Meas4

"Concentration has been used as an indication of th

existence of (or the capacity .to exercise) market power.,

Concentration.,_ as defined ectio'n-3.-.1.1.1,1 is a measure

of the proportion of assets, sales, ors productive capacity

Controlled by the few largest buyers or sellers. Concentra-,
. tion has "been used as a structural indicator 1 of market power

because it can be easily measured. However there are two
major ways to define concentration`:

(1) The- percentage of sa s, asse S, or
capacity controlled y an :a itrary
-number of firms (for the.
4-firm concentration ratio)
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(2) The,number of firths, that control
an-arbitrary.PerCenta5 if 6a1e8)
assets, or capacity '(for example-,
thenUmber otfirms:that account
f:Or:80 percent ofaales)

The approach taken and the exa.ct way in which firms are

classified vary in stat,....sticalstudies. Although there_ is

high correlation among these measures, any interpretation and

comparison of ,research studies should involve consideration

of-the-way-in-whith COncentration'waa,measUred. Concentration,

may'be usedaSHa:strueure, measure 'in'a particular ind4Stry,

in a sector of an,, economy, or in an_ecOnOmyas In,

our discussion' "Concentration"' Will -refer, fo..doncentration in
. ,

an indUstry.

.3.4.2 The Relationship of Intensity. of- Advertiing-to,
Concentration -

If, s is often alleged advertising expenditurei lead

to less, competition in an industry,-theee may exist a *positive

'relationship-between level of ,advertising-expenditure and marr,

ket concentration. tiTe emphasi the word "may"'because the

absence' of a positive relationship does Imr.prove advertising
.

expenditures do not lead to.increased market power.
'

1- :Nicholas Kaldor argued that the _relationship between

advertising amd concentration Es crucial to the market power,
.,

.

argument:

,g

'That adverfis.ing promotes fhe'cpneentra=
tion of economj/7. power ,cannot reasonably*
be doubted:.. .indeed if it did nit, the
whole diacussiowl about the effete of
advertising on the eff iciency o the
economic system would be irrelemeant7,
since only by pmomqtingconcentrareton
can advertising affectthe work ^; of
the economic otlamization." [11, 199]

11. K, ,Cgor, N. -"the EconoA.c Aspects of Advertising" Review
0.-Economic.Studies, Vol. 18, No.1, (1949-50), p.15.
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Concentration may be increased by advertising if:

(1) entry decision s: advertising creates
barrierg to entry_that keep .out new ,,
competitors

/exi-L., decisions: There are economies
o/ f scale , in, expenditures on 'adver-
tising that, result in the large
scale 'a'dvertise.rs driving ,out. smaller-

/0 1,scale advertiserS. [12]

In the previous section 13.3], we' discussed the relation-
/ t

1 )ship of advertising t o entry decisibns.° While not explicftly
mentione'd, the same considerations "apply to the "stay in - get
out" 'decisions of existing firms. For 'examp,le, Nicholas Kaldor
argued:

'The reason. for this .[inCreathe in, cOncen-
t ration] is that the shift of the demand,

; , .; .curve resulting from advertising cannot
be -as Sinned , to be strictly` P-roliaitiOnate
t o the ,amount spent'On:adVertising -7 the .

"pullingpOwerf:.the larger expenditure
must overshadow that of-,smailekoriesWith.

smaller- onesi'AbYif at .the ,start; .firms -

,

thd,--bonsequence:'(a),-.' that the;larger
are bound gairiYat the:10cPense of the

are -More,' or less -of equal SiZe.'thOSe that
forge aheadare,zbound'__to,-increase -their -

"lead, `;-;as :the additional.` saleS 'enable, the_ m
to increase their Oiitiay still further.
HenCe-, after ;advertising has. beeri-

,ally: adopted:, and the trade settles down,
again to some` sort of equilibrium; the
.pa ttern of the haVe-. changed;
sales' ,been cOnCentrated'.amOn4 a
smaller riumber 'of: 'firms, and:..thesize of
"representative firth" will have -increased.,
[13,- 19491

12 -On an aggregate basis, the level of concentration-may be
_increased, by . advertising when advertisin-g -affects' the level

of primary demand-, for. an,. industry TeratiVe, to other industries.
Recall our discussion Of primary 'demand insSection 2.2.

13. Kaldor, N. Same Reference as Footnote 11.,



Several studies have attempted to determine whether

and to what extentjadvertising expenditureare related to

concentration : /

(1) L. G.Telser correlated-the ratio of%adver--
.,.,

to.sales,in 42 broadly defined con-
,

sumer goods industry ,groups with" the weighted

average,concentraticn ratios for thosegroups.

The-resulere nOt:Statisticaliy Signifidant

by -conventional 'teits: '[14;'' 19641

(2) Eklund et al. repeated Telser's study

using" more recent data. They found 'that "thee'

results obtained using the new data tend-to

deny ''support'. to the advertiSing-concentration

thdsis." [1519700]

G., J. Stigler examined the relationship betWeen

advertising as-a:percent of 'saues and the
,
aver--

age size' of firms'In He-aoriCidded:

preliminary 'analysiS revealed that
theie is no 'signifidantrelatiOnship
betWeen,firM' size, and advertising
eXpenditures. advertising expendi-
tures have ~zno 'general 'tendency. to
lead, to large firma... t16, 1958]

14. Telser,
_

.Same-RefOrence as' Footnote: 7

15. Ekelund, ,IRI-.B.,i%Jr.,.and,IW,P,-pramm,"Advertising and
Concentration:, Same New Evidence", Antitrust Bulletin
(SumMer,1970),.4Dp. ,243-249:-

16._ Stig_ ler,
.

-G.,J.,The Economies' of'Scale" //The Journal of
--Law and Economics (October," 1958); ., /

*

11



(4) John Vernon, in a study of the pharmaceutical
industry, concluded "There is no evidenCe that

-high promotion leads, to high concentration,within thereapeutic markets.' Ifvanything, the
inverse relation holds." [17, .1970]

(5) H. M. Mann et al. investigated the advertising-
concentratiOn relationship for 14 industries
They found a Strong positive Telation -between
average e-firm advertising _intensity and'rcon-'
centration and conc1uc:led ": . . enough 'ofthe
-variance in concentration is explained by

. advertising intensity to raise -an-issue for-
public policy. ". [18, 1967]

), Telser found that yhen he increased the sample
size of-the-Mann-et_al data from 70 firmS in /

'r 4

14 industries, to 130 ,_firms -in-26 industries -------
the. correlation' betWeeh advertising intensity

0 a a 'and concentration .became negative nd inSig---
. , ,

nilficant ,19, 1969.]
1 .

17. "Vernon`;',' J:M- "COnceritration;-2:Promotion; and 'Market" Share
Stability in the 'PharMacetitical IndustrY" Marketing =Science
Institute Working :Paper,, - (September, 1970) , p. 21. , .

18. Maim, H. M. ,. J. P. _Henning, and J. W. -Meehan, ;Jr. .
."Adverti "sing and ,^oncentration: An .Empirical Investiga-tion"_

The Journal: Of _InduStrial "Economics-=Vol. 15, (November, 4'967) .P. 34.
19. iTelser;. L. G. "Another ,LOOk at Advertising and Concentration"

Journal of anduatrial, Economics (November, 969) .



Guth cOnclu'ded .his study:

The empirical_ findings of this paper.
,do not..indicate whether an industi'y
that, increases ,its "advertising output
willgrOw more -or' iless concentrated

_I ,have-, not specified conditionSH,that,
make substantial,advertising ark .attrac-
tiVe behavicir pat'tern for firms in an
industry. The findings dO*'indicate

,-advertiSing,::ha `'definkteLimpaCt _ _
,upon the:present :differences,- in the
size, structure' of firms in the in,
dustries, studied. The :larger the

. . .role- of7advertising,:indUstry-wide,
_all_other--thingsequal, the greater
the ineqUality of the sizeLdistri-
loution of-firm's .-, The largest fir_ ms'
-market :share, 1s greater:-:relative to.-
-the number of :firms i'n the indUst'ry.
[20/ -19711],-

(8)

-r

In Britain, ElSe regressed' advertising/
sales ratios and concentration His anaiYsis

. ,

suggested ; hat, roughly two - thirds- "O the dif-
.

ference In-r-t-he-LadVer-tiSi-,ng/saIes. ratios_ coul -d
, .. ,,, .._- , , , , - . ,

,

- be a reAtlectioni of' "the_ difference's in', the costs
of infOr ming, consumers. [21,, 1966]

From thi -_sarripling` of Major research results, it is
apparent -tha despite the volume of :-.work,, done; no clear-cut_
relationship(cir: lack, ok-reTtationship) betweerf, intensity of
advertisig' concentration has 'been. derrionStrated. -;
Here are/three concluSions-,On the- relationship- of "advertising-
expenditureS, to industry,`-Concentrati-on;

-//-, I

,20:/ Guth, sing and Market Structure, Revisited"
Journal of In-dliStrfar Economics -Vol. 19, (April;, 1971) ,

21. Else, P. K. "The -Iricidence of 'Advertising in Manufactur7
ing Industries" oxford_ Economic Papersy (March, 1966),pp. 88-105.
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Julian. Simon:

. 11 the ab
_

the idea,tht none, of thes\tests,Yet,
,performed;kg an'adequate'measure of

,.
\

the, effect of: adVertisimg on`concen-7
tration; none of them--is a satisfactory
representation of'the experimets'that
one, would like to ruTIltomeaure the ,
causal,influence°.: Nor doeS At seem
likely thtgood tests will, arise
soon, bdoapse-the variablelw?!want
to make independent-advertisirig7is
importantly or c,ompletely determified
endogenously. [22, 1970]

(2) . M. Scherer:

'Consideiable,addition'al ,research'
_must'be done before we will have
a com iete,- picture ,.of howadver=
tisin affects ',concentration and
vice ,versa.J:._;=I-t-ddes-7-riot, seem. too

,

-----Tfa-ff4=Eched,to conclude tentatively ,,
I r a t

that intensiVe,'adVertising_SetS1 "
intoMotion'forCes which tend .to ,

increase--market", oricentration,
thoUgh. many other fOrCes: e

, ,

,ar.

simultaneously at-wOrk,',s6, that
'the net obeervedeffect
vertising on concentration
a weakone,,.surrounded_by-con7:
siderable- variance.' alSO"
not improbable that
is someWhatjnorec6iiduciVethan
an atOmistic indUAt-ry structure
to intense advertising rivalry ;'
Here,' lloWever,:'the-evidence is

°--singularly weak." [23, 1970]

22; Simon, J. L. 'Same Referenceses Footnote 3, pri.,230 231.

23.' Scherer, F. M. Industrial Market 'Structure and Economic
Performance'. (New York-, N. Y., "Rand McNally, 1970)
Chapter 14.



Joel Dean :,
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The sinister effects of advertising instrengthening a _firm' s monopoly. Power
have been overemphasized. In many in-dustries the efforts of rivals td, dif-
fetentiate their products =h'aVe tended;,
to"-offset° each: other: Even thought"he

_

_Ve to market ,r

ra--,the overall effeC't,-,4
,

activity,,has 'been -ti'j redUce';,:tp e?c-7
tent-, elements' ',cif imperfeation; by over-
coming thbse due to consumer, ignO±ance

L,

; and 'inconvenience. [24 1951,]

'3..5 Ma r- o n d_u- ct:
,

-.., -

:
.. ,,,-.---z ..

I
"-,,

,;

..r,,,The'- assertion that "advertising".leads to 'les,sene04cOiid'9,k,02
1 --petition'"-may be interpreted in terms TOf structUre. ,(increaseb-,- .,,,,,

l'Qr,...,, -
-c---4,1) ,--;---- .,-,,,,,;--,.-,---,,,0market- power)- .or of makkerting, behavior., =such "as increasin4y,prices_, r, -

:
- ,,

or failing to reduce -them. ,iI3...- C. Bernhard pointed . out. 'the,_ Vari---;,-y,- ,
. -,, - ,

- -- . ,,- .,
`L'y' of 'meanings. that'have been, a -E-EaChed, ,to 't.he, 'ter'M'' ccimpetition,",-_ .....,;, : = : ,"0 - -

, ,, ,,

- -.Neither unity non" conSistencY:-' is apparent
in the- variOus)meanings;whiciV,-, lawyers.;
.economistS; and -buineSsmen,7giVe:,to- the
terM. competition. - is a-, Stan-:
dard:bY''''which;,,,the',Taw jUdges' the/legaii tr.
of '=many_._buSineSs,, praCtiCei;_ii'conipetition
is an:'abStractiOn,whicii. economiStS\use to

,,pass judgement_loneCdnortid , institutions
and:. PoliC.ieS',; pl-ague rUpon',.
firms who 'feel', that their_ share of-the \:\market' is'-insectire,. Competition is. a=
tecti-on='-'for consumers ',and ..a),charter

\(freedOmfOr and firms im-thefr
'productive - Competition is 'a
laW of ,nature'.., ff Competition . a violation.
of moral .and -ethicail_principi,eS, a detriic-,
tive, vicious, ',and,unScruPtilOus w;fOrm, of ,

,economic aggression. It all these, things ,-

in addition being'the economist's',techni-7
Cal ,SpeCifiC4tiori'- foxy-perfeCtiOn'in economic *,
life4--and;, at' othe-r,i-E_timeS,,th6,eConornis-E!-s:.
descriptiOn.' realy -tfiat iS:far froift_'

fr

peffect:,-E25,:'1967I'

24. 'Dean, , J. Ma'n.agerialltednornics -(En.jlewOod Clifts, N. J.,,-Prentice-Hall; .1951) po.,`354-55 ,.25. "Bernhard, R.`C.. "Competition' in Laws and Economics" Antitrust
.Bulletin, Vol. 12, ,-(Winter, 1961)1 o. 10qq-
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As illustratedin Exhibit 3.2, wehave used somewhat more
specifiC' terms, slJch as "structure" and "conduct" to4=-convey
the various aspects ofcompetition that may be related to
advertising. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 we discussed the re-
lationship of advertising to two aspects of market structure
-- barriers to entry and concentration. In this section,
we shall examine the relationship of :advertising expenditures
to aspects of market conduct, that'is, how.firms make decisions
within an industry.

The following dimensions

discussed:

pricing

product.innovation

distribution

market conduct will be

We shall discuss whether and to what extent the level
of advertising/marketing communications expenditures affects
the pattern'of market conduct in the industry. Theoretically,
if advertising led to market'power in an industry, this fact
"would be reflected in changes in market conduct. ,For exampl
firms with market power would be expected to charge higherl
prices, and to be less responsive in changing price4, than
firms without such 'power. In practice, it is difficult to
isolate the effects of advertising/marketing
practices onpatterns'of

Ma'rketing decisions

distribution involve

factors,

communications

management, behavior.,

such as price, product design, and

the consideration of many inter-related
_Prices are not set on the basis of costs alone

factors such as competitive marketing behavior and the
response of consumers. to different combinations of marketing
variables must also be weighed. Even so, some
peen attempted on the relationship of 'advertising expendi
to indicators of conduct

research" has"

512C11 as the following:

tures
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- 'price levels (wholesale and retail)

- cost-price margins

- research and development expenditures

- extent of distribution

Backman reported' several studies on the effects of

advertising on cost-price-volume relationships, and stated

that no clear conclusions have emerged. [26, '1967] .Results

will vary according to industry characteristics. For example,

Headen and McKie, after a study of the breakfast cereal industry

concluded "manufacturers do not engage in price rivalry because

the consumer is not responsive to price as

of her purchase behavior." [27, '1966]

a major determinant

Norman Collins ?and Lee Preston examined the relation-

ship, of price-cost margins to industry structure. They

be particularly signif-

the four largest firms in

such firms obtain higher

1969]

concluded "Concentration proves .to

icant in ekplaining the margins of

consumer goods industries in which

margins than all other firms." [28,

The relationship of advertising expenditures to product

innovation has also been examined. F. M. Scherer; after an

extensive review of -researdh on this questicin of pro8uct

innovation and market structure concluded:

26. Backman, J'.,Advertising and Corn
University Press, 1967)-

etition (New Yorki NeW York,

27. Headen, R. S. and J.W. McKie The Structure, Condubt,_ and
Performance of the Breakfast Cereal',Industry: 1954-71964
(Cambridge, Mass. , Arthur ',D. Little, Inc. /March 1966)

-cited in..National Commission on Food' Marketing, .Grocery
Manufacturini," technical,' Study No...., 6 (Washington,
Government Printing Office, 1966) 169.

.

28 N.R. and L.E. Preston "Price-Cost MarginS and
Industry Strurrture", The Review of Economics and Statistics
(AUgust, 1969), pp.

.,
. ,

271.=186
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A little bit of monopoly po er, in the form
of structural concentration, is conducive to
invention and innovation, particularly when
advances in the relevant knowledgebase oc-
cur' Slowly: But very high concentration
has a favorable effectonly in' rare cases,
and more often it is apt to retard progress
by restricting the number, of independent
sources of initiative and by.dampening
firms' incentive to gain market position
through accelerated research.and develop-
ment.- Likewise,-it is vital that barriers
to new entry be kept at modest leVels, and
that established industry members be ex-
posed Continually to, the threat Of entry
by technically audacious ,riewcomers.....
What is needed for rapid technical prog-
ress is a :-subtle blend of competition
and monopoly, with more emPhasis in
general. on the former than the latter,
andWith the role of monopolistic ele-
ments diminishing when rich technologi-
cal opportunities exist. [29, 1970]

A problem with assessing the relationship of advertising

expenditures with product innovation is, simply.stated;

Which 'came fir5t? Manufacturers may increase advertising

expenditures.to inform Consumers of hew. products., Thus,

advertsing, 'r'ather than leading to a reduction in product

innovation. activity, may facilitate an increase in such

activity. Btzzell. and Noursef"

the food processing

itures

,a 'study of behavior in

industry7-7showed-that-advertising eXpend-

on brandP yag:_i''Over the life -cS-.7Cles of,thosebrands

high dkiring the introductOry stage and 'low during the decline

stage. [30, 1966] While they did not examine the relationship

. cherer F Same ,Reference as Footnote. 23, Chapter15.

30. BUzZell, R.D. and R.E.M. Nourse, Product Innovation, The_
Product Lifecy21e, and Competitive 'Behavior in Selected
Food Proce_asLag industries-, 1947-1964 (Cambridge,,Mass.
Arthur D. Little, Inc. 1966)
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betwe -E--dv,ertising and innovation._ directly, their resUlts

do suggest.adyertising expendf_tures may be a-consequence of

innovaticnal activity.

Any examination of the m.lationship of advertising to
-

innovation must isolate the influence of the following fac-

tors: (1) the competitive pressure to innovate, (2) the

capacity to innovate (large firms often but not always had
adyantages) wad (3) the technol9gical opportunities for

innovation. No published research, to .our knowledge, has

successfully separated the effects of these factors.

The issue of the, general effects Of/advertising

wholesaler and retailer acceptance has no-ebeen'extensivelyi

researched to our knowledge. However, studies of supermarket

buying behavior, such as that doile by D. G. Hileman and

1. A Rosenstein indicatedndicated thatthe amount]

ofadvertiSing COnteMplatedAoy the manufacturer is.of con-'

siderable importance to:,sUPermarket buying_ committees. 1961

In suMmary, there.is very little evidence on which

base any conclusions as to .the effects of advertising,expendi-

tureS on market Conduct._

31. Hileman, D.G. and L.A. Rosenstein "Deliberations -of a 'Chain
Grocery ,,Buying 'Committee" 'Journal of Markdtinq, Vol. 25,
No 3, -(January,' 1961), pp.. 52-5-5'
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3.6 Market Per orance;

As defined ,-._::ectI=m 3.1.1.1, there are two :*basic

dimensions- of marlket perfarmance: --(1) the efficiency, of

resource allocat-i (usp.,=Tly measured by profit levels) and

(2) the degree caf: c'onsumer satisfaction. We shall discuss

the reiationshi of advertising/marketing communications to

each of these d±mensions of market performance in sections'

3.6.1 and 3.6.2 respectively.

Ideallyi resources should

efficient way throughout an

theory, if this situation occurs,

industry and an economy.

profits will be equal

throughout the industry and the economy. This theory has

been questioned the basis that the level risk differs

among industries; however, the degree to which Profits appear

out of line in an industry has been commonly used as an

indicator of a prOblem of resource allocation.

The relationship between advertising, expenditurs and

resource allocation has usually been examined in two ways;

(1) by examining 'the relationship of concentration
to profits rand concentration to advertising
expenditures, a -relationship between. advertising
expenditures and profits is,inferred, and

(2) by examining the relationship of advertising
exzemdEturei5 to profits inferring -the process
by advertiSing leads to profkts.



The relationship between profits and advertising

has, been examined using data of the individual firmlevel at

the industry level. We shall examine the concentration--

profits link in section 3.6.1.1 and the advertising-prufits

link in sects

At the outset, some problems with the profit measure

shouldbe recognized. First, what number Shouldbe Used:

industryaggregateprofi-tS or individual firm profits, return

-on asSets or retUrn equity?The amoUntshoWn in accounting

statements ignoreS opportunity Cbsts, risks, and (Wherethey,

'exist) the accumulated favorable Yeff.ects of previous advertising/

marketing Communications. T:TO the extent advertising expenditures

are improperly treated az Instead of investments (and

hence affect taxes), true profit will be distorted. L. G.

Telser destribed the problem as follows:

The problem here, is whether or not the
.;measured protit rate is &biased estimate of
the true profit rate. The measured rate is the
ordinary accounting measure of profit after
taxes divided by stockholder equity. The latter .

is total assets, less debt. The problem is that
stockholder equity ,Understates.the .true capital
of the firm and that the measured profit under-
states:the true profit. Both are the effects of
the same, cause; namely, the tendency to omit
intangible capital. Stockholder equity includes
only tangible capital'and the\profit is=' too low
because in effect it allows a 100 perncent_rate

` of depreciation of intangible capital. The point"
is well illustrated.by advertiSing The
effects of advertising lastfor a period of time
after, the actual, outlays sothat advertising
builds up :a form of capital 132 1969].

.0"

32. Telser, L. G."-Comment" The.AMerican7EconoMit Review,

(May, 969), p. 122.



L. w. Weiss attempted to calculate the-over-or under-

statement of profit and rate of return involved_in the

expensing" of advertising. He found that his results varied

largely on the basis-of "the rate of depreciation used.

"The difference between true and accounting Profits is greater,

the greater the investment in advertising, the greater the

rate, of growth in ads, and the 1oWer their-depreciation

rate. [33, 1969]

Second, it is exceedingly difficult to

of profit without allowing for the effectiveness of the

investment in terms of other dimensions of marketdperformance

such as product- quality improvement and technological innovation
(both referred to as "progressiveness"). Kaysen and Turner

.4

this problem as follows:

...a standard-of profit performance should depend
not only on the result of efficiency, which by
itself required-that the longrun *oat in excess
of the supply price, of capital and entrepre-
neurship be zero, hut also on the'result of
progressivenesbt-which conceivably might calf for
higher profits in any industry deemed capable of
innovating. In practice, though, our knowledge
does not permit us to .discuss what the profit
standard shoulq in fact be, if progressiveness,as
well as efficiency 'are. taken into ccmsideration...
we lack the basis in.either theory or experience
for making any gen'eralized statements about profit
standards.which reflect the *relation of profits
to all the desirable results we Seek'to achieve
[ 34, 1959]

t*.

33. Weiss, Le.W. "Advertising, Progits, and Corporate Taxes"
The Review of Economics and Statistics -November, 1969)

pp. 4211-407-7.

311, :Kayserii: Carl and D. F. Turner'

Footnote 5, p. 62, 4,

Same Reference as



3.6.1.1 Relationship concentration profits -

-Julian Simon provided one rationale for examining the
relationship of concentration to profits when attempting
to examine the impact of advertising expenditures in market
performance:

"If one cannot determine advertising's role
concentration, then it may be useful to study

further the importance of the-phenomenon of concen
tration. If concentration itself were found to be
relatively unimportant', or:if it were found to be
declining,' then., one would not worry about advertisin
effect on doncentration." [35 , 1970]

However; if no relationship was found betWeen concentration
and profits, this finding would not necessarily mean' that
adve-Jtising expenditures, have no effect on market performance.

Several major empirical studies have been done on the
concentration - profit relationship:

(1) J. S.-Bain related eight-firm.concentration ratios
with profit rates on equity in 42 industries. He aid not
find a very good linear relationship between concentration
and profit rates although he, diScovered industries with an
eightfirm concentration ratio above 70 percent tended to
have relatively high. average profit rates. [36 , 1951]

(2) G. J. Stigler approached.the question slightly
differently. He examined return on aSsets for concentrated
(ratio aboVe 60 percent) and unconcentrated (ratio below 60
percent) industries. His conclusion wasthat the results- _
were somewhat ambiguous'but that the hypothesis of a positive
relation was not generally confirmed. [37', 1963]

35. Simon, J.:, L. Same Reference- as pootnO-Ee 3, p.231.

36. Bain, J.S., "The Relation of Profit Rates to rndustrial,
Concentration"-Quarterly- Journal of Economics (August,- 1951)',pp. 2,93-324.

7 -

37. Stigler, Capital and Rates of.Return in Manufacturing,(Princeton, 1963).



(3) Hall' and L. W. Weiss took yet another approach.

Using both profit measures (return on equity and return on

assets)-, they looked at the relatibnship of-concentration

to profits for individual firms rather than for industries.

Their regressions tended to confirm a weak but' statistically

significant positive association between concentration and

profits. r38 , 1967]

Thus; the strength and character of the relationship

concentration to profits remain open to "question.

3.6.1.2 Relationship o advertising expenditures to profits

Some studies have attempted to examine the relationship

of the level of advertising expenditures - .usually measured

in terms-of the advertising-to-salet ratio - to profit levels.
.

The major studies on this dimension are the following:

(1) W. S. Comanor and T. A. Wilson used data for 41

consumer goods industries in-an examination of the relationship
between structural measures and, performance measures. They
concluded:

The primary findihg is that advertising.
has a statistically significant 'and
quantitatively important dmpact upon
profit'rates which provide a measUre of
market performance as well as indicate the
existence of 'market power. The retult is
robust, and theestimated-multivariate
equations account for-half of the inter-
-1.7.(;,::%rc: variance' of profit rates. [39, ,1967]

(2), R. A. t, filler used data-on 106 ,consumer and producer

goods manufacturing industries, but unlike Comanor and Wilson,
the data were observations on individual firms. Miller found
that the advertisingsaies ratio was positively related with

Profit rates [40 ,19693

38. Hall; L.W. Welts, "Firm Size and Profitability" Review
of,tconomics and Statistics,, (August; 1967) ?pp. 319-331:
39, Comanor, W": S.- and T. Wilson "Advertising,- Market Structure;
and Performance"-, Review of Economics and Statistics, (November,
1967), 423;
40.. Miller, R.A. -"Market Structure and Induotrial ` Performance:
'Relation of Profit Rates to Concentration, Advertising Intensity,
and. Diversity" Joilrnai of InduStrial Economics, (April,: 1969)

104-118.



(3), The Federal Trade Commission used 'data on 97 large

/ k
food Itianufacturing firMS in an attempt to explain differences

in the structures of, the markets in which the firms operated.

Firms' variables were computed by the industry

variables by the firms' relative/participation in these

industries. The FTC concluded:q.
-

Our analysis clearly substantiates the
theory that market structure has a
significant influence on market-per-.
formance. Each of the major-variables

of market structure.i...exhibits a signi-
ficant positive relationship'to the
profitability of fpod manufacturing".
firms. ...Productrdifferentiation
plays a particularly significant
,role in.deterMining the profit
performance of Ood manufacturing
firms by its anfluence on the relative
position of the' firm in its various
markets as well as by- its.impact on
entry- into these markets. [41,, 1969]

(4), John Vernon and Robert Nourse employed data

57 large consumer non-durable manufacturing firms.' Their

study also foCussed on the firm ,as the unit of observation

rather-than the industry. Vernon and Nourse concluded:
- 4. e

0

We found a highly significant positive
association between profit rates and
advertising tO,sales ratios. This.
finding'is the more significant beCause
it was based on advertising data
collectedfrom trade sources at-the
firmand brand level, as contrasted
Vith the other studies that have
relied'upon Internal Revenue Service -

3-digit
,
industrY level'data. Despite

ouk:"effOrts to discover_whether the:
association' should be interpreted as
adv'ertising barriers causing high --
prOfits,...,-or,'-alternatively,'as high

41. Federal TrApe Commission; Economic Re ort on the infidence
of Market-Structure on the Profit Performance of Food Manu--
facturing Compan'es,°'(September, 1969), p. 6.



advertising being a symptom of high
profits, we must admit failure on, this
score. We-should also emphasize a
third possibility suggested by the
high, correlation :between-advertising
and market growth rates; namely, that
both high profits arid;: high advertising
are-a result of high market growth
rates .(or, ultimately, high rates-of
new product ,innovation) . -[42, 1971]

On the basis of these studies,it appears there .is a

relationship between advertising expenditures and profit _rates

However, hoW should this general relationship be interpreted?

';Do these results support the "advertising leads to market

power argument" diagramed in Exhibit 3.2? The positive

association of advertising expenditures with profit, rates

may generate speculation on the market power argument, but

does not offer conclusive empirical support-

3.6.2 consumer Satisfaction -

Whether and to what extent advertising/marketing,

communications affect the level of "consumer satisfaction" -

is ;an issue:that, to our knowledge, has not been tackled

empirically.. This is .not surprising because the term is

multidimensional -- product performance, availability, service4-

price, etc. and Some of these factors, such

as price, have been examined indiVidually. For example,
.L. G. Telser,concluded "available'data seem'to show that

..

advertised goods are generally more expensive than non-advertised
.

.

goods' J43, 1964] However, Backman, after 'reviewing the

evidence on the relationship pfadvertising expenditures to

prices, concluded the'r6 was evidence,to support or to'deny

a positive-relationship. -[44', 1967]

42. Vernon, J.M. amd.R.E.M: Nourse, "The Effect of Market
, . .

_._

Structure on Profit Rates of Intensive Firm6"-
(Unpublished paper)' Marketing Science Institiate, -1971.
43. -.TelSer, L.G., Same Reference as Footnote 7. g

44. Backman, J., Same Reference as Foot_ note 26.



if a conclusive reiationship-of advertising to
price,were demonstrated, the question remains as to whether
the over-all level of Consumer satisfaction has decreased.-

For example, one theory of advertising posits "advertising
to the product." This theory, it is claimed, takes

into account the psychological dimensions that advertising
may convey- --- such as imbuing a product with' "style" or
"status." _M. Mayer, a proponent of this frequently postulated

theorY, stated hebelieves it explains why some advertiSing
campaigns are more successful, why some products are more
advertisablc, and why identical product's are perceived
differently:

...successful advertising adds a new
value to the product. Only this
hypothesis can account for all of the
observed -facts. Other theories --
especially the argument that advertising
"creates wants" -- leave some facts
unexplained...except cases..,,caseS..
the value added by advertising is small
in relation to-those values which the
product already had. [45, 1958]

'Parenthetically, whether and to what extent advertising does
add values to a product and whether, if this is true, is
socially acceptable, are different, issues. The latter
type of'cipestion,wiil be examined ,in Chapter Four.

We foUnd no major empirical objective evidence on the
relationship of'advertising expenditures to consumer satisfaction.
SOme opinion research has been conducted on these questions.

0
.

For example, Greyser-and Bauer, in a review of opinion-surveys

of.consUmer attitudeS'taward advertising, Concluded that:

First; in.studies,in each, of the four'
,decadS'under srutiny..here,Th majority
of tiie'public'believed that advertising
costs result ihincreased COrisumer
prices, although there are 'exceptions .

This is-'apparehtlYja:partiCularly
. ,a

sensitive areafor adver-EiSing;'in
studies where theLpublic'gives its-

,

;45. Mayer, M. "What is Advertising Good For?", Hari5ersMagazine,
-FebrUary, 1958), pp. 25-3,1 '



views on a' number of issues related
to advertising, they tend to be more
anti-advertising on this issue than
on oth.ers.

Greyser

aecond, the :proportion of- consumers
holding 'this as increased_ h
Somewhat in recent years although'.
it is still below the level of the
19301s. 146, 1966].

and Reece summarized the results "of two

10 years apart -- of businessmen's attitudes toward the-

economic effects of advertising with the following table:'

Advertising and certain economic- issues 47, 1971]

Percentaie of 1971 Percentage of 1961.
respondents who said:respondents who says.

Can't say' Disagree Agree Can't say Disagree

Vet 4 'ci 95")/0 2 %
relopment of markets Speeds it
new products

ct on products Better ones
the public 55. 36 76

ct-on standard Raises it
wing,

67 12 21 8.

cron Prices Lower prices 16 . 49 54 33

In aonclUSion, much more research. is needed before any

relationships between advertising expenditures and consumer

satisfacLon'can be .asserted with cOnfidence.

46. Greyser, S.A.. and R.A. Bauer "Americans and Advertising:
Thirty Years of ,Public Opinion" The' Public Opinion Quarterly
Vol. 30, 1966), p. ,75.
47. Greyser,/ and.B.B. Reece; cn Look Hard'At
Advertising; Harvard Business Review; (14 y -June, 1971), p. 26.



In our discussion of the economiceffects'of advertising/

marketing communications in chapter Three
"

the allegation advertising.expenditur
-

we focussed', on

es, through the

creation and maintenance of market power, lead to leths satis-

fsct6ry economic performance. Our discussion of.the.issues

and evidence involved in this argument was,based largely on

the Structure-conduct-performance. model of,industrial or

ganization economics. We found contained in this' model

several implicit assumptions about the impaictOf advertising/

marketing communications on the consumer. ConSequently,

MuChof the disCussion'in Chapter Two provides useful baCk-,

ground for examination of the economic issUes.

The structure-conduct-performance model is based on the

following posited relationship: the way in which an industry

is organized (structure) influences the pattern of behavior

of its members (conduct) which in turn influences the aggregate

results ofthatindustry's operations (performance). Thus,

economic performance -- measured in terms of,the efficiency

of resource'allocdtion slid the degree,of:consumer satis4a'ction
.

--

may, in theory, be affected by chdnges in market structure,

In market conducor both. Therefore, we.examined whether

aid to what eaten t'; advertising expendituresaffect-md"

'structure and market conduct. However, inadditio,_ we:looked'

at the three'linkS'in the model -- the structur6-conduCtrlink;

the-conduct,performance link, and'the:structure- performance'
,

link -- in order todisdern what conclusiOns would be justified

as to the impact of advertisin'g on performanCe:if we 'found
.



relationship between advertising

and conduct.

/Market power

structure or advertising

being in a position to act with

ably more discretion 'in such areas es

innovation than a

was central.to

conbider-

pricing'and produCt

'competitive" market place would allow

advertising/marketing-communications.
.

the ways in which advertising

examining the follOwing

In fact,-

expendituresmay leadto market

issues:

What effects do.advertiaing_expenditUreshave on the

preference and purchasing behavior of consumers? Can

brand 'loyalty be- created and maintained? Do

expenditures become increasingly marginally effective?

To what extent do the advertising activities (past,

present, and anticipated) of established firms in an industry

affect the conditibn-tbentry into that industry? Do es-

tabl-i-srheaiirms build up such.facirable consumer patronage

through advertising that potential entrants perCeive it cost

prohibitive to join the industry? Do large-scale advertisers

realiZe such efficiencies (through cost-savings and proportionately
.

higher consumer response) in advertising that the big advertisers

get bigger and eventually drive out smaller firms?

(3) Do advertising expenditures, by keeping out new

competitors ( barriers to entry) and by driving out existing

small competitors, lead to increased industry concentration?

Our analysis of the first of these issues -7 consumer
.

response to advertising was essentially a recapitulation

of Chapter.Two with emphasis on the implications of 'three

phenomena: cumulative effects,,economies of scale in advertising,

brand loyalty. In Chapter Two we concluded that cumulative

effects and: prand loyalty can and sometimes dO result from



-advertising campaigns althOugh

must be considered.,

other influenci
. .

This Means eStabIished fi

-able to take advantage

entrants

of their head start

Whether,` ad-to what extent, economi

or increasingly marginally effect ve advertising,

.has'not been resolved by empirical research.

circumstances, economies of scale exist, large-scale advertisers

may be'able for this reason to get, bdgger and thus drive out

(Or keep out). smaller-Scald advertisers.

On elp second issue -- condition of entry -- we discovered

more speculation'than fact as toPadvertising's role. Advertising

is one of many possible barriers to entry thus making it

difficult to relate conclusively entry decisions with the level

of advertising expenditures in an industry. It has been claithed

that advertising may create barriers tc entry through capital

requirements (amountrrequired to finance a worthwile campaign),
A7

brand loyalty:(giving established Tirms a head start)

efficiencies (for example, through media buying

multi-brand spilloverY. . Whether to what extent, and unde

what conditions advertising expenditures create and maintain

not yet been empirically determined._barriers to
.1

entry ha

Theithi.-d issue - th4 rOlationship of advertising ex-
, \,

penditures with the level of concentration in an industrY
-.\

has been a subject of speculation and research because it is
I

. .
.

generally beli,evedthat a concentrated industry (because its

members poSsess market pOwer)° achieves a leSs-satiSfactOrY

level of::edOnOmic:periomance.than an undOndentratedindustry.

Thus, concentration has beenused.asthedhief indicator of.-7

the:::possessjionbf market power. Empirical wttemptoA relate':

a&rertkain4-ekitiendiute's concentration levels have been
6



inconclusive. No clear relationship or lack of relationship

has been demonstrated despite a great volume of research.

the role of advertiSing-e)6endituresin'Consequently,

the-first step' in the "leads to less satisfactory economic'

performance" argument-- that is,. that advertising changes;

the structure of an induStry - has not been clearly shOwn.

DeSPite a COnsiderabie amount of research effort,, the )11-1.pact:'

of advertising on the structure of an industry is still an

open question requiring much more investigation.

Our discussion of the relationship of advertising ex.-

penditures to ditnensions of market conduct included the

following issues:

(1) Do advertising expenditures

Prices?

lead firms to set, higher

(2) ]Do advertising exPenditures ,?-1scourage product

:innovation ?:.

(3) Do advertising expenditures affect patterns of
d istributior?

We found very little published research on these issues.

We attributed the lack of general research to the difficulty
of untangling the complex marketing management decision-making

process. Consequently, even if a positive relationship was

demonstrated between advertising and one of the conduct variables,

there are no clearcut guidelines for interpreting such a

finding. Which is the cause and which the effect? We discovered

that research results on pricing,, product, innovation, and

distribution suggest thatradvertising expenditures are, related

n some way to market conduct'variables1 hoWever, a great deal

more inveStigation is ,required before anything more definitive

may be,said.



Our disCussibnir advertising

included .the'folloWing iss"uesi

(1) Are adv itising expenditures positively related

profit levels?/.

(2) Are ,advertising
:1"

penditures negatively:related.to

the ,level 94 consumer satisfaction provided by an industry?

The first issue -- the relatiOnShip. of advertising ex-
,

pendiUres with industry 'profits -7 is,a questiohlof the
/-

efficiency of resOUrce allocatiOn. If profits are not equally

distributed among industries, in theory, resources are not

allocated effiCiently. Our review., of several majlor research

studies revealed that these appears to be a posi ive relation-
,

ship between advertising expenditures and profit rates. Un-
(

fortunately, on the basis of,existing research, there is no

way to determine whether this relationship is causal or

spurious. For example; one approach, to this problem would

be to examine the relationships of 'advertising to concentration,

and ofconcentration to profits as an attempt to uncover =the

nature of the relationship of advertising with profits.

filawever,iattempts to relate advertising to conzentration a

concentration to profits have been inconclusive,

We found.no general empirical.research on the relationship

of advertising.expenditures to consumer satisfaction. We

attributdd this situation to the multi-dimensionality and

value-la en nature of the, termConsumer'satisfaction.

A limited amount of research has, been, done on some of the

elements of consumer satisfaction such as price levels. Some

relatiohships have been suggested by statistical andopinion

research; however, there seems to be no way of evaluating the

sIgnificanee of these result's in terms of overall consumer



concept of consumer satisfaction. Work in this.area seems

to be just beginning.

We\alSo discussed some 9f the major, limitations of the

structure-conduct-performance model; namely, definitional,

measurement, and interpretation problems. oThese problems,

combined with conflicting research results cause us to say

whether and to what extent advertising expenditures

related to market performance hive not been conclusively de

We conclude by saying : very little, if anythingtermined.

dustry structure, behavior, and performance.



Chapter 4

EFFECTS:: OF ADVERTISING/MARKETING
'COMMUNICATIONS ON -SOCIETY,'

4.1 Introduction:-

In Chapter Tivo we examined the effects of advertising/

---marketing communications on consumer purchasing behavior.,

In Chapter Three we examined, .some of the economic
) .

implications of advertising/marketing communications.

In this chapter we shall appraise advertising/marketing

communications from a social, viewpoint. Whereas in

Chapters Two and Three we were primarily. concerned with

the effects of advertising/marketing communications on

purchasing behavior in this chaptek we shall examine some

of, the reactions of members of society to the nature and-

-content of attempts to influence purchasing behavior and

whether and to what.extent advertising/marketing

communications attempts affect the values and life-Styles

of members of society.

More specif4^=lly the social issues we shall discuss

include the following:

- advertising .persuades people to do things
they otherwise would not do [in section 4..2.2]

- advertising takeS unfair advantage- of
consumers by conveying false and misleading
information [in section 4.2.3]

Advertising frequently in bad' taste [in
seCtion

adVertising fosters a materialistic attitude
throughout SocietY.with'the,teSUlt-ant neglect
of-More,impOrtant values [in section:4.3.3]-

- advertising lowers the moral and ethical
standards of society [in section 4.3.4]

- advertising, exploits the relative. lack of
sophistication' of' children[in section 4.3.7]

These are major items among ajong list of social criticisms

levelled .at advertising/marketing communications. John Myers,



Chapter

EFFECTS,OF ADVERTISING/MARKETING
`COMMUNICATIONS ON .SOCIETY,

Introduction:.

In Chaptei. TWo we examined the effects of advertising/

marketing communications on consumer purchasing behavior.

In Chapter Three we examined. -some of the economic

implications of advertising /marke'ting' communications.

In this chapter we shall appraise advertising/marketing

communications from a social, viewpoint. Whereas

Chapters Two and Three we were primarily concerned with

the effects of advertising/marketing communications

purchasing behavior, in this chapter we shall examine some

of the reactions of members of society to the nature and-

''content of attempts to influence purchasing behavior and

whether and to what extent advertising/marketing

communications attempts affect the values and life-Styles

of members of society.

More cr"'".C4^=lly the social issues we shall discuss

on

include the following:

- advertising persuades people to do things
they otherwise would not do [in section 4.2.2]

advertising takes unfair advantage of
consumers, by conveying false and misleading
information [in section 4.2.3]

advertising is frequently, in bad taste [in
section 4.2.4]

advertising foSters-a'materialistic attitude
throughout Society,with'the,resultant neglect
of-More.important values [in section-4'.3.3]

-advertising lowersthe.mOral and ethical
standards,of society section.4.3.41.

- advertising exploits the relative lack of
sophistication of children[in section 4.3.7]

These are major items among a.long list of, social criticisms

levelled' at advertising/marketing communications. John Myers

in the first chapter of a forthcoming book, presented a list
of the ;"social issues" he found- discussed in several

advertising textbooks. .This list -- Exhibit 4.1 -- is one.
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way, of organizing a discusstion of the effects of advertising/

marketing, communications on society.

Another approach involves a distinction between the

"'matter" of advertising and the "manner" of advertising. For.

example,.concern with the social acceptability of an attempt to

influence ipurchasing behavior is a matter issue, while concern

with the social acceptability of t'±ie way in, which that attempt

to influence Is implemented is a manner issue. Although this

approach is appealing because of its simplicity, in practice

this distinction is not: always easily made.- For example, is

an advertisement that is truthful but provides only part of

the whole _truth an issue of matter or manner?

r trea7Our of social issues is somewhat arbitrary,

and is organized around three classes of issues- Xn.ese three

categories -- nature and content of advertising,'effects'on

consumer purchasing behavior, and effects on values and life-

styles -- are shown in Exhibit 4.2. The two-directional, connec-

tions. between the categories reflects the inter-relationships

of the issues. Some of the issues clearly could be placed in

anther category; for example, "materialism" is also a factor

bearing on and emanating from consumer purchasing behavior.

However, we hope this admittedly imperfect categorization will

facilitate,discussion_of the issues.

Despite considerable. deiSate on the social issues of

advertising/marketing communications, resolution of them has

Proven difficult. Indeed little effort has been devoted

to them --particularly research effort. Historian

David Potter lamented:



ORGANIZATION OF

,Nature and

EXhibit 4.2

DISCUSSION .QE SOCIAL ISSUE-5

Content of

Informatian

Truth

Deception

Disclosure

Advertising

J
1 Effects onConsumer
Wurchasin4 Behavior

.....

Tas

'Product Type

9c177,A,s±qm

Appeal

Techndiagpes

Effects on Values
and-Life7Styles

Materialism

Morals, .Ethics, Aesthetics

Conformity/Diversiti_

Interpersonal/Group Relationships

Children
v

y.



One might read fairly widely in the
.literature which treats' of p lic
opinion, popular culture; and the .mass
media in the United States wit ut ever
learning that, advertising, now compares
with, such long-standing institutions as
the school and the' bhurch in the:magnitude
of its social, influence. It dominates the
media; it has vast- powers" in,shaping
popular standards, and is really one of
the very limited 'group of institutions
which exercise social control. Yet
analysts of society have largely ignored
it. [1, 1954]

The paucity, ofresearch-based knowledge on the social of
of advertising reflects the inherent, difficulty of conductmiq:

meaningful studies in this area. First, there are innumen422kL

variables involved which cannot all be controlled, measuro,
or assessed'. Second., to study advertising/marketing

communications as an institution as opposed to individual

advertisements or campaigns,, we would need two identical

.societies one with and the other Without advertising/martaltIng

communications and we would:need to evalUate these

societies over a considerable period of time. -Third, the

statistical techniques presently available,for analyzing

social effects do not in general, permit us to reach clear-

cut conclusions as dause-and-effect relationships. And

fourth; perhaps more important, even_ if the pl-eCeding problems'

were surmounted;_ we wound still be faced with the fact that

value judgments -- unlikely to be modified by .data -- play

1. Potter, D. People ofP1P/YtIr; EcOrkOMibAbundance:an4'
the.AmeriCan CharatterChicagp: University of. Chicago
Press, 1954)



a dominant role in interpretation of the .social impact

of advertising. For example, if 'we could establish

conclusively that advertl'Aing/marketing communications

caused one.percent-of the population to'be:More-permissive

toward sexual indulgence, would this constitute a service

or a disservice to society? If a disservice, would ,this

result be serious.enough to merit,curtailment of

advertising/Marketing commtnications? Such questions can

only, be resolved by opinion. Consequeritly, opinion surveys

of consumers and businessinen are relevant inputs to the
f

consideration"of these social issues.

The "problems in coming ,to- grips with social, issues are

compounded by the faCt thatmostresearch on advertising has

usually,been ,sponsored 'to iMprove,the effectiveness arid

efficiency of advertising for individual organizations.

Thus, it is. not surprising to find-more' speculation than

in most discussionS of social issues. It is distreSSing,

however, how in requently ,knowledge from the behavioral

discip4ries is a plied in such discussions." In Chapter Two,

we attempted to pregent_soMe of this knowledge.' For example,

underlying much of"the social-criticism of advertising/

marketing communications:iS, the assumption that, advertising/

marketing:,communica, tions, ,are extremely powerful. . Yet,' as

disCussed,in Chapter,2, we know :the consumer is not a,
_

. ,

helpless pawn manipulated 'at:will by the advertiser,, The'-
\ ,

consumer-selectively attends to, perceives, evaluates, and
\

remembers °promotio'no He or She seldom acts Oimediately4
,

-rather, the consumer usually. Considers other marketing
\,

-----

communications 'and talks with friend's before, taking any

purchasing action. Unfortunately, such behavioral
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considerationi are seldoM found in research on the social

effectS of advertising/marketing communications. Indicative

of 'the need for more thought and evidence in, discussions

of the impact:of advertising/marketing communications in

society is Walter Taplin's plea:

It is the duty of anyone' who either attacks
or defends advertising on moral grounds,
to make sure that the diScussion is confined
to whdt is' strictly ,'relevant, to see that
criticisms, are not in the form o f loose
generalizations, to ensure that advertising,.
when 'it must. be blamed is only blamed for
its own crimes is no more moral for
critics to make wild. generalized attacks on
.advertising than it is for advertisers to
make, wild -generalized claims for their
products. n [2, 1960]

With this plea In 'mind, we now turn to an examination of the

: issues.

2. Taplin, "Wralter Advertising: A New Approach (London:
Hutchinson, and Company, 1960)
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4.2 Nature and Content of Advertisin:
d:

4:2.1 Introduction''-

R. A. Bauer and S. A. 'Greyser, after an extensive review
of consumer attitudes toward advertising in general and

specific advertisements, concluded that "people appear to

approve'of advertising in principle and criticize it in
'practice." [3,1968] In principle, advertising is a selling
tool -- a form of p;ersuasion. In practice, advertising'

provides, information in ways that may or may:not be socially
acceptable; that is, in ways'which may or may not be

considered in bad taste. These aspects of the.nature and
content of adNiertising/marketing ,communications raise
questioAs such as the following:

is the use of persuasion by ,businessmen socially
acceptable?

- is the selective emphasis of informatibn'inan
attempt to 'influence misleading and undesirable?

- are there limits on what is considered tasteful
in'adVertising?'

We shall examine such,,questions in the following three
sections: first, the use of persuasiOn in gendral.[4.2.2];
second,,the nature of the information provided [4.2.3]; and
third,:issues regarding the appeals, timing, and techniques
emPloyed in adVertising marketing communications [4.2.4].
'4.2.2 Persuasion 7

4.2.2.1 The persuaSive. nature of advertising -

What is-persuasion? Is persuasion --. the attempt -to

influence and control,--= itself. questionable or is it the
ends toward which that persuasion is directed? Is it "wrong"
to persuade indii}iduals to smoke cigarettes and "right" to'

3. Bauer, R:-A., and S., A. Grey-ser Advertising in America: The
Consumer View (Boston: Division of Research, Harvard BusineSs
School, 1968)



. ; , ,
persuade individuals to b-dy-government.savings bonds? Do

evaluations cif,rightness and wrongness change with different
,

sotial,cOnditions; EorexaMple, is persuasion 'to buy-luxury
v. .

items lessdesirable'in periods of scarcity, than for necessities

suchasfood?Is it acceptable
.
to urge individuals to want

,------
1

more than they can affdrd, as in the Case of disadvantaged

groups? Which is of concern: the attempt, to or

the result of that attempt?

Such may, seem to be more properly the province

Of philosophert.' However, assertions that advertising/marketing

communications create wants by convincing people that their.

preseht situation is.unsatisfactory require that such

philoSophical questions be addressed.

Neil Borden argued that advertising is persuasive, and that

:this 'characteristic 'is-inevitable:

Whether one likes 'persuasion or not, it appears
ineVitable',in a free[society- IttAise is 'universal

.It likewise appears inevitable that. sellers
,.in 'a free economy should try to influence )ouyers.
The history of 'mankincr'revealsthat'when men wish,'
-Co farther the.interests,in whiCh'other men 'are
involved, they furtherh those interests by being
adVocates, by resorting to persUasive statement: [4, 19423

Walter Taplin seems to agree, but pointed'out_ticat -to him

there are acceptable ancinon-acceptabie forms of persuaSion:,

At the 1Ower limit it -may be impossibleto have- ,

any kind of'tocial relationship. Without an, implicit
minimal element of perSuasion.,-:'But it iSliCertainfy.
possible to,ilvspersUasiori without threats, 'force,
and the latest' bestial refinements such asA"brain-
washing" In:fact ersaat'ion-i properly, io-called,__-obvioutly,excludes2t ese things.'.:Itmay*not_be
the most satisfact6r c)f the devicet 'whereby human

4. Borden, N..H., The Eco omit_ Effects of-Advertising-(Chicago',
Irwin, Inc., 1942)

-
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beings affect each other's behavior But it is
equally certainly not the least satisfactory. There
may be something in it frOm which the fastidious
intellect shies away. But at least it.is among
the most humane 5f the means of'social influence. t5, .1960]

Very few people would argue; we believe, that advertising/market-

ingcommunications are Completely:,unacceptable forms of persuasion.

Rather the controversy-centers about the acceptability of

persuasion in all situations for all people, the particular

methods employed, and the extent of advertis'ing's persuasive

power.

4.2.2.2 The limits of persuasion.

OtiS:PeaseaSked the following questions as to the.

acceptability of advertising under differing conditions:

Isjt [advertis4 ] gbOd:forall,times and
under all cir4Ms anCes? What about ,a period
of high income but insufficient production, as
in a. -Lime ofmilitary"actiOn abroad? What about
an occasion of grossly distorted national,incoMe?'
What abOut the social value of urging large numbers
of'Americans:to7desike:PerfectLil-legitimate goodS
and services which are beyond their present capacity
to acqUireand in circumstances, where a:mal-
distribution CifemplOyment, education, and income.
makes At'impOssible fdr.them to tranSlatetheir'
desires intd'effeCtive action7 16, 1969]

Arnold Toynbee, an oft-quoted critic of advertising,

probably reply that seldom', if ever, is the,persuasive

advertising/mareting communications atdeptable2
Advertising is'an instrument of moral, as well
as intell7ectual; miseducation, Insofar as it.
succeeds in-influencing people's minds, it
conditions them not to '.think' for themselves

:Footnote 2.

- Pease, Otis A. "Advertising Ethics:
Arizona Review, (October, 1969).
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not to choose for themselves. It is intentionally
hypnotic in its effect.. It makes people --
suggestible and docile. '[ 7, 1962]

At the other extreme, there is the viewpoint that there is no

question as to the propriety of advertising/marketing

communications. Leo Greenland', an advertising agency president

recently stated that he believes the major problem with the

persuasive element of advertising is that advertisers are not

Very 'good at it:
The most disgraceful statistic in our business
is ,the one that,says :$5°/0 to 90% of all advertising-, is ineffective, ignored,, not.remembered and acted
on:' Our buSitiess is_to manipulate peOple7 to .

,stir hUMan yearnings, to use human motivations to
sell goOds It is not only our buSiness but
eVeryone!s business. 18' , 1971]
Under what circumstances, then, is the persuasiVe aspect of

',-
advertising/marketing communications, leaving aside the

question of methOds, most questionable? The most7cited,conditions

lre as fbllows:-- (1) When the consumer is not able to satisfy

this/her desires, .(2) when the product or servide is not needed

or wanted, (3) When ,the persuasive "means is unknownto, or only

very subtly-donscious to, the recipient, and -(0-when 'the

differences among competing produCts or services are slight

or ,non-existent.- In a recent popular book, Charles Rc.-h

com tented on this first-instance:

...it [advertising] inflames the desires
-0f:the pporwithput offering them 'ailY
satisfaction at
of 'better-living-4S paradedbefbre them.
ISthere'anTiWonder that we have riots?.

7.:Toynbee,. A. J..; "Is, it Immoral.to StiMulate Buying?"
,Printer's.Ink,-(May 11, A.562)-.

8.'As cluPted" in Advertising 'Age, (February, 1971). 0
[warthof note is the fact Greenland misquoted and misinterpreted
the -study frOm'which'his',"stati:stic" was cited]
9, Reich, .Charles A; The Greenihg of,America (Random House', .197.0)
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John Kenneth Galbraith made a similar observation as

to advertising's role in matching satisfaction with dsires:

Advertising and salesmanship '-- the management
of consumer demand -- are vital for planning in

`theinduStrial system At the same time, --the
wants so created insure the services of the
worker. .Ideally, his- wants are keptslightl.
in excess of is, income . Compelling induceMents.
are then prt.-tided for him to go into debt. The
pressiire of the resul frig debt adds to:.his7'
reliability-aS a worker. [10, 1967]

The second Situation-- when prOducts are not needed or

wanteas=-4,S:compl.ex. .ThisqueStion hinged on the difference

between "needs" and "wants.'' The distinction 1.-s important be-_
cause persuading peoPle`-to'buy thingsr-they "don't want,". "dOn't

need," or "thouldn't.buy" are different allegations. Bauer and

Greyser addressed this question as follows:

To say, that people hav bought something they
"don't.need" probably (tough we ddn't really
know) means; that the commentator has in mind
some level of "necessity" beyond which "a person
may stray in a disoretiohary\fashion. It is
no L. clear,Thowever,- what degree of condemnation
is involved in stating that a person_bought
something "he didn't need"... Td say that
people have bought something the, "shouldn't
buy"- (our phrasing) is apparently a clear
condemnation, though a :condemnation\couched in

__the norms of the observer. On the other hand,
say people bought something "they didnt want"
potentiallyneutral In the sense that it, is
conceivable that .the obServerthinkS som4imes
persons should be "persuaded against their =wishes
to buy things (e"-g-;, medical insurance)' that are
"!good for them" However, we knoW from the
context in.which thestatement is made.that
"advertising persuades persons,U. buy things) that
they dont want" is in fact aTiraysa.cdhdemnatiOn.

to.

is

10. Galbraith
1967) p. 281

11. -Bauer-

The Velii Industrial State (Houghton Mifflin,



To what extent do situations oCcur in which advertising/

marketing communications influence people to buy things they

"don't need" "don't want" or "shouldn't -buy"? Critics

are prone to point t6 one or two specific examples -is the

basis for making generalized claims on this issue. For

example, vaginal deodor'ants are a relatively new type of

product that has been heavily advertised during 1970-71.

Certain commentators claim that demand for thisLproduct-is

contrived: the product is not needed or wanted, and, that

advertising convinced women they,"must have it". An article

to this effect cited a drug company sales'manager as

evidence:

The average-American female, I think, feels she's
quite clean. She takes lots of-showers and baths
and uses bath oil and all that. It isn't until
this is brought to her attention that she might have
vaginal odor or does have vagthal odor that (she
realizes) there's one area sLe'hasn't taken care of.
[12, 1969]

Factual determination of the accuracy of such allegations

is difficult, if not impossible.. It would be necessary

examine the complex process of reconciliation of wants/

needs with available products and services. In practice, each

ivadfiffted-,---as Walter Taplin observed:

Fitting goods to wants is obviously a matter
adjustment 'on two sides. The goods may be
adapted to the wants, or the ^ wants may be
adapted to the goods. The idea that wants are
fixed and must be met entirely by adjustments
on the production side is an error. Certainly
the variety of products may be increased in the
attempt to meet individual needs more accurately;
and-vaEretY may also:be reduced order, 1017
cheap mass production, to put the product within
tha reach of more people, even though some may

Clark, as,quoted in Harvard Crimson October 18-,/l969.
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have to forego the exact, adaptation of the
prOduct to their personal needs. But these are
not the only, and not necessarily' the best, ways
of bringing about the adaptation. There is still
the possibility, which is likely to be more
economica 1 ands may well be more satisfactory
every respect,-of altering the want...

Wants may be altered merely by persuading the
consumer to think a little longer, 'in Which case
he may arrive at a more accurate idea of what he-
wants4 He maybe persuaded to try a product of
which he hasjiitherto been ignorant and .so discover
that he can Meet his original want more accurately
than he at first thought possible. He may even
be persuaded to drop one want and adopt another
instead, or to alter the whole pattern of his

-

expenditure -- though such feats of persuasion
are rare. The total outcome may-be that he is
better off. A11 these conjunctures are possible
within the field of persuasion, and the 'fact that
they are possible can hardly be regarded as cause
for indignation. But this seems to be as far as
altering the want" can go without running close
to the limit of persuasion. [13, 1960]

Mayer took a stronger-position:

The notion that advertising can somehow "manipulate"
people into buying products they shOu147not buy
is both arrogaht.and naive. It has been ,proven
false repeatedly by advertising's inability-to
keep an infrior product afloat or to sell
agains4, primary trends. [14, 1958]

Rosser Reeves, another advertising executive, argued that

in.

advertising'id not,a117powerfult "If the:prOduCt does not

meet some existing desire:or need of the consumer, Ythe

advertising will Ultimately fail." [15; 1961] On the othe

hand, Ralph Nader has claimed that advertising is powerful

13. Taplin, Walter, ame Referenc as Footnote .

14. Mayer, M. "What is Advertising Good For?" Harper'
Magazine, Vol. 216,' (Febrary, 1958) pp. 25'31.
15. Reeves, R. Reality in. Advertising (New York; 1961) P. 141.



The fact Of.course,,is that these ads work..
They ,are.persuasive. -theyare:a speCtaCular
example of applied social science. they do
change people'S purchasing habits and. tastes.
They do reallocate consumers' resources. [16, 1970]

Again) we are faced with two questions What do people

think happens and whatactually happens?' In Chapters two

and Three we discussed the impact of advertising/marketing

communications on consumer behavior from the standpoint of

consumers and companies. Neil Borden concluded that consumers

have expectations of-advertising:

The study of sPecific advertisements showed
consumers to be sensitive to .many of the failings
of certain types of advertising,then current. For
most of these failings-they had a wide -tolerance,
expecting advertising to be biased; but they had
little tolerance for statements that they _regarded
is untrue. They Possessed a fairly strong belief
that advertising should be true and informative.
[17, 1942]

We shall examine the informative aspects of advertising/

marketing communications in section 4 .3; however

rden's.statementfcchoes,one of the themeS of Chapter Two

consumers are ''not helpless inthe'face of Attemptsto

influence their purchasing behavior, nor are advertising/

marketing communications the only factors influencing

their behavior. As' Wilbur Schramm stated:

Any given communication that comes to an adult
enters into a situation where millions of
communications have come before, where group
norms are .already ingrained, and where the
mind is_already:made up:and the .knowledge
structured on most subjeqts:of"impbrtand
The new'cOmmunication'is 'therefore usually :not

16. As quoted in Advertising Age (December :7,< 10,0 )

17. Borden, N. Same Reference as Footnote 4.
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an earthshaking, even-ti: but merely another drop
in the long slow process that forms ,the
stalactites of our persbnalities- [18]

StateMents such as Borden's and Schramm's might be construed

tOindiCatethat the consumer recognizes. intent of

advertising/marketing ::communications and is well able to

protect himself/herSelf against the ,persuasiVe onslaught.

CommunicatiOns researchers such as Joseph Klepper ha-

repOrted findings the% suggest the audience is not

helpleSs :i,[19.;_::1960] Many critics have accepted

purported ability of the consumer to evaluate and discount

the claims of advertising/marketing communications.

example, Galbraith stated:

..because modern man is exposed to a large
volume of information of varying degreeS of
unreliability...he establishes
a system of discounts which he applied to
various sources almost without thought...the
discount-becomes nearly total for all forms of
advertising . . The merest child watching television
dismisses the lealth and status-giving claims
of a breakfast cereal, as "a commercialu-410_,L.19_6_74-

However questions haVe been raised' as to whether the

consumer is always able to .protect himself. The third

instance in which the'persuasive nature of advertising/

marketing .communications 'is questionable -= when the

consumer, ii not aware he/she is being influenced became

a subject. of concern with- -the' PubliOation of Vance Packard'

She Hidden Persuaders in 1957. [21', 1957]

18. Schramm, Wilbur [Source not 'located] .

19. KlapPer, The Effects of Mass Communication
(Glencoe, Illinois; Free Press, 1960).

20. Galbrai_th, , Same Reference as Footnote 10, pp: 325-326.
21, Packard, Vance, The Hidden Persuders. (Pocket PookS, Inc.,

1957).
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Advertising was depicted by.Packard as all-qpoWerful' - the

unseen manipulator of theeMotions and deeply- rooted

desires of, the individual. The unwarranted scare about

subliminal advertising caused further public concern. In

1959 Lpuis Cheskin reported:

Studies...conducted. in the last 12 years show
conclusively that individuals are .influenccd by
advertising without being awalL1 of that
influence. An individual is motivated to buy
something by an,ad, but he, often does not knOw
what motivated him. [22, 1959]

Defenders of advertising countered with protestations of
.

good Intentions and claims that advertising waS,not all-

powerful. For example,,Eairfax Cone, an advertising executive,

argued:

Advertising is no-ta plot. Nor .are most advertising
people wily. plotters. They are salesthen, iri print
and over the air. And just as most good salesmen-
in-person seek to know all they' can about their
prospective customers, so do most manufacturers and
their salesmen-in-advertising undertake to learn
all they_ can about their prospective customers..
motivational'research is done,primarily for two
reasons: first, to find out what people know about
prodUcts (and serviCes),.and second,,to find out
what people want in products (and services) that may
not be currently there. [23, 1958]

This "hidden persuaders" controversy is further

complicated by the suggestion that even ,if much

e.oes not get attention or change attitudes,

effective in influencing buying behavior. Alfred Politz

advanced what he called the "familiarity principle which

states that something that is known inspires more confidence

than something that is unknown. He believed the implications

this principle Idere'as follows:

22. Cheskin, L. Why'People By (New York, 1959)' p. 54.

23. Cone, F.- M. "Advertising .,Not a Plot" The Atlantic-
.

(January, 1958) .



A piece of advertising which does nothing else
but mention the name of, the product will contribute
something to- the sales of that product, simply
by creating an awareness of the brand name that
generates this minimum amount of confidence.
[24, 1960i

5,2rJert i'rugman has extended this line of thinking

recent empirical work relating the degree of "involvement"

of the viewer with the impact of advertising or perceptidn

of product characteristics. [25, 1965] Does the consumer

erect defenses against this form of-influence? This is a

topic for future- research
4

addition to behavioral research and theorizing

to the persuasive influence of advertising/marketing

communications on consumer behavior, researchers have asked

consumers acid businessmen their opinions about the ability

of advertising to effect unwanted control over people's

behavior. The results of these studies are not all directly

comparable due to the.differences in, wording' employed;

however, as shown in Exhibit 4.3, they do indicate the extent

and'stability of public concern as to advertising's impact

behavior. Basically, these data show that advertising
,considered ' to have considerable persuasive power to

create wants to'which-the public will be responsive. The

percentages vary somewhat, but the public seems clearly

to take an anti-advertising position on the persuasion issue.

The fourth instance in which the persuasive nature

of advertising is questionable is the use of advertising to
,

convince consumer's that there are meaningful differences

betweeD identical or nearly identical' prodUcts or services

, 24. Politz, Alfred, "The'Dilemma Of,CreatiVe,Advertisingr
Journal ofMarketing;Yel.,25-;:No., 2, (October,_1960).,

KrugMan;-11'.' E'. "The IMpact ofTeleVision Advertising
Learning Without Involvement",,,Public Opinicin Quarterly
(Fall, 1965), pp. 349-356.
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Exhibit 4.3

PUBLIC OPINIONS THE ,ISUASP:^7 E bhCTS OF ADVERTISING

Do you think advertising leads people
to buy things they don't need or can't
afford? (Gallup, 1939,'1940)

1939
1940

Per. Cent Agreeing

80*

Advertising leads people to 'buy things
they don't; need or can't afford. (Ohio
State Study, 1950) 0

Most advertising just tries"to get
people to buy a lot of things they
don't really need. (Field California
Poll, 1953, 1961)

1953
1961

45

59

Advertising creates desires and wants
that otherwise wouldn't exist (Harris,

1962) 90

Advertising-often persUadesApeople to
buy things they_snOPldWt_buy.-(AAAA,;1964)4 -J73

.

, .

Advertising often persuades people to
buy things they doped (Harvard
Business,Review. Study, 1971)4-

Advert sing often persuades people to
buy t ings they don't want (Harvard
Busin s. Review Study,1971)+'

*Pe nt who:answered "yee"or2."In some_casee."
Statements" were 'pllt-ina, ternate',fOrMs to .splitjialves of the
sample. ResUlts here are reeponSeS to this statement:only;T
HarVard Business ReviewstudY,:wasa survey `of busnessMen's
opinions; Whiletheother'studieScited were- surveys of the

. ,

general public.

Source;) Adapted' froM Greyser, S.A. and' R.A. Bauer "Americans
and Advertising: Thirty Years of Public Opinion" The Public

N7,1 ln -(Cr,rinrr loaal
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The Federal. Trade Commission complaibt against. UT

Wonder Bread illustrates the concern with '"artificial

differentiation,u-as well as the difficulty of setting

standards as to-what constitutes meaningful. (and hence

promotable) differ ces among products. [26]
i.

is very important - we shall examine it

section 4.2.3.

This topic

further in

4. 3 Summary -

Although acceptable in .principle as a toolo selling,

Persuasive nature:Of advertiSingimarketing communications

has been

(2)

questioned in situations:

when directed at consumers unable
the advertised product8;

when the product or service

purchase

heeded" or "not-wanted;"
seen::as:

when the persuasive means is (unknown .oronly,
very. subtly conscious to the recipient; and

(4) when-the differenceS'among competing products
are ;'slight' or,non-existent.

each oaf these situations, beilavioral research

opinion pr vide but imperfect guidelines as.

-acceptable limits of persuasion in advertising.

26. The Federal Trade Commission claimed Wonder, Bread is
not uniquely nutritional but,that Wonder Bread's advertising
'leads consumers to believe that it is a different and better
produCt. le



4.2.3 Information -
_ .

4.2.3.1 The distinction between persuasion and information -

In the preceding discussion of persuasioh,

artificial distinction betweenfOrmative" and -"persuasive ":

we made an

advertising/marketing communications. While this distinction

is virtually impossible todistinguish

Walter Taplin obserVed:

The logical and practical difficulties
involved in any attempt to separate
informktion from persuasion .,, arise
from the kact that the two concepts
shade into each other. Any dividing
line between information and persuasion
must be artificial, an arbitrary mask
made for the purposes of discussion. [2. , 19601

Even so, advertising/marketing communications clearly have

anj.nformationalrole. Albert Frey'stated: "Advertising fails

to accomplish a major sodialobjeCtive A.f' it does::notaid in7

telligent selection of.goods-andSerVicesbY'buyera.":[28, 1961]

Just:what kind of information aids or Obstructs' "intelli-
.

-gent seleOtion"? Again, there are a number of dimensiong

that must be examined.

27. Taplin, Walter, Same Reference as Footnote 2.

28. Frey, Albert W. Advertising (New York: The Ronald
press Co., Third Edition, 1961)



First, there is the issue of truth itself:
is literal truth the standard, by which false
advertising is determined? [4.2.3.2]

Second, -there is the issue of deception: 1What
constitutes a deceptiveor 'Misleading advertise-
-ment? Misleading to who Is an advertisement
deceptive if it possesses. the capacity to
mislead or if it actually misled someone? [4'.2.3.3

Third,,to what extent should advertisers be
.allowed to exaggerate: -what is acceptable
"puffery"?, [4.2.3.4]

Fourth, 'there is the issue, of "the .whole truth"
What information (whether,to the advertiser's
advantage or not) should be disclosed? [4.2.3.5

we shall now examine each of those dimensions in turn.

4.2.3.2 Truth
.

Conceptually, the first issue truth or falsehood of

advertising/marketing communications is the simplest.

Presumably a claim is.true or it is n t; whether a lack,of.

truthfulness is apparent to recipients 'is a separate question.
, .

The FTC haS attempted to curb instances of false advertising/

marketing communications for over 50 years. [29, 1964] To

assist in such'efforts, the FTC recently moved to require

advertisers to provide substantiation of claims.[30, 1971]

A recent opinion Survey,of busineSsmen revealed that most

.businessmen strongly support the prinCiple of substantiation

29. For, a,comprehensive review of activities ,over the pas 50

i
years, s Millstein; Ira N., "False Advertising and The' Federal
Trade CO ission", Columbia Law Review, Vol . 64, .(Marchl, 1964).
30. For details; see Federal Trade Commission News Summary.,
No. 34, (July, 1971) d

. /
/



requirements for advertising claims. [31, 1971] It haS

argued that it is d!;.fficult to substantiate claims such' as

"makes you feel more attractive," but Christopher Gale, in a

study of consumer reaction to "truth in advertising" stated

he believed that bench-%mark data can be developed 'for most

claims and that preventing untruthful advertising would not

be very difficult. [32, 1970]

4.2.3.3 Deception

The issue of deception in advertising/marketing 'communi-

cations'involves several sub-questionS: intent of theadvertiser,

f.12acity of the advertising/mark.eting,.communicationS_to

deceiVe or mislead, the fact that someone may indeed have

been deceived or misled, and the standard of judgment to

use (for example, capacity to mislead whom?) .

In the past,, charges of deceptive 'or misleading advertising

required demonstration of intent (that is, the adveertiser set

out to mislead) or of occurrence (that is, someone was misled

the emphasis`'. has been on the capacity to mislead

or deceive, whether or 'not this 'actually occurs- Richard

Pollay summed up this trend as follOws:

The central judgment in cases of deceptive
advertising involves not so much the
characteristics of the ,consumer but the
characteristics of the advertisement
itself. The evolution of thought has
taken away the necessity of showing::-

. intent to deceive and has even.removed.

Recently,

31. IGreyser, S.A. and ]3.B.. Reece " Businessmen Look Hard
,At Advertising" Harvard Business Review, (May-June, -1971)-
\32./Gale,:dhristopher Truth in Advertisin : The COnsumer.
View (Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Harvard Busines
School, 1970) ':
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the necessity of demonstrating that
someone in fact has been deceived.
The current cr_iterion is the "capacity
or tendency to deceive." All that seems
necessary for a judgment, of deception
is fog an advertise.(ent to have poten-
tial for being perceived by some consumers
in, a way that 1-s' discrepant with the'true
offerings by the advertiser, 'The
hood of such a perception does \not_seem
to be in question. [33, ,1969]

This approach does haVesorne,prOblems. First, as W-6 discussed

in Chapter Twp, behavioral,research. has shown that perception

is influenced by the message itself, the context of the

social influence, and personality characteristics.message,

Second, even if the effects-of,all of th'ese factors could be

isolated, whose intelligende, circumstances, and so on should

be used as the standard -- the capacity to,deceive or mislead

whOrt0; Thirdi, most, advertising/marketing 6,mmunications

addressed only part of the market;_bowever, the media

do not allow careful,selection of which individualsable generally

are exposed to

to

are

avail=

the ,advertising. Consequently, some individuals

may be exposed to-an advertisement not intended for them and

findit whatextent

-1-)Uffery

The question of what constitutes, an acceptable level

of exaggeration or puffery is alSaa complicated' one.

Ad ertising/marketing communicatiorr,sare symbolic communications.

sym olS.andHiMage8 are interpreted 'according tOthe

adVertisdr responsible?

:expectationsandyalues of the recipient of the'LcoMmunication.

TheodbreLeVitt.argued that the consumer wants and needs.

33. ,Pollay, R. W., "Consumer Protection andAdvertising"
Bulletin of-Business Research (July, 1969).



exaggeration .in advertising/marketing communications:

Ratherthan deny that'distorti and-
exaggeration exist ih'aavertisip , in
this article, I shall argue tha\t.
embellishment and ,distortiOn are among
advertising's-legitimate and soCially
desirable purposes andthat41egitimacy
in advertising ccinsists only' "ofd
falsification\with larcenous intent.. it
is difficult as a practical mater to draw
the iire between legitimate,dihortion'
and essential falsehood...the Consumer
suffers froM'an old dilemma. /He wants
"truth," but he; wants a needs the
alleviating imagery and tant lizing promises
of the advertiser and designer. '[34, 1970]

_

recent FTC cases illustrate thee. difficulty of determining

puffery that is accepiable in instances Where

does not appear to offr unique benefits to the

TwO

the amount of

the:produCt

consumer, b t the advertising-seems to convey: that

impression: The ITT-Continental BakingAtionder. Bread case

was mentioned-1n section 4.2. Akiother similar case

Company's claims for its platgormate

The ,FTC' maintained the same additive was found

involved

ad

in
1

puffery for Shell

unique to Shell gasoline.

itive.

Shell

other gasolines; therefore, it was claimed to be unacceptable

to advertise as if this additive was

4.2.3.5 Disclosure -

The fourth issue. -- what information should be

disclosed - is related to the previous three 'issues.

First,
,
what inforMation about product composition, price

potential health hazards should-.be provided? Disclosure

requirements such as those of the Food and Drug Administration,

or

are designed to proteCt the public from danger; however,

these requirements may also decrease the possibility of

34. Levitt, Theodore "The Morality' (?) of Advertising"
Harvard Business' Review (July-August, 1970].



"telling only part of the truth.." While the imprisition

of such disclosure requirements_is often resisted, the

basic idea is not new, and the requirements tend to be

accepted in time. Second; after-the-fact disclosure has, been

quggested as a remedy for false and misleading_ advertising.

Under this suggested remedy known as "corrective advartising"%--
,

an advertiser would. (1) admit that-his previous advertising
/

was false or misleading and (2) presentithe-"truth".

Although this remedy has been sought in_ several recent FTC

only one c- se has tled-with the corrective
/

advertising remedy.. [35.

Public opinion surveys

the general public concerned about these issues re--

garding information in advertisidy/Marketing coMmunicaions?

Bauer and Greyser found the public was Concerned': "We,

other investigators, found, that one of the'most:frequent-
reasons cited for being annoyed With-adyertiseMents' has to

do with the accuracy with which advertisements reflect reality"-

[36, 1968]. A 'Summary of pub1ic,4inion survey findings

"truth in adverising" i0 presented in Exhibit 4.4.

Summa7y--

aiscusEed several

nate of,aavertising:

- truth (s
/
ubstantiation of claims)

misleading and deceptive information
capacity, standard, and event)

I

- puffery (limits)

of the dimensions of the

(intent, --

35. For further details, see Cohen, S. E., "Corrective Ad
Scene Gets Clarified in Current Litigation" Advertising Age
(May 10,.1971)

36. Sauer. and S.A. Greyberame Reference as



Truth and Standards in General

Most advertising statements are based on reasonable ka_cts or
exaggerated claimS. Which do you find most often tobe-'
(Sales Management, Sept. 1, 1938) j

1934 1938r-'

Reasonable 51%
Exaggerated 49

On the whole, do you believe advertising today is truthful? (Ladies
Home Journal, May 19, 1939)

Yes 51%'

How much advertising is misleadin (Consumer Attitudes-toward
Distribution, 1946)

Practically all 8%
At least half 35
Less than half 35
Practically none 6.

Advertisements present a true picture of
(AAAA, 1964) `*

Generally or partially agree

-the przoduct advektised

4 7 %

Truth and Standards Today. and 'Yesterday

or less truthful than 5 years ago? (Gallup, 1939, 1940

More
Less

Present day advertising is
(Consumer Attitudes toward

Yes
No
Doubt-ful
Don't:know

Advertising tc is more
(Ohio State Study, 1950)

More truthful.
Less'



Would you Saythattoday'esEandardsate, hiiglier, lower,
:the same, compared with ten years ago?-- (AAAA', 19614),

Higher %
About the same
Lower
Don't.

Statements were put in alternate forms to split halves of the
sample. Results here are responses to this statement *only.

sources: From,Greyser, S.A. and R.A. Bauer "Americans and
Advertising: Thirty Years of Public' Opinion" The Public
Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 30, (Spring, 1966)



-,-disclosute (whole' truth and dorrective).

'Turtii. we-briefly mentioned some public -opinion research -

results. -In this context,,one of the major findings of

the Bauer and, Oreyser'study concerned the publiC's reaction

to infOrmational problems versus other criticisms

advertising and advertlsements:

The net impact of the reasons given for
liking or, disliking both advertising and
advertisements.is as follows: the necessity
for an informational function is recognized
,and ads and advertising are approved of
for filling this role. Disapproval comes
in part for deficiencies in this
informational role, but more from the fact
that ads themselves are unpleasant and,
intrusive [37, 1968]

We shall now turn to these other sources of criticism of

the nature and context of advertising and advertisements



4-4 Taste

4.2.4.1 Introduction

Much of the annoyance.expresSed with regard to

advertising/marketing communications is concerned With

the manner of presentation of promotional messages. The

folloWIng table, summarized from-Bauer and Greyser's

Study,-presents some of the reasons peOple do not like

advertising:

REASONS WHY PEOPLE DQ. NOT LIKE'ADVERTISING**

Percent*

Advertising intrusiveness 40%
Untruthful Or exaggerated 26

\ ;

Silly, insults intelligence
-

.

Of fensive or bad for' children

11

8

High prBssure selling 6

Increases prices

Other reasons

* Percentages do not add to 100 because some respondents'gave
more than one answer.

Adapted from 13:!ucr, R. A. and S. A. Greyser Advertising in
America,' The consumer View (Division of Research, liarvard
Business School, 1968).

3

11'

(N) 1-, 84-6

l

It is difficult to find a term which adequately conveys

all the dimensions of the manner in which advertising/

marketing communications are presented to :the' public. While

it might be possible to classify techniques and circumstances

in great detail, the basic questiOn,is, do the advertising/

marketing communications, conflict with standards of Socially

acceptable behavior? In short, are the ads in bad taste?

a better term, we shall use "taste" to describe

these ethical, moral, and aesthetic considerations regarding -

which advertising/marketing communications



are,handled.

Advertising/marketingdommunicationE may be

considered as_of questionabletaste, fOr several reasons

including the f011owing:

- the promotion of an objectionable product
(for-example, personal,hygiene articles)
[section 4.2.4.2.] .

the inappropriateness of the occasion or
Context which, the promotion occurred
(for .example, contraceptives on Saturday
morning) [section 4.2.4.3]

objectionable appeals (for eXample, excessive
use of fear or sex) [section 4.2.4.4]

- the excessiveness of the techniques used
(for examPle,loud pulsating hard-sell
advertisements) [Section 4.2.4.5.] '-

We shall discusS each of these, situations in turn; however,

thereare some, common problems in determining-theline

between good taste and bad taste.

First, ethics, moralS, 'and aesthe.Eics -- or general

standards of behavior, specific standards of behavior, and

artistic standards,-r- are problems involving mores and

philosophy:that may cften,differ-widely in America's

hetepgeneous population;- One man's humor may be another

'idea of bad taste; Who decides for whom What is socially

acceptable and what is ncz._? For example, should, a goVernment

agency, parents in general, or his own parents decide what,.

commercials a child may be exposed to on television?

Second, whatever theistandards of taste (or tastefulness

are, they'change over time. Perhaps the most striking

example is the change in general standards regarding the

manner of discussion of personal hygiene and sexual

behavior in advertising/marketing communications.

particular instance, itbecomes particularly

Separate the, promotion ftoM the product" (as

In this

difficult to

will be



discussed "subsequently in section 4.2.4.2).

Third, there are- semantic. with the variable

called taste. Do different words -- words such as

"annoying, "offensive", 11 irritating", "enjoyable", and

."insulting"- -- frequently usedto describe attitudes

the content and presentation of advertising/marketing

communications, convey the same or different Meanings?

4.2.4.2 Product versus advertising

Suppose criticism -were voiced that an adVertisement

for a vaginal" deodorant spkay was in "bad taste?" What
is the cause of that criticism? ,'Perhaps the product itself

was' objectionable, or the explicit treatment given'it in

the' aid, the -implication thatsekual,Pleasure would be-

nOre forthaOming,or'the faCt,it was shown at' 7:30 p.m. and

children ,might'have:seen it. SuCh a hypothetical, situation

illustrates two iMpor:tantpoints First, any determination

oE-the,tattefulnets Cor.lack of it)' of advertising/marketing

communications is sl-tuatiOnsPecific At is diffiCult

to estahlish''eneralizationt.. Second, it is important

in 'any particular situation to determine whether the' prOduCt:
or the proMotion for'it'is,the'majorcause of criticism:

Once'this.major distinction has been made, then further,

details are necessary; for example, it it is the promotion,

is the cause of concern the appeal, the timing, or What?

Organizationfs such as the Television Code 'Review Board'

constantly:grapple with such problem's. For instance, at one

time vaginal deodorants and hemorrhoidal remedies were

not acceptable product- categOries for televitiOn advertising,

subject to Code 'authority. However, recently this ban has

.been lifted subject to' restrictions such as "sexual themes

or connotations are,to'be ,aVoided". :138,

38. National Association of Broadcasters Code News, V
Number 4,(June 1971).



,

Theoreticallithere are basically two ways in which

decisions can be made as to:what produotS may be offered'

and promOted.. First the decision maybe made "economically"

through,the.jmarket sYSteMv'that is, manufacturing, and

advertising/marketing CoMMUniCations-effO'rts are-determine
1

on the bsis of what',People:14ill. pay, for. Second,'the

decision maybe made "socially" by society, as' a whole (for,

e xample,-by consensus of voters) or by:society's'delegates

Of these, approaches is. found in a pure form.', Societies

.. .,,.
(for example, by a government agency),ln-practide,'neither

'.conduct -6 eir systems,with, various blends ofeconom16 and

Social-determination. Seldom are there argUMent'S regarding'

the choice Ofbne:alternative versus another; rather,

arguMents cOntInue_as tO'Thow much of each alternative. In

the States, products- have been.socially controlled

primaril y with regard to health and safetyi'not"with regard,

to their ability to offer fUnCtiOnal*and psychic gratification

tO the-consuMer .,(leaving aside at the-,Moment th6 nature' of

the promises or suggestioni: in the 'advertising/marketing

communications). The requirement of a warning on cigarette

packages and the subSequentprohibltion of broadcaSt.

advertising for cigarettes in 1971 exemplify social.

tt
determiAatibn of the advertising/marketing communications

for a product. The major point here is that advertisers may

-findthemselves under attack, not because of the advertising,

but because of the product" itself.

4.2.4.3. The advertising occasion -

While the public may have no unfavorable attitude toward

the,- product being promoted, it may react with annoyance at

the lack of taste shown in the -timing of the presentation of

the advertising/marketing, communications. For example, some

people may find the promotion of laxatives at dinnertime in



.bad taste because the commercial would be incongruous with

what they are doing at the time Or, some people may find

the proMotion of cohtraceptives during a Sunday broadcast

of a Boman Catholic service in bad taste because the

commercial would be incongruous withthe context in which

It aPpezred. Consumers might Complain that there aretoo.

many advertisements4 that they occur at the'peak of

excitement in television shows, that they are too lengthy,

and that they are repeated often. Such criticisms

also attack the advertiser'S sense of timing. Perhaps the

most controversial aspect ct the timing issue. at the moment

is advertising, that 'appears, when children are likeiy.to be

exposed - -= particularly television advertising on Saturday

morning, It is'necessary, but difficult, to separate the.

issue, of whether any:advertising/marketing 'communications

should be allowed at, certain times,and the issue of what

-types of adve'rtising/marketing communications should be

allowed, if any, at certain times. For example, the

following question, asked in a.1971 toper study,

clearly separate these issues:

Now I'dslike to ask you about commercials
On children's television programs -- and
I mean 'alIkinds of children's programs.
Some people think there should be no
commekcialS in any kind of childrens
programs because they feel .children\can
be too easily influenced. Other people,
while perhaps objecting to .certain
commercials, by.and large see no harm in
them and think children learn froM some
of them.. How do you feel -- that there
should ,be ho commercials on any daildren's
program or. that it is, all right to have
them if they don't take unfair Advantage
of children? -""

lo

-does not



On children's programs:

Total
Sample

0

4.35

Should be no commercials- 18

All right' to havecthem 74

Don't kilow or'no answer

People who have children
Under 6 6-16 Both under
years old years old' and over

only only 6 years old
%

20

78

18

79_

3

21

78

1

[39, 1971]

communications

detail in

The issues involved

to children are complex;

section 4.3.7.

4.2.4..4 Appeals

In Chapter Two

in advertising/marketing

we will examine them in more

we mentioned "rational" and "emotional"

buying behavior and pointed out

such terminology. We encounter

the_Classification of appeals.'

the semantic problems with

this difficulty again with

Some authors distinguish

between rational appeals (presumably appeals suchas price

comparison and prodtat feature description) and emotional

appeals:(presumably appeals, such as sekual.attractiyeness- and

.other forms of psychic'qratification). Most criticism as

to the tastefulness of the appeals used in advertising/marketing

communications is directed at the use of emotional appeals.

Two principal types of emotional appeals are frequent
. .

sources of controversy: first,' the use of'sex and second,

the use of fear.

With regard to the use of sex as an appeal, it is not

39. The 'Roper Organization "An Extended'View of Public
Attitudes Toward Television and Other Mass Media, 1959-19171",
(June, 1971).



always so much what is in the ad aS what the viewer brings\.

to it, The use Of phrases -- s me more blatant than Others

such as "had ,lately?" -7 ly on,this-fact for effect.

Further, some people may fin sexual double-entendres

or the more explicit use of sex more acceptable in some

media (such as men's magaz nes) than others (such as.television

more acceptable for some roducts (such-asitoiletri9s) than

others (such as breakfast cereals)7and, mote aCceptable for

some audiences (such as.adults) than \f or others ,(such as

children) . Even so, it seems some people do not find the use

of, sex in.advertising/ marketing. communications a relative

question. Rather, they think someone is pushing no L: just sex,

but abnormal sex orsexual indulgence:

But, what constitutes a "sex appeal" in advertising/

marketing -communications ? - 'Nudity? Panty4iy.a advertising?

Come-hither looks? Freudian'symbols? Man-women in, same
.

advertisement? Should we be concerned with what 'the .

advertisement contains (for-example, a slinky girl lolling

the hood of a new car) or with the response of the viewer

to the advertisement (which'may not be sexual arousal)?

Even if we are able to define or classify sex appeals

in advertising/marketing communid'ations, the question of
-

-

whether its use is socially acceptable or not remains The

censorship of Maiter-il to be viewed ,by _the public is a

continuing subject of controversy -7 a matter in which all'

ors

elements ok society are involved. However, it is unlikely that

Most advertisers intend to offend the majgrity of the public

by pandering to .t-.he 'sexual desire's of a few. Chester Posey,, .

an advertising executive, gave the following opinion on the

use of sex in advertising:



I 'think that tOx, like. appetite appeal, is
an instrument of persuasion; we photild use
it to pertuade rather than to akouse or
'shock ... I think' we best,servethose
responsibilities [tb the reputations of
our clients and toactin4 with integr"
towards the public] by being sent 'Ve to
the public attitudes towards father
than by trying to change theM or to lead_,
them. '[40, 1968]

e use of fear si.mila\'1,1, ,althOught'

0gations. Anti-tmoking and 'anti7drug'advertiS

fear-afcusal extensively. However, so do deodor

Wash advertisers, insurance' adveritisett,

is a complex emotion. An individual may

safety or for the safety'of. others (as exemplifi

and man

fear f

n\pt identical,

Brits use

nt and. moUthr

others Fear

his/her

d, in the

1968-69 gun control advertisements referring to the

assassinations of prominent public figures); fear for his/her

position In society and ,sexual attractiveness (as exemplified\
,

in some Mouthwash adVertitingY; and fear for his /her =
--..

' I\,,
dependentstuture-(as exemplified in life insurance -adyertisk

\

and savings'pog-kams to .fund College' education fOr c)-iildren). '-"-----

. _.-.--,777- 1

. .
.

Is it socially acceptable to; amplify fears individualt'L
, .fP

have -- such, as those related to body odors --'in an attempt'

to sell products? Is it inTbad'.tatte -to draw attention to

an individual's deficiencies and Portray or hint at grave

consequences if the individual does.not.buy-the product being

advertised ?' What.do we, expect an advertiser whb,has a

"parity" product-- a product just about the same as everyone
el

else't prOduct--to say? At the present tithe,,there do not

apPear toy ;be any generally,.agreedupon.answers to these

question's.-

Another dimension of. the question of social

acceptability of promotional appeals.isthe level of intelligence

40. Posey, Chester,American Associationbf Advertising lgencies
Ea'te'n Annual Conference, NeW York City,) 1968.

1
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EXHIBIT 4.5

REASONS WHY CERTAIN ADVERTISEMENTS ARE CONSIDERED ANNOYING

(Open-end 'responses)

Stimulus qualities of ad

Intrusiveness: Heard p_ seen it too often 20%
Disliked people ad, their

voices, music
Internal repetition:-
too long or large
Too loud

Insult, .:to Zilly;ridieulous,absurd

42%

Talked down to me, patronizing 6 19%
Unrealsituation or demonstration

Content impactiUniMportant sales argument
iMade me feel,depressed
Boring.
Confusing-:

73%

Informational failu' :e

11

36

Misleading,faise,: dishOnest,fake- demonstration
bonit believeclaims
ContradiCted experience with the product
:Exaggeated product's ability`.. 6

Moral concern 10

typeofproduct should,hot be.advertlsed
Ad :-is bad ,for ,children

Evaluative

Ad is poorly written or performed .

All ads for this product say the same; thing,
look or sound alike

other-answers

"It was jest annoying". r no further answer 5

138%

(r = 2,-126 ads)

Percents add to more than 100% due to multiple mentions.;

Source; Bauer, and S. A. Greyser Advertising.in -America:
The'Consumer View*, (DiviSion of Research,- Harvard BUSiness
-School, Boston: '1968)

*
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rv

of the viewer apparently assumed by the advertiser. That is,
. /

some critics of advertising/marketing communications complain
2

-about the simple-mindedness of thg promotiOnal message,

claiming that their intelligence has beeicinsuIted:.--The core

of this type of argument is that mass advertisers aim at the

lowest common denominators in human heings. Consumers and

businessmen often feel their'-intelligenceis.being insulted.

Bauer and Greyser, in the survey of consumer attiudes,

found.that a frequent criticism of the nature of certain

advertisementS was the,perceived'insult to the respondent's

intelligence. Their results are presented in Exhibit 4.5.

Greyser and Reece, examining the thange in attitudes of

over a10-year period, reported_businessmen toward advertising

the folloWing:

Compared with ten years
ago, would you say 'there', Lten-Persabri3eryWho answer:
is a greater, a smaller, ' About \

or about the same Smaller the same A\ Greater
proportion of... proportion proportion prOportiOn

Ads which themselves :'are
in bad taste 29% 5°/.

Ads for objectionable
products

Ads which the
public' s intelligence

Ads which your
intelligence

Ads which are irritating

-46%

21 38 41

18 25 57

18 28 54

1, 1971]

41, Greyser,, -; and B. B. Reece \ftBusinessmen Look H4rd at
Advertsing'' .Harvard Business Review;(May-June,
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Other typeS of appeals than sex and fear. used in

advertising/marketing communications have been criticized.

For example, some commentators lament the use of

materialistic or "life isn't complete unless you own one

of these" apI.!als One-upmanShip.("own-a-betterone-than-

y9uneighbor").apPeals have also been 'attacketh Other types

of appeals that could be discussed with regard to their

tastefulness include: ethnic ari,b,eals and role-portraying

or sterec>typing appeals. mat:Jrialism, ethnic groups,

anckrole portrayals wi4.3. be looked at in sections

and 4.3.6.
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4.2.4.5 Techniques -

Greyser and Reece found that three-fourths of the execu-

tives they surveyed believe that "repetition has been substitute

for imagination in much of today's advertising". [42, 1971)

Bauer and 'Greyser fo-und the major source of consumer annoyance

with advertising was its intrusiveness -- advertisements seen

or.heard too often, too long or too loud4 and that have

unpleasant people, voices or music. [43, 19711

Advertising executive Paul' Harper believes advertisers

have resorted to more strident and 'perh'aps questionable methods

of attention-seeking, because of the prOliferation of products

and,promotion and the consequent need to be "heard above the

crowd."

Just as surely as our ,cities are bein4'enVeloped
in smog and oth r fOrds of filth, so is the I

communication environment:becoming more and
more clutter d and obscured. It is_becoming,
harder and/harder to attract and hold attention
and implant an idea... Part of problem
is the proliferation of similar prodvcts.
There are 33 advertised brands of -d-eodoran s

in the U.S. and they all do just-about the
same, thing. In the past-two 7;i:ears, _eight
brands of enzyme detergents have been launch-F4.d.

it is estimated that $50,000;000 is being
spent. 'to advertise them, and they do just
about the same thing. There are now
bra4ds of ready-to-eat ,ce 'els being
advertised against th6,=sa. market, and
they dff ur only,sdperficia.L. novelty [44, 1970),

However, whether or not the ritating techniques" such

repetition and ,attention-seeking devices

as

(sUch as Ioudress ) are

42. Greyser -S.A., and B.B. Reece; same-Reference

43. Bauer, R.A. and S.A.'GreySer,

44. Harper, Paul as quoted in

as Footnote' 31.

Same Reference as Footnote 3.

Advertising Age,' date not located.
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understandable from the advertisers point of= view (for

example, to get "results" as discussed in Chapter Two or

because of technical problems),,the question remains as to

whether such advertising/marketing communications are socially

acceptable. Discussing, let., alone documenting, such an

issue it difficult. For example, on the one hand, the

'4eecutives-stIrveyed by Greyser andReece believed' hard -sell

promotion that pounds its message home is not necessary:,

yet..,---.On-tne other hand, they split just about evenly on

whether the most effective television commercials arelle-

most annoying. 145:, 19711

fhe results of any survey of tonsUmerattit'Udes are
/:

predictable in large measure: people will not like

something that annoys them, by .definitioi.. Opinions are
-rlikely to differ, howeverexterit of irritation

caused by one particular advertiseMent or to differ.

comparison of LaVer.al adVertiseMents on .`the dimension of

tastefulness of the techniques used. For example, perhaps
an infrequ nt teIO'isionviewer:would be less exposed. -and

hence leSsupset by .the repetition of commercial's:. Anothidt

factor Influencingppinions to the tas*efUlness of

advertising/markcing communications is the nature of the -

media/' As discussed in SecLion ,

as televiSion) are less controllable by the audience than

others (such .a

intrusive., Intrusiveness,

is a highly disliked ;4_ it

communications. C

of theme or the Very taMe

television, which

that reason alone

same technique in

a.

7...ce :are. viewed ,as more

out in Exhibit

,.,:,f:Av.ertising/marketing
. .

technique such as repetition --

using a medium such as

is regarded as inherently-intrusive may for

be considered bad taste whereas using

another medium may_ be quite acceptable.

the

4 . GreYser, S.A. and,B.B. Aec Same Reference as Footnotef 31
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:An argument. frequently heard when discussing-irrItating,

techniques in advertiSingiSthat IrritatingadS are More-

effective and hence are thd price the puiDlic must. pay to have
. _

advertising support the media. The assertion that

advertising/marketing communications are necessary

worth examining.% Opinions are likely to vary with

and with the question asked:

irritating

evils is

circumstances

Some techniques used to gain attention and recall - such a

repetition can backfire-, thus rendering their use a high

risk strategy. !On "the. other hand;:it is not. economically

practical to use each advertiSement only once ,It is

.expensie to prcquce advertisements -- particularly television

commercials -- and expenSive to run them. 'perhaps\there

some .opportunity_` to redUce]these dbsts, but the fact remains

that advertisementS in the long-rung. Must payoff tor the

companies using them. Even so, do consumers haVe to put u"

with annoyance? S.he evidence available is not clear; for

example, the following .question asked of consumers by the

Roper Organization fails to provide a full range of

alternatives and thus-only partially bolsters the argument

that annoying characteristics in advertising/marketing

communications are necessary.

Different people have all sorts of things, both
good and bad, to say about T.V. commercials. --
for exampue -- that they are in poor:- taste,
that they are informative, that they
are amusing, that t:nere are too 'many
of them, etc. Now ever hing considered,
do you agree c-.1 disagr e that* having
commercials on T.V. i a fair price
to pay for being able to watch it?-



Agree

Disagree

a& Know

4.43

Nov. Nov: Jan.
1961 1964. 1967

77%. 781W :80%- 80% 80%

14 10 9- ' 10 10

9 9 11 10 ,10

Nov.
1968

Jan.
1971 -

[46, 1971)

SuCh a question leaves the respondent_who wants trflevision

without an apparent alternative to the annoying qualities

of advertising/marketing communications. Further, as

discussed in Chapter Two consumerbehavior research has not

yet, been able to discbver whether in general, less irritating

(at least,to the majority of the audience) advertising/marketing

communications are or can be as effectiVe_as (or more effective)

than current advertising/marketing

4.2.4.6 Summary

In sec' ion 4.2.4 we have reviewed several dimensions of

"taste" -- a concept used to refer to the social acceptability

of the ways in which advertising/marketing communications are

presented. These dimensions included:

acceptability of'the product,

communications.

.r)cCasion and contex,t,_

In

appeals, and

techniques

summary, we fbud that advertisingimarketing communications

Can be and often are .considered in badtasteecatiSe of

presenta' thatthis.is underStandab16). and that= to some

extent this situat on is not completely avo dable.
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.3 Impact of Advertising/Marketin,Communications on Values
and Life-Styles:

4.3.1 Introduction -

In,Chapter. Two:We examined the impact of advertising/

marketing communications- on purchasing behavior from the

viewpoint of specific products or product classes. In

Chapter Three we_examined the implications of the use of

advertising/marketing communications from an economic view-

"Point- In this chapter, Section 4.2, we looked at the

nature of advertising/marketing communications efforts from
a social viewpoint. In this section, we will broaden our

foruS still.further to build on all the preceding material

in an examination of what impact advertising/marketing com-

muniGltions have on the values and behavior (here called

Ilife-style" to convey more than just purchasing behavior),

of members of society. The issues involved are the most

important -- and at the same time 'the most difficult to

resolve -- of the issues treated in this .rTport.

Of the many values or life-style, patterns with which

advertising/marketing communications have been associated,

those most frequently,discussed include the following:

Materialism, instant gratification, and
level of 'cOnsumption [Section 4.3.31

Moral, ethical and aesthetic standards
[4.3.14)

Conformity and diNrErsity [4-3.51

- Interpersonal and group relationshi s
[4.3.6]

Children [43.7)

The Issues comprising these topiss, although the subject of

frequent_debete, have not been re,searched in much depth.

Conequently-iour-discussion, which will undoubtedly appear
brief, merely reflects the paucity of knowledge^ on these

.03
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topics. We will begin by examining, the fundamental qUestion

underlying these issues: that is, do advertising/marketing

communications create or reflect the values and lif,3-styles

of "members of society?

4.3.2 Creation or Reflection of Values and Life-Styles -

`\ To what extent do advertising/marketing_communications

have the power, to effect changes in people's basic values
-,and behavior? We have encountered this question, in various
forms, throUghout our discussion of advertising/marke ing

communications. For example, in Chapter ,Two, 14 addressed

the impact of promotional efforts on primary and selective
demand. We found that the factors which affeCt demand are

numerous andintet-related -- and that advertising/market=

ing Communications constitutes just one of these influences.

We did not uncover any empirical evidence that-would

resblve one way or the other the issue of creation vs. re-
flection af public values: Most writert-oA this topic seem
to *believe that advertising/marketing 'Communications are

implicated to some extent in value/behavior origination -

generally, an undesirable situation from the viewpoint of

social commentators. Most observer6 agree, however, that

advertising reflects prevailing life styles to 'a Considerably

greater extent than it creates them. P. A.1 Baran and P. M.

Sweezy, after an extensive review of advertising knr,ledge
in Britain and the United States 'concluded:

It is crurial to recogni7e that advertising
and mass media programs sponsored by and re-
lated to it do not to any significant extent
create values or Produce "attitudSibut rather
reflect existing values 'and ploit.pxevailii-Ig
attitudes. In so doing th undoubtedly, re=
inforce-them and_contribut to their propagaH
tion, but they cannot be considered. to be thr,4r
taproot. There-ds wide-Consensus among spec...,lists
that advertising_campaigns succeed not if they seek
'to change people's attitthdes,,but if they manage
to find, by means of,motivation research and simi-
lar procedures, a way of linking up with existing
attitudes.,
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Status-seeking and snobb(lry; social,
racial, and sexual discrimination;
egotism and unrelatedness to others;
envy, gluttony, avarice, and ruth-
lessness 'in the drive' for self
advancement -- all of these atti-
tudes are not generated by advertis-
ing but are made use of and appealed
to in the contents of advertising
material.-- Advertising, being a
reinforcing and proliferating mech-
anism, can neither be-held responsible
nor absolved of all responsibility for
prevailing attitudes, cultural standards,
and values. [47, 1964]

-Neil Borden, summarizing his findings, stated:

Coasumers' wants for products have been
determined by the character of consumers
and their'existing environment. Adver-
tising has not changed people's basic
°characteristics, nor has-it appreciably
changed the environment. It ha. merely
played upon consumers' buying motives to
intensify desires onto build favorable
attitudes toward:products. In helping
to Usher in inventions.and in speeding
up demand for some products and slowing
down contracting demand fo_ others, ad-
vertising has had an effect in altering
consumers' living habits and attitudes.
In this way it has had an.effect on the
environment. [48, 19421_

Many compentatos on the,effects of advertising on

society base generalized arguments on very, specific examples.

For instance, Vance Packard alleged that companies-have

"contrived" the demand for convenience products such as one-

way bottles -- that through advertising and .control over

distribution, companies have created a "use-it-oncc-and-

thr6W=it-away" attitude. [49, 1960]. However, Packard's
,

47. Baran, P.A. and P.M. SweetY, Theses on Advertising,' Science
and Scletz Vol. 28, No.1,(1964) pp. i20 -30,

48.'Sorden,.,N H., Same Reference as Footnote 4.

49. Packard, Vance, The Waste Makers (pavA, McKay CPMPany, inc.,
1960) Chapter 5.
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discussion lacks substantiation, as-do most other treatments

of the issue of creation or reflection of values and' life-

styles..

4.3.3 MaterialiSM, Instant Gratification, -and Level of
ConsuMption

A major concern of many :analysts.of American society

is its materialistic nature.' Materialism, ;simply.stated,

is the tendency to value the possesSion of products. For

example, if we maintain that teenagers value highly the

possession of radios and re rd players, we are ascribing

to them a materialistic attitude. A society may be described

as materialistic if such attitudes are prevalent throughout

'society. The extent of materialism can be evaluated for a

given society (for .xampl-, a comparison of the amount spent

on products to the amc spent on the'arts)- or compared be-
tween zocietiesfor a comparison of such.eXpendi-

tures in two ,.countries) ..

The relationship of advertising/marketing communications

to the extent of materialism in .a society has been the subject

of many vehement attacks on advertising. Critics of advert's--

ing have asserted that advertising generally ccaveys to members

of a society that there is a solutiorl for,every problem, and

that the solution is a material One, Vance Packard put it
this way:

...standing in the way /of any significant
shift in the American style of life is the
all-pervading commerciaj,isra of the ,environ-
ment in-Which they liye and breathe.n Americans'
consequently are unde fairly constant pressure
to appraise their life zatisfacton on the basis
of material possessions. [50, 1960]

Further, it has been allege

cause people to want materi

them o want m re and more

faction with the status quo.

summarize.d this tendency as

that not only does adve,,xtising

1* possessions, but it also causes

it creates perpetualdissatis-

S. E. Morison, an English writer

follows:



Advertising has promoted the revolution of
rising expectations...advertising more than--

, any factor has-made the luxuries of yester-
day the.necessities of today. [51, 1965]

It has also been alleged that advertising/marketing communi-
cations have fostered the demand for "instant gratification;"
that is, advertising/marketing communications makes people
want products and_services "now" whether theY can afford
them or not This tendency, while difficult to document,

probably exists, However, it is unlikely that promotion is
the sole cause many -other factors are involved, such as

increased credit availability, more extensive use of display

in self-service stores, etc.--j

If advertising/marketing communications do create or

reinforce the drive for immediate possession of more and

more material goods regardless of ability to pay for them,
'':is effect is of particular concern in the case of dis-

advantaged groups such as the poor. Federal Trade Commis-
sioner Mary Gardiner Jones discussed the impact of adver-
tising, on the poor as follows:

social ,pressure'dh them to consume
is almost irresistible.,.the only sense
of status 'ihich is in any way available to
them is through the possessioh of.the material
accoutrements of-our economy.-...an automobile,
a sewing machine,'a TV set....[52, 1969]

Bauer and
/

Greyser, in their recent book stated that

it was imPortant,to separate the tendency to acquire material

goods from the use to which the-material goods are put. Theirt
discussion of materialism included the following reMarks:

51. Morison, S:E. The, Oxford History .of the. American People
(New York: Oxford-University Press, 1965) p. 892

52. Jones, Mary Gardiner, "The cultural and .SJcial Impdct of
Advertising on American Society", a -speeCh before the Trade
,Regulation Round Table of the Association of AmeriOanLaw,

. .

ool, San Francisco, California, released Decemk r 29, 1969,
as gated in Jo,hn MYers' forthcoming Social Issues 'in
Advurtising, '(New York,: American Association of Advertising
Ac.rm.cies, 1971) Chapter One.
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-DiscusSions of thert thatadVertising and
marketing in gehei,arplaywith'espect to
TiAterialism are.inVAriably garbled:,'Jt'iS
difficult- to whetherthe matter ofconcern
is the. predilection of 'people in our society:
to acquire 'material goods, or the functions
.which material goods play in the society.
Close:attention to many of these arguments
haSconvincedus that a-freq4ently,:overt
looked central isSue:iethat:in our society
material goOds serve mah.TainctionSwhich
are served in'other fashionsin'other societies.

It is perplexing.4ndeed:that'the criticism
ofa:pateriallstic society becomes most
heatedwhenthediscussionturnS,:tothe
faCt':that7peopleuse material goods':tO
satisfy Wheteregeerelly considered to
be nonmaterial Perhaps thediS...
tinctivefeature our eocietyTi*that
while:,thereeso many. material- things
which may afford-ego gratificatiOn or
serve aSsyMbols:of status, there is little
stable agreement as to which:objects should
serve tLese functiona...'

This entire issue can well profit from
fresh thinking. Many values and expectations
of our society are probably involved. one
of them is the notion that material objects
have a single clear-ctt "primary functioh".--
such as that an automobile iska means of-
transportation --and that investment ,of
re6ourc anything beyond'this-yprimary
functic is in some -sense "bad". 'Other
societies,despite having obviously less
material wealth, nevertheless do not share,
this assumption.

11gardlees.Of ,what .reevaluation may emerge
a-new'consiqeration'.as to the nature of

our materialistic ,society,it'is. inescapable
that adVertsingplaysan important role in
it .1 Advertising =is:the chief means of
communicating taihforcing) to people:-
the. range Of reasons fOr which they might
want to acquire to erial ObjectS. It 'seems
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probabie that as longaS' these
reasons are ones which the culture
recognizes, e.g., that a given
object canindeeq/be viewed as
a symbol ofv statUs, it is unlike-
ly that advertising can or will
be prevented from appealing to
such reasons. If we regard as
undesirabae these materialitic

.v
values 0 our society, we must
look be/irdind advertiAng for
chamng 2E53, 1968]

Walter -Taplin

slightly differently:

approached

Most of the things wewant are
not material but mental. We
want states of mind. The ad
vertiser, beginning:., with a
material objectwhich is to
be sold, _suggests the states
of mind which may.be achieved
by the purchaser. You can-
either: rejoice that huMan
beings have want's, and that
other.hUManbeings-tryto
satisfy them and be paid'
for their,trouble; or ,you
can deplore the naure-of
humanity; [54,'1960]

Another argument heard in

advertising/marketing conmunicati

nature of society is that adve icing is the "lubricant

the eccromic madh ne moving" to support a high

standard of living._ Supp, teri- of this position often

overlook its baSic weakOss. As Bauer and Greyser rput

53. Bauer, R.A.5nd
pp. 367-368;

Walter, Same Referende as Footnote



...AdVertising men cannot rest their
case that advettising's ability to
"movelgoods" is an ultimate justification.
Some advertising men are so convinced.
of the present role of advertising in our
economy that they can see no possible
alternatives to existing arrangements.
It does not follow, for example, that
even an improved Material' standard of
living.is'dependent on an 'increase in our-
Gross National Product. GNP is a measure
of transactions within the economy whiCh
has nothing per se, to db with what is
produced, or with the rate at which the
nation's wealth is being:depreciated. [55, 1968]

4.3.4 Moral, Ethical, and ?esthetic Standards -

In section 4.2 we discussed the moral, ethical, and aesthetic

nature of advertising/marketing cormunications. In this section,

we s,hall' discuss the effects of ac*rtising/marketing communications

on moral, ethical, and aesthetic standards; that is, the criteria

by which people evaluate ideas and behavior -- including promotional

behavior.

Do advertising/marketing communications lead to qower moral

standards (for example, increased sexual permissiveness)? Do advertising/

marketing communications lead to lower'ethical.standards (for example;

increased deceit in relationships)? Do advertising/marketing

communications debase aesthetic values (for example, decreased

apPreciation of classiCal music)? TheSe are difficult questions

to discuss, let alone resolve. For example, how might We evaluate

the following assertion by ReVerend R.J.McCracken?

It is obviousythat little thought is given ,

to the effect,of advertiseMents on character.

5.5.13auer, R.A. and S.A. Greyser,-Same Reference as Footnote3,
p. 368.
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In some instances, not only truth,
but taste and decency are at a dis-

count. The advertisersjiave some-
thing to eell.and they mean to
sell it, The profit motive over-
rides ethical considerations.
have no hesitation in saying that
this is one of the most pernicious
and vulgarizing influences operating
at the present time oh American
manners and morals. [56]

We might approach this argument logically. For example, we

might argue that the marketing of nationally branded products

requires a large measure of trust between the consumer and the

manufacturer, and that advertising helps create and maintain

such trust. Yet, as apparent in cur discussion of false and

misleading advertising in section 4.2.3, we could also argue

the opposite. Or we might approach McCracken's position

empirically, at least to the extent of measuring the opinions

of various groups on the question. For example, Greyser and

Reece in their study of businessmen found that they split

quite evenly On the question of whether advertising improves

or lowers the general level of taste in society:

Issue Alternatives

This is:

Trot Don't know False

Impact on public taste Downgrades it
Improves it

41% i3% 46%
37 15' 48 [57 1971]

There is no empirical evidence to indicate the extent to Which

advertising/marketing communications do, in fact -- as dis-

tinguished from ORinion -- affect moral, ethical, and aesthetic

standards. Given the multiplicity of influences on these stand,--

ards, itseems unlikely'that any clear-cut measurement of theSe,

effects can ever be made.

56. McCtacken, "Ad Persuaders Are Petnicious," Printersink,-
Date not located

57. _yser,' S.A. and B.a. Reece, Same; Reference as Footnote3
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4.3.5 Conformity and Diversity

Another charge against-advertising/marketing communi-

cations is that promotional efforts have pushed. Americans

toward the mediocrity that results ,from conformity. Adver-

tising is aimed at the masses, this argument would go, and

is designed to get everyone to do the same thing -- buy the

same appliance, subscribe to the same magazine, go to the

same movie. However, no advertiser no matter what hiS intent

has been able to sell everyone. If a product has a 60 percent

,share of the market and advertijsing has played some part

obtaining that franchise, Can we say advertising has increased

the level of conformity in society -- or contrarily, has adver-

tising decreased the level of individuality? If advertising

helps manufacturers offer greater variety of products, does this

constitute an assist towards. decreasing the ,general level of con-

formity; that is, does the proliferation of products allow greater

opportunity for members of the society to express their individual7

itv? Very little empirical-data is available on these questions.

Some opinion research has been done;- for example, Greyser

and Reece discovered businessmen were divided on whether

advertising "leads to uniformity of taste among conL;umers."'

[58, 1971]

4.3.6 Interpersonal and Group Relationships -

Doradvertising/marketing communications strain relation-

ships among individuals of differing.age, race, religion, sex,

income, etc.? Should advertisements portray society as it is

or as the advertiser thinks it.should be? In this time of

.protest it is not surprising to find advertising/marketing

58. Greyser, S.A. and'B.B. Reece, Same Reference as Footnote 31.
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communications being accused of chauvinism by one group or

another. For example, women's liberation supporters ave

argued that advertising pOrtrays a stereotype of the roles

women play, thus (perhaps) conditioning women to accept

inferior positions in society as housewives, maids, depend-

ents, and decorations. [59, 1970]

A recent study by Alice Courtney and Sarah Lockeretz

on the roles portrayed by women in magazine advertisements

revealed that there is some justification for the charges

made by feminists as to the nature of advertising; however,

the effects of advertising on the learning and acceptance

roles were mot examined in the CoUrtney and Lockeretz-

research.

....there were few individual advertisements
studied that could be considered offensive
to women. Yet, the totality of the picture
presented did reflect some cliches about
women's roles that are considered by fem-
inists to by highly unflattering. [60, 61971]

In recent years, there has'alsO been agitation over the -

portrayal of ethnic groups-in advertising/marketing communi-

cations. For example, Mexican-Americans were upset in 1969

over the Frito-Bandito commercials, and Italian-Americans

complained about an Alka-Seltzer commercial stereotyping

Italians.

The relationship, of advertising/marketing. communica7

tions to racial problems has also been a subjeCt of concern.

For example, does the use of white models, black models, or

59. For example, see D. Grant 'Women's Libs Fume at 'Insulting
Ads': Ad Gals Unruffled," Advertising Age,'(June 27, 1970).

60. Courtney, A.E. and S.W. Lockeretz "A Women's Place: An
Analysis of the Roles. Portrayed by Women in Magazine Adver-
tisements" Journal of Marketing Research, (February .1971).
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some of each in adVertising influence racial attitudes? If

the use of integrated commercials helps the civil rights

movement, should advertisers be required to have such com-

mercials regardless of their impact on Sales? [61, 1970]

In 1969, Advertising Age reported the conclusions _of a study

done by the Metropolitan Applied Research Center:

Television is too important 'an influence
on the lives of our children to ignore
le fact that commercials educate in
ays not intended by their sponsors...
If commercials reinforce stereotypes
or racial superiority; they damage
individualS as well as society. If
commercials show blacks as full mem-
bers of American culture, they help
prepare us for that future. Finally,
if blacks and whites are .shown to -
gether in commercials, some of the
barriers to desegregation will be
breached. [62, 1969]

Obviously, there is a need for much research on these questions..

In the meantime, we can expect changes'in advertising/

marketing communications content to be demanded on the basis

of "fairness" of representation of differing viewpoints.
f

This concept,, currently called the "equal time doctrine,"

maintains that groups with opposing viewpoints to those

expresSed in the media be allowed a reasonable ?ortunity

to present their views. [63, 1971]

61. Fora discussion_of the nature of the black market,
see R.A. Bauer and S.M. Cunningham, Studies_ in the Negro
Market, (Boston, Marketing Science Institute, 1970)

,62. Advertising Age,(September 30, 1969).
63. For an account of a recent controversy involving the "equal

time doctrine" and environmental protection, see "Court Rule
to Widen Ad Time Use Causes Alarm, Confus:i.on" in Advertising
ACIP. (7\11CM-F q711 n 1
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4.3.7 Children -

CUrrently of special concern is the question: how do'-

advertising /marketing communications affect children? This

question may be examined in two parts. First, to_what extent

-do advertising/marketing communications-affect the purchasing

behavior (or demands voiced for purchasing behavior) of

children? Do marketers "exploit" the relative lack of

sophistication of children? Is it ethical to attempt to

influence children? Second, to what extent do advertising/

marketing communications affect tlie'living behavior values

and life-styles -- of children? Do marketers "Corrupt".

children by inculating socially unacceptable values?

These questions are not easily resolved because they

are value-laden and difficult to research. Further, it is

only recently that interest in these questions has become
0

widespread enough to encourage much work in this complex

urea. Fbr years researchers and writers assumed implicitly

that children reacted to advertising/marketing communications

in much the same way as their parents, except that children

were more vulnerable. This assumption has not been justified

by recent research -- children seem,to react differently.

.Estimates vary as to how. much time,children spend

watching television; however, these estimates do show that

children are exposed more to television advertising than to any

other form of advertising /marketing communications. is

not surpriSing, then, that researahers a critics have

focused their-attention primarily on tele ision advertising.

UnfOrtunately, early work on television's effects on children

dealt with the effects of program content rather than commercial

content. Only recently/have the effects of television advertising

on children been a subject of major research.
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Research on children and television advertising is more

complicated than research on adults and television advertising.

First, interviewing and_self-reporting techniques are difficult

to administer and interpret, particularly with young children.

Second, reliability and validity problems arise, in laboratory

experiments due to children's reactions to a strange experimental

environment. Third, the observations of children's behavior

by parents often contain biases that are difficult to allow

for in interpretation. Fourth, research on effects of

communication on adults cannot simply be generalized' to.

children. Most research with adults focuses on attitude change

as a measure of the efficacy of communication messages (such

as advertisements). Children should not be expected to have

strong, fixed attitudes, however, so findings from such

studies with adults are not applicable to children. More

relevant variables for research concern learning, that is,

the gradual accumulation of knowledge and formation of

attitudes which result from exposure to mass media.

In 1964, J. U. McNeal did a study on the consuming

behavior of children. He reached the following conclusions

regarding their reaction to television advertising:

.
There was increasing dislike and mistrust,
of television ads as the children increased
in age ... Half of the five - and ,seven -
year - olds end over three-fourths of the
nine-year-Olds reported negative feelings
toward _television commercials. They
believpd that the ads are, in generel,
"untruthful," "annoying, "
"repetitious," and take too much time

r-,
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from the program in progress Despite
their dislike for television commercials,
over half of each group [5,7, and 9 year-
olds] bought, or asked their parents to
buy, many of the goods they saw advertised...
With increasing age, there was an increasing
tendency among the children not to want
the goods that they saw advertised on
television. By age nine, this negative
feeling was prevalent among 35 percent of
the subjects who thought that advertisements
'exaggerated the quality of the products. [64, 1964]

7

To our knowledge, the most complete study of children

and television advertising is a project directed by Scott

Ward of the Marketing Science Institute. [65, 1971] Ward

has reported six individual pieces of research and is currently

conducting further work in this area. His findings shed much

light, on some of the issues involving children's reactions

to television advertising; therefore, we shall summarize his

major conclusions.

between second and fourth grades, children
not only begin to discriminate between programs
and commercials, but also begin to understand
the intent of commercials. (This is a tentative
finding,.since it is based on small sample re-
sults in a clinical, interview setting.)

64. McNeal, J. U. Children as Consumers (Bdreau of Business
Research', University of TeXas, 1964)
65. Ward, Scott; Project Director, Effects of Television
.i.,11dvertising'on.Children'and Adolescents, /Marketing Science
Institue, (July, 1971),



by sixth grade, children have relatively
well-developed attitudes toward commercials --
they respond to them in terms of the message
and evaluate advertising in terms of its
relevance to them -- they select that to
which they'll pay attention and believe.

(This is a tentative finding, since it is
based on small sample results in a clinical
interview setting.)

contrary to many people's opinions,
children do not "tune in" to commercials
(i.e., increase attention to them relative
to program fare). All children sampled
between 5-12 years of age generally show
a decrease:in attention to commercials,
although younger children (5-7) show the least
decrease in attention, while the eldest children
(10-12) show the greatest decrease. There is
some variation in attention due to the
product category'being advertised.

children do form positive and negative
attitudes about advertisements -- generally
adolescents are quite cynical about television
advertising, feeling that commercials are
not straightforward, often hypocritical,
and frequently in bad taste. However, they
have positive attitudes toward commercials
seen as "funny."

although many mothers believe the effects
of;.,television advertising on their children
are reflected in requests for products by
their children, television advertising is
neither the sole nor necessarily the most
influential determinant of children's wants
and purchasing behavior.

adolestenta acquire consumer attitudes and
skills from television advertising -- such
consumer learning occurs as a function of
the qualitO5f television adVertising use
(i.e., motivations of reasons for watching
commercials) more than simply as a function
of the quantity of media use.
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black and white adolescents do not differ
markedly in their responses' to television
advertising.

intelligence was a better predictor of
recall of commercial themes and slogans
than exposure to television advertising.

Since Ward's project was limited to one year, he was unable

to examine in much detail the broad questions of the impact

of television advertising on the values and life-styles of

children. Such questions as "does television advertising

teach children to become hypocritical?" were not addressed.

Ward did discover thatehildren and adolescents had reasons

for watching television advertising: to learn about products,

to learn about which people use what products, and to

vicariously enjoy watching' how other people live. His con-

clusions suggest much further research is needed particularly

research that monitors individual children over a period of

years to examine the effects of television advertising r-_..lative

to other sources of information (such,as schools) on the

development of values and life-styles.

Research such as Ward's shows that the question Of children's

"vulnerability" to advertising is compleX indeed. Since

children seem to be able to discriminate between commercials

and programs at an early age; since they form attitudes about

commercials; and since they genera\llY "tune out" from watching

commercials, it would seem that th

victims" of television advertising

y are not "helpless

However, the subtle

.learning processes which occur may be viewed as a significant

source of influence.
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4.4. Summary:

In our review of the impact of advertising/marketing '

communications on society we discovered a great many issues

and very little e'.idence.: Consequently, we chose to examine

what appeai. to be the major issues and to present a wide

variety of "evidence" including some opinions of writers,

advertising 'practitioners, consumers, and businessmen.

The issues may be ordered in several ways -- all of them.

arbitrary in \our opinion. In order to facilitate discussion,

we chose to examine the nature and content of advertising

(what advertising is and how it is done) somewhat separately

from the social acceptability.ofits effects on the values

and life-styles of members of society. We did not mean to

imply that there is'a neat dividing line between what advertising

is and what it does.

The lack of "objective empirical evidence" is probably

the result of three problems: (1) the difficulty of

unravelling -- especially statistically -- the interrelation-

ships of the innumerable factors which influence, values and

behavior; (2) the impossibility of determining the total .

impact on society of advertising as an institution; and (3).

most important, the value-laderrnature of the variables.
.

The third problem -- the value judgment problem -- is essentially

this: who decides what\is acceptable for whom?

A discussion of the \social effects of advertising'^noils

down to an examination of the components of the following

two questions:



(1) How "powerful" is advertising? Does it subStantially

affect the liVes of people by influencing. them to

believe and behave differently than they would with
out having been exposed to advertising? If so, is

its influence positive, negative or mixed?

(2) In addition to its/effects on purchasing behaVior.

(the subject of Chapter Two), what effects does

advertising have on the values and life-styles of

meMbers,of society as reflected in their "living

behavior?"-Are these `effects desirable or undesirable?

In Chapter Four, we attempted to indicate the complexity of

these questions by examining the impact of both the content

and presentation of advertising on different groups in

society under different conditions. \One clear conclusion

that emerged was that the social acceptability of advertising

varies markedly -- among indiViduals, among groups, and

among situations. COnsequently, there are few generally

agreed upon limits as to the nature and content of advertising

and as to the manner of presentation of advertising.

We began our discussion of the nature and content Of

advertising by looking at persuasion. We discovered that

Wh.ile in principle, the attempt to influence purchasing

behavior is acceptable to most people, in practice, there

are several situations in which the perSuasive aspect ,of

advertising has -been questioned.

are as follows:

(1) When advertising is directed at consumers unable to

The situations we considered7

purchase the advertised products;

(2) When the product is not needed or Wanted;



(3) When the persuasive means is 'unknown or only very

subtly .conscious to the recipient; and

---(4)----eiTiheailferences among 'competing, products are

slight or nonr,existent.-
. ,

Our examination of each of these situations revealed no cleat

consensus as to.exadtly what constitutes socially unacceptable

Rem*uasion in adVertiSing. ,

In particular, there seems to be,

no eMpirCal way ofdetermininq Whether and to what extent

advertising influencespeople to. buy things they dO not want

Althotgh we arbitrarily distinguished between the persua-

sive and informative nature of advertising for purposes

such a distinction is very artificial, and in"

often, impossible. The two Characteristics shade

another.

of

advertising clearly has ar informative function.

We examined four major issues regarding the informative

aspect of advertising. These issues are as follows:

(1) TrUth Is\literal truth the standard by which

false advertising is determined?

(2) Deception What Constitutes a deceptive or mis

leading advertisement? ,Misleading to whom?

(3) Puffery--- To what extent vertisers be

allowed to exaggerate?

(4) Disclosure -- What information, whether to the

advertiser's advantage or not should be disclosed?



We discovered that all of the information issues involved

the need to set/standards -- of truth, intelligence, exaggera-
i

tion,-and-information_completeness.__Thereforthough
//

public opinion surveys have revealed-a substantial amount

of criticism regarding the way in which information is

provided, in advertising, very few general guidelines have

emerged'as to how to evaluate the informative aspects of

/advertising/marketing communications.

We employed the term "taste" to describe the 'moral,

ethical, and aesthetic aspects of the content and manner of

presentation of advertising/marketing communications. We

recognized three problems,encountereddn determining the

line be good taste and bad taste: (1) individuals vary

widely as to what is considered in good or bad taste; (2)

:StandardS of taste vary over tiMe;._and (3)-there are semantic

problemsinthe.:Measurement of tastefulness.

We discussed the following reasons for which advertising/

marketing communications may be/considered as of questionable

taste:

(1) -the proMotion of an objectionable product;

(2) the inappropriateness of the occasion or context

in which the promotion occurred;

Objectionable appealsrand

(4) the excessiveness Of the techniques used.

We discovered that advertising is frequently and vehemently

criticized for lack of good taste, but that determination

of the reasons for such criticism is often quite complicated.

No general standards appear to exist.
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Next, we turned our attention, to the impact of advertising/

norketing communications'on the values and life-styles of

-members of society. The values and life-styles considered

included materialism, moral, ethical, and aestheticstand:rds;

conformity/diversity; and interpersonal and group relation-

ships Illustrative of the fact advertising may affect various

groups in different ways, discussed the ways in which

advertising may affect the value acquisition and behavior

of Children. The effects of advertising/marketing communi-

cations on values and life=styles, although the subject of,

much speculation and debate have not been researched in

much depth.

The,key question underlying these issues is -the following:

do advertising/marketing communications create or reflect

the values and life-styleS of members of society? MOst

observers agree that advertising does both, but that it

reflects prevailing values and life-styles to a considerably

greater extent than it creates. them.

One of the major, social criticisms directed at advertising

is that advertising fosters materialism -- the tendency to

value the possession of goods. Whether or not theitendency

to acquire material goods is separated from the use to which

the good,_ re put if advertising leads people to value

goods, to

then this impact on the values and life-styles is of particular

want moreand more goods, and to want theM immediately,

concern/in thecase'of disadvantaged groups. We found vir-,

tually.no evidence with which to*evaluate- the alleged rela7

tionship between advertising and materialisM, either in

general or for specific types. of consumers.
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Similarly, we were unable to evaluate whether, and to

what extent, advertising/marketing communications changed.

-Moral; ethical,.._Land_aesthetic standards; affected_the

extent of in society; or strained interperSonal

and group relationships. Many allegations have been made;

few.- answers have-been sought;

Our review of the effects of adVertising/marketing

Communications on the behavior'and developmerit of children

centered 'about two questions, First, do advertisers exploit

the relative lack of sophistication of children to make

them buy and consume products? Second, to what extent do

advertisers corrupt children by-- teaching them socially

unacceptable Values? .In,the past; it was often assumed,

:that children react to advertising -in ways similar to adults.

Recent research suggests they react differently becauSe

theyare acquiring rather than changing valUes andtattitudes.
,

While researching children is exdeptiOnallydificult,
--I

what little work that has been done suggests children are
.--

not as vulnerable to television advertising as most 'critics

seem to believe. By sixth grade, it appears most children

understand the intent of.television advertising selectively
- --._

attend to commercials, and decide what claims they will

believe.

In conclusion, we reiterate our plea for.caution in

making statements or basing policy on assumptions regarding
the social effects of advertising/marketing communications.



Chapter 5

TOWARD. A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF ADVERTISING

We believe it is impr',_ant to understand advertising --

why it is currently a major element of 'our competitive

economic system, how it is used, and what effects it has on

our society. Throughout- this review of issues related to

adVertibing and other forms of marketing communications,

we have emphasized -`that very little is known about its

econ mic-and-social effedts, bUt-that-there-is no-ladk of

speculation. Consequently, proposals for regulation and

change of: advertising all too freqUently are debated on the

basis of what some people think rather than what anyone knows

about the effectsof advertising. A better understanding of

advertising would enable all parties concerned to reach some

measure of agreemen as to what, if any, changes are needed,

what effects these changes would have, and how these changes

should beimplemented..

It Should be evident from our review that it is difficult

to resolVe.the many queStiOns aboutthe effects of advertiSing.

There are some. Significant obstacle's to overcome, as discussed

in Chapter One. One majorobstacleiS the laCk of agreement

as to what are the important issues, what are their

implications, and:What would ConstjitUte adequate evidence to

resOlve these issues.

Acdordingly, we have attempted to shed soMelight- on the

natureof:_the-issUes, in an:effort-to faCilitate meaningful

and thoughtful discussion of theM. We have tried to define,

relate, and organize many of the questions asked and issues

raised about the economic and social' effects of advertising

and we have summarized much ofthe available evidence bearing
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on these issues.

It is important to note that we have focussed on

criticisms of advertising -- the allegations that

advertising has negative effects -7 rather than on the alleged

positive effects of advertising. Further, this report is

neither the last word nor the complete word about the\

economic and social. effects of advertising. It is intended

\ as a basis for discussion and as a stimulus to further

investigation.

We hope, this report will help all parties concerned

to deal more constructively with the fundamental issue of

what changes, if any, are needed in the ways in which

business communicates with its customers. Nearly everybody

agrees that some regulation -- by government and by business

itself -- has been and will continue to be advisable. Thus,

the question becomes what are the right kinds of regulation;

that is, what :can business and gOvernment' do to best serve

..the interests of society regarding advertising?

We believe there is a pressing -need for discussion and fOr

information. We need agreement as. to what are the Important

issues that must be resolved. We need more and better,

information as to what effects advertising/marketing

communications have on our economyand society 'as a whole

and whether those effects are cOnsideied beneficial or not.

Only in this way can government fotmulate and implement

better public policy-regarding advetising and other forms of

Marketing coMmunications. businessmen use advertising more

wisely, and.researchers contribute. meaningfully to a

continuing procesS ofaearning about this important and complex

topic
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Appraising the Economic and Social-Effects of Ad;ering

_Michael-Pearce; SCot-t M. Cunningham, Avon Miller
October, 1971

Effects of Advertising," which you recently received, contains

an error which we should like to correct.

In the discussion Of "general models of consumer behavior".'

on page 2.2, we quoted an app-aisal of the Howard ,-Sheth.Model

by Engel, Follat, and Blackwell This quotation does not reflect

its authors' evaluation of the theory as presented in Howard

and Sheth's 1969 booki Th.eThry2f13uyerhaLL.

The "quotation was based, Instead, on an erlier and much

leSS fully7deveIoped versian,of the HoWard Sheth work.

Atached:-I-s-a-revi-sed-ver-s-ior, of, page 2.2 which is, we

believe, :,a-mor,e accurate and fair statement:. Please add this

to yoUrcopy of the report.

We offer our apolOgies to Professors Howard, Sheth,' Engel,

Kollat, and Blackwell for the anachronism in the report.
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Revised Versioni Page 2.2

One of the best - known general models of consumer behavior

_proposed thus far is that 'developed by Howard and Sheth, While

it is useful as a general deseription of the process of consumer

brand choiCe, the Howard-Sheth..model--- at least in its current

stage of development -- does not seem suitable as a comprehensive

framework for analyzing the issues covered in this chapter. For

one thing, the theory proposed by Howard and Sheth deals only

with brand choice ,and closely related aspects of Consumer be-

havior; it does not purport to explain total consumption or

aggregate purchases of a Product. As discussed in Sections 2.3.1

and 2.3.2, these are important issues in any assessment of.the

overall effectS of advertising.

As of late. 1971, the Howard-Shethhodel must also be re-

garded.as a very tentative, explanation of brand chOice behavior;
_ .

One reviewer pointed out, in his appraisal of Howard and Sheth's

bOok, that the theory contains "literally hundreds of untested

hypotheses." [2, 1971]

Finally, the Howard -Sheth model does notHdeal explicitly

with some of the key aspects of advertising's influence on

consumer behavior that appear crucial to an appraisal of its

economic effects -- such as the relative impact of varying

amounts of advertising and the nature of delayed or "lagged"

resporLses to advertising messageg.

Stewart W. Bither, Review of "TheTheory of Buyer'
BehaVior," Journal of Marketing, Vol. 35, no. 1 '(January
1971) , pp; 102-01.


